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Abstract

Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM) is a novel prototype library of parametric objects, based on historic architectural data, in addition to a mapping system for plotting the library objects onto laser scan survey data. The HBIM process begins with remote collection of survey data using a terrestrial laser scanner. This is then followed by the processing of the laser scan survey data to generate ortho-image and segmented point cloud data for mapping of library objects. The next stage involves the design of new shape and parametric rules for the construction of a library of objects that are based on 18th century architectural pattern books. In building parametric objects, the problem of file format and exchange of data have been overcome by using Geometric Descriptive Language (GDL). The final stage in the HBIM process is the development of a mapping system for plotting of the parametric objects as building components onto ortho-image and segmented point cloud data to create or form the entire building. The final HBIM product consists of building full 3D models including detail behind the object’s surface, relating to its methods of construction and material make-up. HBIM can automatically generate conservation documentation in the form of survey data, orthographic drawings, schedules and 3D CAD models for both the analysis and conservation of historic objects, structures and environments. HBIM was evaluated through an end users’ scenario test and through consultation with an expert group working in the architectural heritage sector. The expert group carried out a review of conservation documentation produced from HBIM. In addition, the accuracy of HBIM was measured by comparing a sample of data from HBIM with related ground truth data. The outcome of the software testing indicated that HBIM was effective in producing conservation documentation. Additional design inputs were identified to improve the accuracy of the system expanding the parameters of the library objects and upgrading the mapping system.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
1.1 Overview

1.1.1 Recording of historic structures

Traditional methods used for surveying and recording historic structures are based on (a) manual measurement systems using tapes and levels, (b) manual measurement systems using optical equipment (theodolite and level), and (c) imaged-based systems using rectified photography or photogrammetry. More recently, digital technologies have automated the processes of both the collection and the processing of measurement data. These technologies are based on the use of lasers to determine range, digital photo modelling for supplying geometry and texture, and software platforms to compute and model virtual buildings and environments. In addition to developments in digital recording technologies, new techniques have emerged for modelling architectural heritage based on parametric 3D CAD and procedural modelling. Historic Building Information Modelling is now proposed as a novel innovation that combines and leverages the potential of these new developments.

1.1.2 Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM)

Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM) is a novel prototype library of parametric objects, based on historic architectural data, in addition to a mapping system for plotting the library objects onto laser scan survey data (see figure 1). These elements (including detail behind the object’s surface) are accurately mapped onto a survey produced from laser scanning that represents the geometry and fabric of the building. The architectural elements are scripted using a Geometric Descriptive Language (GDL). The design and detail for the parametric objects are based on architectural manuscripts ranging from Palladio to the architectural pattern books of the 18th century. The architecture of the Renaissance and the detail in architectural pattern books introduced and documented advanced scientific rules for the production of architectural elements, and these rules assist the design of parametric models. The use of historic data introduces the opportunity to develop the details behind the object’s surface concerning its methods of construction and material makeup. This is not the case with surveys based on laser scanning as they represent the recorded surface only. The parametric objects, which
represent architectural elements and detail from pattern books, are contained within prototype libraries. The parametric objects are mapped onto ortho-image and segmented point cloud data using a new system for mapping within existing software platforms and a newly designed web-based ortho-image scaling application. The web-based application is used for extracting measurements from ortho-image and segmented point cloud data. Conservation documentation in the form of survey data, orthographic drawings and schedules and 3D CAD models can then be automatically produced from the Historic Building Information Model. Conservation documentation is a process of recording historic structures and environments over different timeframes to enable the supply of accurate information for the correct conservation and maintenance of a historic structure or artefact.

Figure 1: HBIM Framework
The initial motivation for this work has evolved from attempts to produce conservation documentation from surveys based on laser scanning of historic structures in Ireland. A second and fundamental impetus for this work is to develop a new system to apply advanced CAD systems, combined with laser scanning survey data, for the documentation of architectural heritage.

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is applied to designing new buildings and new innovations are concentrated around plug-ins for energy, structural and economic analysis, and scheduling of components as an addition to new architectural design (Eastman, 2007). Fai et al (2011) have applied BIM for the documentation of historic buildings and also generating BIM models from laser scan survey data. Fai et al (2011) concentrated on the problems associated with combining laser scanning and BIM and plotting generic library objects onto the scan in a BIM environment. HBIM can provide automated conservation documentation and differs from the sophisticated 3D models produced from procedural and other parametric modelling approaches whereby the main product is a visualisation tool.

Within the research areas of both procedural and parametric modelling the use of architectural knowledge to inform the creation of models has now developed into a common part of the design approach. Using historic data to re-create the past or to restore or conserve historic artefacts and buildings is common in the wider area of conservation (ICOMOS, 1964b) and is a wide area of research. Existing research in the area of parametric modelling of architectural heritage has initiated a new direction by examining how architectural historic rules can be exploited to build computer models of historic structures and their elements. While these works inform the HBIM approach, HBIM differs in its approach to the analysis of historic data and parametric design. Firstly, HBIM refines and develops the information for building its parametric objects from the detail of architectural pattern books relating to very specific timeframes. This is in contrast to the work of De Luca (2012) who refers only the main classical architectural cannons (e.g. Vitruvius, Palladio, Vignola etc.) as a data source. De Luca (2012) work is more general in architectural detail and historic timeframes. Secondly, HBIM generates conservation documentation in addition to visualisation models as opposed to producing visualisation models only as in the case of parametric modelling (De Luca et al., 2011, De
Luca et al., 2007, Chevrier et al., 2010) and procedural modelling (Guidi et al., 2008). Finally, the use of a Geometric Descriptive Language (GDL) introduces the opportunity to develop a new parametric design framework for modelling architectural heritage.

1.2 Aims and objectives

The overall aim of this research is to develop the HBIM process to generate conservation documentation from survey data, which is based on terrestrial laser scanning of post-medieval historic structures (1700-1830).

The objectives are as follows:

1. Identify a system for recording historic structures and environments based on terrestrial laser scanning;
2. Develop a workflow system for processing the terrestrial laser scanning survey data as an initial mapping framework for the HBIM process;
3. Introduce new shape rules and parametric design based on 18th and 19th century architectural pattern books to reproduce classical elements as 3D parametric CAD objects;
4. Construct 3D objects based on the new shape rules and parametric design using a Geometric Descriptive Language (GDL);
5. Develop a mapping system for plotting the parametric objects onto the laser scan and image survey data;
6. Create Historic Building Information Models (HBIM) of building structures and elements;
7. Automatically generate conservation documentation which consists of survey data, orthographic drawings, schedules and 3D CAD models for both the analysis and conservation of historic objects, structures and environments;
8. Test and evaluate HBIM.

1.3 Methodology

The methodology applied to develop HBIM is integrated and described across the different chapters of this thesis, and is summarised in this section. The analysis for
modelling of architecture is confined to the classical period in the 18th and early 19th centuries in Ireland, which is described as the Georgian period (Craig, 1980). The initial methodology used for recording of historic structures is based on terrestrial laser scanning. A design for a survey-framework is presented, which is appropriate for recording the type of architecture that is the subject of study in this research. The framework describes the optimal laser scanning instrument positions, resolution for survey data, registration methods and details for overlapping of scans. A processing pipeline is developed using appropriate software platforms to generate the required survey products for mapping in HBIM. These consist of the following types of data: segmented point cloud, mesh data and orthographic images.

A historic framework for building a parametric library of architectural elements is developed through assessing the evolution of architectural manuscripts. The analysis and interpretation of architectural rules are based on architectural pattern books from the 17th and 18th centuries and are used to develop new shape rules and parametric design for building a library of parametric objects. Geometric Descriptive Language (GDL) is applied for the development of parametric and shape rules to reproduce the classical elements detailed in the pattern books. Non-uniform and organic shapes are developed in GDL through a series of procedures that attempt to maximise parametric content of the objects. The library objects are stored as individual parametric objects or combined to make larger objects in a library. When the parametric objects are used in the HBIM platform they can be varied and deformed to match requirements.

The new library of parametric objects is developed as a plug-in for the software platform Graphisoft ArchiCAD (Graphisoft, 2011). A process is developed for mapping parametric objects onto laser scan survey data. Library objects are regenerated and deformed by changing parameters and this is based on numeric data. To facilitate this, a photo scaling application, which is web-based, has been developed and is used for plotting and measuring distances and angular values using two-dimensional data. This automates the production of numeric parametric data for revising and plotting the library objects onto the laser survey data.

A design for end-user scenario testing is presented and implemented to assess the suitability of HBIM as a tool for the generating documentation for the conservation
process of historic structures and environments. A sample set of conservation documents is produced and evaluated by an expert group in the field of conservation. Finally the accuracy of HBIM is measured by comparing a sample of data from HBIM with related ground truth data recorded using a total station.

1.4 Summary and overview of chapters

Chapter 2 - Survey data capture and processing
The aim of this chapter is to present in detail the procedures for remote data capture using terrestrial laser scanning and the subsequent processing of the survey data for further processing in HBIM. Initially a description of terrestrial laser scanning used for recording historic structures is presented. An explanation of the processing stages of the survey data based on terrestrial laser scanning is then presented. The product of the laser scan survey is described as a point cloud, which represents the x, y and z coordinates of a scanned object. The point cloud can then be textured from image data to create a virtual 3D model of a structure or object. In conclusion, a framework for recording and processing terrestrial laser scanning survey data is presented as the initial stage in the HBIM process.

Chapter 3 – Parametric modelling
The incorporation of parametric modelling and laser scan survey data for recording of historic structures is examined in this chapter. Initially, the problems associated with mapping vectors onto laser scan survey data to create engineering drawings are detailed. This is followed by an analysis of parametric modelling whereby architectural rules are employed to assist the mapping of 3D objects onto laser scan surveys to create full virtual models of historic structures. In addition, the area of procedural modelling is briefly outlined which also employs architectural rules but is an automatic modelling system. The existing systems of parametric and procedural modelling create detailed visualisation models but do not automate the production of engineering drawings and conservation documentation.
Chapter 4 – Building a library of parametric objects

A new system for building a library of parametric architectural elements is proposed in this chapter as the next stage in the Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM) process. An outline of the evolution of classical architectural rules is presented in this chapter in the form of a narrative structure that establishes a time-frame to identify precise architectural historic sources. The interpretation and understanding of architectural rules is outlined based on the analysis of architectural pattern books. The architectural pattern books of the 18th and 19th centuries contain precise detail concerning classical architecture and rules. The development of new shape rules and parametric design for HBIM is proposed. The new shape rules and parametric design are applied to reproduce classical elements as 3D computer models, which are coded using a Geometric Descriptive Language (GDL). The analysis for modelling of architecture is confined to the classical period in the 17th and early 18th centuries in Ireland which is described as the Georgian period (Craig, 1980).

Chapter 5: Plotting parametric objects

A new methodology for accurately mapping the parametric objects onto survey data based on terrestrial laser scanning is proposed in this chapter. The library of parametric objects is designed as a plug-in for existing software platforms with the addition of a set of procedures and a framework for mapping these objects onto survey data, which is based on terrestrial laser scanning. The point cloud data can be considered as a skeletal framework, which is then mapped using parametric architectural elements to form the HBIM. Ortho-images and segmented point cloud sections and elevations are the initial data imported as image and geometric data for further processing within the HBIM platform. The point cloud is segmented to provide floor plans, elevations and sectional cuts as a map for location of library objects. Further interrogation of the point cloud provides numeric values for parametric values for the library objects themselves and these are recorded in data sheets. A specialised web-based ortho-photo scaling application has been developed as an integral part of HBIM to automatically supply the numeric and measurement data for adjusting the parameters and plotting library objects.
Chapter 6: Evaluation and testing of Historic Building Information Modelling

A design framework for testing of Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM) is presented in this chapter based on conservation scenarios developed by experts and end users to evaluate its effectiveness. The evaluation and testing scenarios are broken into three distinctive areas. The first area is an end-user test of the software by practitioners under designed conditions and protocols. The second involves the testing of accuracy of HBIM conservation documentation against ground truth data. The third involves consultation with conservation experts to determine the effectiveness of HBIM as a tool for producing conservation documentation. National and international standards for producing conservation documentation are outlined to establish standards for HBIM. The methodology for designing the conservation end user test scenarios is presented. The results of the end-users' testing are reported on and the required improvements and advantages of HBIM are defined.

Chapter 7: Conclusion and future work

A final summary of HBIM is presented in this chapter with a description of each the interconnecting stages, which make up the process. Final observations are made concerning each of these stages and a framework is presented to describe the full HBIM process. In conclusion a proposal for the further development is presented identifying future areas of work for HBIM.
Chapter 2 – Survey Data Capture and Processing
2.1 Overview

The aim of this chapter is to present in detail the procedures for remote data capture using terrestrial laser scanning and the subsequent processing of the survey data. Initially, a description of terrestrial laser scanning used for recording historic structures is presented. An explanation of the processing stages of the survey data based on terrestrial laser scanning is then presented.

2.2 Terrestrial laser scanners

The terrestrial laser scanner is a device that automatically measures the three-dimensional co-ordinates of a given region of an object’s surface, in a systematic pattern at a high capture rate in near real time. The laser ranger is directed towards an object by reflective surfaces that are encoded so that their angular orientation can be determined for each range measurement. The entire instrument and/or the recorded object are rotated to achieve, where possible, complete 3D point coverage (Mills and Barber, 2004).

There are three types of scanners suitable for metric surveys for cultural heritage: triangulation, phase comparison and time of flight scanners. Triangulation scanners calculate 3D co-ordinate measurements by triangulation of the spot or stripe of a laser beam on an object’s surface that is recorded by one or more CCD (charge-coupled device) cameras. Phase comparison systems calculate range based on the difference in phase between emitted and returning wavelengths. Time of flight scanners (Figure 2) calculate range, or distance, from the time taken for a laser pulse to travel from its source to an object and be reflected back to a receiving detector (Boehler et al., 2001).

Details of the Riegl laser scanner and combined camera system are illustrated in Figure 2. The Range finder electronics are indicated at (1) in the main body of the scanner. The vertical deflection of the laser beam shown at (2) is directed towards an object by a polygon (3), which is made up of a number of reflective surfaces. The horizontal scan is achieved by rotating the complete optical head (4) up to 360°. The scan-data, which consists of range, angle, and signal amplitude, is transmitted to a processor through data cables (6). A camera (5) is located on the same vertical axis as the scanner. A separate cable (7) feeds the digital data into a processor. The right hand side of the image shows the scanner in operation in Henrietta Street, Dublin.
2.2.1 Combining laser scanning and digital imaging

Most modern scanning systems are fitted with a CCD (charge-coupled device) digital camera and the image data that is captured can be used to colour the product of the laser scan survey data (the point cloud). The point cloud represents the x, y, z coordinates of a scanned object an example of which is illustrated in detail 1 in Figure 3. The object in this case is the façade of number 3 Henrietta Street, which is an 18th century Georgian Street in Dublin.
The red, green and blue (RGB) wavelength data from a digital camera can be mapped onto point cloud data, taking into account instrument rotation and perspective projection; this is illustrated in detail 3 in Figure 3. Both the laser scanner and camera must be correctly geometrically calibrated (Abmayr et al., 2005). Camera calibration is introduced to correct the distortion of camera lenses, and any perspective distortion contained in the images is removed by mapping onto the point cloud. The mounting position and orientation of the accompanying camera is defined with respect to the scanner’s coordinate system, with every image representing a calibrated and registered image. High-resolution colour images can be precisely mapped onto a geometric model represented by a point-cloud, provided that the camera position and orientation are known in the coordinate system of the geometric model (Beraldin, 2004). Although most modern laser scanners tend to have the camera optics located co-axially with the scanners optics.

2.3 Errors in data collection

Errors in data collection can occur due to the following: inaccuracy in angular and range calibration; edge detection; environmental conditions and surface reflectivity. The angular accuracy of laser scanning instruments is dependent on the accuracy and calibration of the encoded mirrors (Barber et al., 2006). Angular accuracy is also determined by errors in the vertical axis, which occur if the vertical axis has deviations to the nominal vertical axis (Schulz and Ingensand, 2004, ). Higher-end instruments now
have dual-axis compensation so this is no longer an issue with newer instruments. Errors occur in edge detection when the laser beam moves over an edge and the whole laser spot cannot be identified as a part of it falls on both sides, resulting in the incorrect recording of edge points (Böhler et al., 2003). The laser scanner must be used within a certain temperature range to function properly; internal heating or heat from external sources may affect the temperature inside the scanner. Finally, the laser spot is more easily reflected from surfaces which are diffuse with high reflectivity, resulting in better reflection of the signal back to the scanner (Křemen et al., 2006).

2.3.1 Error reduction

Remondino and El-Hakim (2006) recommend the integration of independent data from other precise surveying instruments with 3D laser scanner data. The problems of random errors and object occlusion in the laser scan survey can be greatly reduced by integrating other survey data. In addition, the level of detail can be enhanced for smaller features by introducing independent data collection based on digital photo modelling. Ground truth using other precise surveying instruments (e.g. total station) should be established and collected during the survey process to evaluate the accuracy of the laser and image survey data (El-Hakim et al., 2007).

2.4 Processing laser and image survey data

2.4.1 Pre-processing of laser survey data

The outcome from the laser scan survey described as a point cloud, this represents the x, y, z coordinates of a scanned object, and typically requires cleaning, sorting and combining of different sets of point cloud data before processing takes place.

Data cleaning and re-sampling

The initial pre-processing stage involves cleaning and removing erroneous data or artefacts such as reflections of the scan through objects. These incorrect points can be eliminated before point clouds are registered. Once identified, reflections from objects in the background and in the space between the scanner and object e.g. trees and other objects in the foreground, moving persons or traffic and atmospheric effects such as dust
or rain, can be largely removed by the introduction of range limits, or with the aid of graphical tools in a CAD software programme. Inaccurate points originating from multiple reflections can also be largely eliminated with this latter method (Böhler et al., 2002).

The point density on the object’s surface can vary significantly due to the altering range to the object surfaces during acquisition. Re-sampling, by reducing the density of the data for overly dense point clouds, can reduce the amount of unnecessary data and file size. Software platforms, based on the organisation of all available data in an octree structure (which is a data structure useful for visibility of 3D data) enables the sorting of the data into an even point density on the scanned surface of the object (Remondino and El-Hakim, 2006). Signal noise can be eliminated, if the object is known to be smooth, by the application of a low pass or median filter. Filtering of point cloud data should be avoided where an object consists of smooth parts and edges as it will influence all object parts in a similar way (Böhler et al., 2002).

**Point cloud registration**

Registration is the combination of two or more point clouds taken from different observation points or the referencing of the scanned object in a global or project coordinate system. This is achieved using tie and control points that are either features of the object (e.g. corners) or special targets (spheres, flat targets with high reflectivity), which are identifiable in the point cloud at the processing stage. Software for registering point clouds usually facilitates registration by special targets or by overlapping point clouds or a combination of both (Mills and Barber, 2004). In the case of large structures where the placing of targets is not always possible, known features on the object are used to fully transform and align the scans (Allen et al., 2003). GPS systems can determine the co-ordinates of the laser scanner position which can then allow for the scans from each position to be brought into a common frame of reference in a global or project co-ordinate system (Cheok et al., 2000). Alternatively registration by cloud matching is carried out by selecting a pair of partially overlapping scans and transforming one scan into alignment with the other using appropriate algorithms (Alba and Scaioni, 2005).
2.4.2 Data processing

The range data in the form of the point cloud from the laser scanner can be considered as a skeletal framework for recording the geometry of the historic structure. This geometric framework is then mapped with the associated image data allowing for more precise identification of the structure’s texture and features.

Surface meshing

Polygonal surface meshing (Figure 4) creates a surface on a point cloud; the created surface is made up of triangles connecting the data points into a consistent polygonal model. A mesh is defined as a collection of triangular (or quadrilateral) contiguous, non-overlapping faces joined together along their edges which contain vertices, edges and faces forming the representation of the face of an object (Remondino and El-Hakim, 2006).

The point cloud, illustrated in detail 1 in Figure 4 is a series of random points, which are then linked by triangular networks using algorithms such as Delaunay triangulation (see detail 2 in Figure 4). The Delaunay triangulation algorithm simultaneously identifies on the point cloud, the vertex of each triangle that lies within the interior of any of the circum-circles of each triangle. The triangles can then be surfaced as shown in detail 3, in Figure 4, defining the scanned object’s planes, edges etc (Remondino, 2006). The function of smoothing modifies the surface structure of the point cloud by optimising the point data, filling holes and correcting edges. This is followed by decimation which is a process to optimise the number of polygons and points in the mesh (Böhler et al., 2002).
Figure 4: Triangulation - creates a surface on a point cloud.

In the figure above the point cloud is illustrated in detail 1; triangulation is shown in detail 2 and the triangles surfaced shown in detail 3

Texturing the point cloud

Following the creation of a triangular mesh the results are then textured from associated image information as detailed in Figure 5 (on the next page), detail 1 illustrates the point cloud and detail 2 illustrates the textured triangulated mesh. In texture mapping, colour images are mapped on to the triangulated mesh; the corresponding image co-ordinates are calculated for each vertex of a triangle on the 3D surface. Following this, colour RGB values are attached within the surface triangle. (Remondino and El-Hakim, 2006).
In the figure above detail 1; illustrates the point cloud, detail 2, illustrates texture mapping

2.4.3 Ortho-image

The creation of an ortho-image from point cloud data allows for all of the image and geometric data to be exported for visualisation or further processing in CAD, VRML or other modelling platforms. Ortho-images are photo realistic models containing width, breath and height of an object. The ortho-image represents the data for a particular plane on the x, y, and z-axis; this can therefore represent elevation, plan, or section of an object.

The texture for the ortho-image is taken from the associated image data as illustrated in 1 in Figure 6, the 3D geometry is supplied from the meshed point cloud (detail 2 in Figure 6). Both sets of data are for a particular segment and plane within the point cloud. Initially planes are created on the x-y, x-z and y-z axis. The shaded areas detailed in 3 and 4 in Figure 6, illustrate how the plane on the front elevation of the structure is identified. Initially the distance from the front plane is identified as detailed in 3 in Figure 6, followed by segmentation of the area of the point cloud (detail 4 in Figure 6). The associated image data textures the point cloud to create a digital terrain model or ortho-
image (detail 5 in Figure 6), which then can be exported as 3D data to other software platforms (Gruen et al., 2004).

Figure 6: Creation of Ortho-image

Detail1, image data; detail2, mesh data; detail 3 and 4 ortho-image generation and detail5, illustrates the ortho-image

2.4.4 Accuracy of laser scanning for surveying historic structures

Early research concerning accuracy of laser scanning concentrated on smaller cultural objects, which require very high scan resolution. This is best illustrated by Stanford University and the University of Washington (Levoy et al., 2000) in the digitising of the sculpting of the Renaissance artist Michelangelo. The triangulation scanner at a resolution of 1/4 mm captured detail of the geometry of the artist's chisel marks. In the case of larger immovable objects, early and more recent research has concluded that contemporary commercial recording systems (laser scanning and digital photo-modelling)
meet with accuracy and efficiency requirements for recording and surveying of historic structures and artefacts. This body of research also includes validation and identification of the most efficient and accurate processing pipeline, which is presented in the next section as a recording framework for HBIM. (Beraldin et al., 1997), (Jacobs, 2000), (Bernardini and Rushmeier, 2002), (Barber, 2003), (Bryan et al., 2004), (Mills and Barber, 2004), (Barber et al., 2006).

2.5 Conclusion - a recording framework for HBIM

In conclusion a framework is presented for remote data capture using laser scanning in addition to the processing of these data. This framework provides the initial elements for the HBIM process. The procedures in section 2.2 which describes data capture and section 2.4 which describes pre and post processing of laser scan survey data, contribute to designing this framework.

The period chosen for analysis and representation of architecture for HBIM is confined to the classical period of the 17th and 18th centuries in Ireland and is described as Georgian. Henrietta Street one of Dublin’s earliest Georgian Streets (O Neill, 2003a, O Neill, 2003b) is chosen as the subject and case study for developing and testing HBIM (see Figure 7). The street is also one of the few architecturally intact Georgian streets in the capital (Craig, 1980). For this study the street was surveyed and recorded on four occasions using laser-scanning equipment. Initially a Riegl LMS-Z420i terrestrial laser (see Figure 2) was used for surveying the street to develop a preliminary methodology for data capture and processing. The Trimble GS 200 terrestrial laser scanner (see Figure 8) was then used for a full scan of the façades of Henrietta Street. A summary of key recommendations based on the results of the final laser scanning campaign using the Trimble GS 200 is described in the following section and provides the basis for the HBIM recording framework.
Figure 7: Location of Henrietta Street
2.5.1 *HBIM recording framework*

The scanning and recording framework is based on the following stages:

*Stage 1:* Survey data was collected using a Trimble GS 200 terrestrial laser scanner (Figure 8).

![Figure 8: Trimble GS 200 terrestrial laser](image)

*Stage 2:* Henrietta Street was surveyed on a number of occasions as stated previously with a purpose of developing the most advantageous system for recording Georgian architecture. Positioning of the scanner and the resolution of the scan were the main factors, which were identified from the early scans. The initial laser scan surveys were carried out in 2007 and 2009 and were used to identify a recording framework which was used for planning the final laser scanning campaign which was carried out in September.
2011. In this final laser scanning survey, ten scans were carried out at a 10mm resolution and one scan at a 5mm resolution using a Trimble GS200 terrestrial laser scanner. The optimal scan positions and scan overlaps recommended for the Georgian streetscape are illustrated in Figure 9.

![Figure 9: Optimal scan positions](image)

The street is shown in plan, indicating the scan position 1 to 11, illustrated in the two diagrams on the left, the table on the right shows the percentage overlapping used for each scan position.
Stage 3: The point cloud is pre-processed to register the separate data sets. Registration is the combination of several point clouds taken from different observation points. For registration two different methods were used, a cloud based registration and also registration using common points as detailed in Table 1. Common target were surveyed at a higher resolution (2mm) in common areas between scans for registration of scans. Five to eight common targets were surveyed to ensure accurate registration results during processing. All processing of scan data was carried out using Trimble Realworks software. The process of registration of the three scans in the software is shown in Figure 10.

Table 1: Registration results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scan</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Registration Method</th>
<th>Registration Accuracy</th>
<th>Buildings Scanned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 &amp; 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>Cloud Matching</td>
<td>7.69mm</td>
<td>4, 5, 6 &amp; 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>Cloud Matching</td>
<td>8.94mm</td>
<td>6, 7, 8 &amp; 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>Common Points</td>
<td>4.97mm</td>
<td>9, 10 &amp; Gate at end of street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>Common Points</td>
<td>5.50mm</td>
<td>Gate at end of street &amp; Law Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>Common Points</td>
<td>4.69mm</td>
<td>Law Building, 11 &amp; 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>Common Points</td>
<td>7.78mm</td>
<td>12, 13 &amp; 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>Common Points</td>
<td>2.14mm</td>
<td>14 &amp; 15 (including Gable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>Cloud Matching</td>
<td>12.98mm</td>
<td>Gaps in 15 &amp; Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10mm</td>
<td>Common Points</td>
<td>12.72mm</td>
<td>Gable of Number 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5mm</td>
<td>Cloud Matching</td>
<td>2.53mm</td>
<td>Door case of No. 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As stated previously in addition to the ten scans detailed in Figure 9, the door case of number 3 Henrietta Street was scanned at a resolution of 5mm as a 10mm resolution was not sufficient to capture the architectural detail of the object. It is therefore recommended to use a 5mm scan resolution for detailed objects and a 10mm scan for facades.
Stage 4: It is recommended that the pre-processing stage should also involve the cleaning and removing erroneous data or artefacts. This is followed by if necessary the re-sampling and reducing of the density of data for overly dense point clouds. The reduction in point density will reduce the data size for export of the point cloud in vector format for further processing in CAD which facilitates the generation of segmented and mesh data as detailed in Figure 11.

Stage 5: The outputs required for the next stage of the HBIM process are:

(a) The segmented point cloud as 3D data in CAD file formats (DXF, DWG) representing orthographic planes in the surveyed structures (Figure 11);
(b) Structured mesh as 3D data in CAD file formats (DXF, DWG) representing whole or parts of building elements (Figure 12);
(c) Orthographic image data (Figure 13).
Figure 12: Mesh as 3D data

Figure 13: Orthographic Image
2.5.2 Framework summary - data capture and processing

Subsequent to data capture the laser scan model evolves through a series of pre-processing stages of cleaning, sorting and combining of different sets of point cloud data, followed by post-processing of surfacing and texturing of the point cloud data. Polygonal surface meshing creates a surface on a point cloud; the created surface is made up of triangles connecting the data points into a consistent polygonal model. Following the creation of a triangular mesh the results are then textured from associated image information creating textured and surfaced 3D model of the scanned object. Finally, ortho-images and segmented point clouds and mesh models are created to provide a basis for the next stage of the HBIM process.

Figure 14: Views of Henrietta Street from laser scan survey
Chapter 3 – Parametric Modelling
3.1 Overview

The incorporation of parametric modelling and laser scan survey data for recording of historic structures is examined in this chapter. Initially, the problems associated with mapping vectors onto laser scan survey data to create engineering drawings are detailed. This is followed by an analysis of parametric modelling; whereby architectural rules are employed to assist the mapping of 3D objects onto laser scan surveys to create full virtual models of historic structures. In addition, the area of procedural modelling is briefly outlined which also employs architectural rules but is an automatic modelling system. The existing systems of parametric and procedural modelling create detailed visualisation models but do not automate the production of engineering drawings and conservation documentation. Finally, in this chapter a new system of Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM) is proposed as an advancement in 3D modelling for historic structures combining laser scanning and Building Information Modelling (BIM). Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM) is proposed as a novel system for automatically producing both visualisation models and the required conservation documentation for the recording of historic structures and their environments.

3.2 Creating engineering drawings from point cloud data

3.2.1 Plotting onto laser scan surveys

A full record of a historic structure (usually in the form of engineering survey drawings) is required where conservation or alterations are planned for the structure. The production of engineering drawings from laser and image survey data can be described as a reverse engineering process whereby an object’s physical dimensions, geometry, and material properties are captured to produce orthographic plans, elevations, sections and 3D models. The objects in this case are historic structures brought through the design process in the opposite direction, revealing information about the original design and construction (Cheng and Jin, 2006).

The majority of current software platforms for creating engineering drawings from laser scan surveys function by mapping vectors on to the point cloud or textured point cloud (AutoCAD, 2012, Pointools, 2012). This is a complex process as the data size of
the point cloud is large and mapping in 3D space onto a point cloud is difficult because of point and edge detection and location. Segmentation of the point cloud is necessary in order to identify the correct surfaces for plotting of vectors. Vectors can then be plotted onto both the point cloud and the ortho-image. While this process is largely manual, additions have been made to the software platforms to partly automate the mapping process, which include extruding, profiling and the creation of paths onto point cloud. Amato et al. 2003, created a CAD model of the leaning tower of Pisa, which was created from the 3D point-cloud; the project team described this as an involved and time-consuming process. The vector diagram provided a map of the tower’s eccentricity, which could not be observed in the same precise manner from the point cloud alone. This is due to lack of edge definition in the point cloud, thus proving the relevance of the production of engineering drawings (Amato et al., 2003).

The laser scan survey of the Cathedral of Saint Pierre de Beauvais carried out by the University of Columbia Robotics Lab (Allen et al., 2003) is an example of an accurate 3D record of a historic structure. Some of the scan results showing elevation, plan and section that are based on the point cloud colour intensity are detailed in Figure 15. If the scan results are proposed for use in representing conservation or re-construction detail, there is then one significant limitation with this data. Upon close inspection of the point cloud, the edges and planes, which define the construction elements that make up the structure, these edges and planes are not accurately identified as they consist of a series of points.

![Figure 15: Cathedral of Saint Pierre de Beauvais](CyArc, 2007)
3.2.2 Manual mapping of vectors onto the point cloud

Mapping vectors onto the point cloud or textured point cloud can create conventional orthographic or 3D survey engineering drawings. This is a complex process, as the data size of the point cloud is usually very large and mapping in 3D space onto a point cloud is difficult because of point and edge detection and location. This process is partially illustrated in Figure 16: the point cloud shown in plan in detail 1 is exported into a CAD software platform but then requires a series of adjustments. The point cloud plan is translated onto the orthographic planes on the x, y and x, z-axis as illustrated in detail 2 in Figure 16. The Segmented point cloud as shown in detail 3 of Figure 16 is used to identify the correct surfaces for plotting of vectors. The vectors can then be plotted (detail 5) onto both the point cloud and the ortho-image (detail 4), this process is largely manual.

Figure 16: Vector mapping onto a point cloud surface
3.3 Parametric modelling based on architectural rules

3.3.1 Parametric modelling

Mapping parametric objects, as opposed to vectors, on to the point cloud can overcome the slow task of plotting and locating every vector onto the cloud surface. The use of parametric objects can also introduce the opportunity to develop detail behind the object’s surface concerning its methods of construction and material make-up. The process of mapping parametric objects onto a 3D point cloud can be achieved by placing 2D or 3D shapes onto the point cloud by locating/defining shapes on the point cloud as primitives. For example a primitive shape of a cylinder can be mapped onto the point cloud to represent a column, which is then textured from the associated image data (Abmayr et al., 2005).

3.3.2 Architectural rule based modelling

An improvement in mapping can be achieved by recognising that buildings are a set of elements, organized by spatial relationships determined by an architectural style or language. The architectural elements can be represented in libraries as parametric objects and mapped onto point cloud or image-based surveys (Dekeyser et al., 2003). In similar work (Deveau et al., 2005), primitive objects are mapped onto the scan and image data; these are detected through semi-automatic extraction of the objects where the object localisation is initialised by user interaction. This is then followed by fully automatic segmentation of both the image and 3D data where each object needs to be reconstructed from planar surfaces, general geometric primitives and generalised cylinders. When these models do not fit with the surface, triangulation is performed similar to point cloud editing software (Deveau et al., 2005). For example a classical column is made up of a cylindrical shaft to one third of its height and a tapering shaft for the remainder of the shaft; this subtlety may not usually be detected by automatic or semi-automatic recognition of primitives. Parametric libraries of architectural elements or objects can be built with precision for mapping onto different survey data sets if they are based on architectural language and vocabularies. In their work (Chevrier et al., 2009), state, “only simple geometrical shapes are automatically adjusted to cloud points” and only visible
parts of the objects can be modelled and rebuilt. Hidden parts are often predictable and can be created as parametric objects based on historic architectural data. In more recent work (Chevrier et al., 2010), develop parametric components for 3D modelling of architectural elements, in a Maya Environment (3D modeling software used for commercial animation) combined with a Graphical User Interface (GUI). They automatically construct 3D models of the objects based on point cloud and image survey data. In this study they concentrate on window openings, which they generate as parametric models of walls and their openings, further parameters are then added based on historic and other survey data sources. Historic architectural and geometrical knowledge is essential in order to create architectural parametric objects or elements.

A new system for modeling, and representing architectural heritage through a software platform called NUBES, proposes a methodology for the semantic description of architectural elements based on historic architectural knowledge (De Luca et al., 2006, Dekeyser et al., 2003, De Luca et al., 2007, De Luca et al., 2011). This methodology is used to construct a shape library and is organized spatially as completed structures within the NUBES framework. They establish their analysis of the classical language of architecture on historic architectural manuscripts. De Luca et al. (2006, 2007, 2011) identify a number of concepts for analysing the geometrical character and make-up of classical buildings and for the reinstatement of the buildings' shape within a virtual environment. As a first step in their modelling pipeline they identify the dominant surface as the internal and external fabric or envelope of a structure, which is separated in the modelling pipeline from other parts of the artifact or structure. Architectural mouldings are described as the key building atoms of classical architecture, which make up and add complexity to the geometry of larger elements such as walls, columns and beams, windows doors etc. Their library of shapes is based on sets of geometric primitives, which form the architectural mouldings, and which are described as basic elements in historic architectural manuscripts. The fact that objects in classical architecture can be linked by intermediate shapes, which allow for transition between the basic elements is essential in describing the behavior of architectural elements within their spatial framework. In addition they identify the use of repetition of architectural elements (colonnades, façade symmetry and proportion) to assist in generating the model. They
state that orthographic plans, elevations and surveys can also inform the creation of objects (De Luca, 2012), and compliment the knowledge taken from architectural manuscripts. In their most recent publications they outline a WEB based system for describing, analysing, documenting and sharing digital representations of heritage buildings using their improved methodologies (De Luca et al., 2011).

While the NUBES system of parametric modelling creates detailed visualisation models it does not automate the production of engineering drawings and conservation documentation. In the NUBES system reference is made to Renaissance manuscripts but they are not placed in specific timeframes in relation to the modeling of historic structures. As classical architecture spans over a long period from the Renaissance to the 20th century, more time-specific architectural sources must be identified and linked to geographic locations.

3.3.3 Procedural modelling - shape grammars

In documenting the classical orders, Renaissance architects formulated a language whereby the rules, which govern the distribution and combination of parts, are described in a grammar of ornament and composition. The elements (mouldings, profiles, symbols etc.) become the architectural vocabulary; the whole composition relates to a linguistic structure, this linguistic analogy presents a basis for analysis and understanding to architecture (Clarke and Crossley, 2000). More recently, linguistics is used for representation and semantics in the field of computing for procedural modelling of buildings and virtual environments. Shape grammars (Stiny and Gips, 1972), were introduced in the 1970s and used for conceptualising and analysing architectural design. Buildings are based on different architectural styles and can be divided and represented by sets of basic shapes, these shapes are governed by replacement rules whereby a shape can be changed or replaced by transformations generating additional and new shapes. Shape grammar, therefore, can be attributed to architectural styles and urban planning configurations developing a process to automatically reconstruct and generate building and urban styles and configurations in a virtual environment. In the case of the generation of 3D city models, maps and land-water boundaries, in addition to laser scan and image survey data, are used to virtually generate roadways and streets and the geometry of
buildings and their position (Parish and Muller, 2011). New shape grammars, which represent architectural rules, can improve the automation of the virtual models, for example split rules, divide up architectural structures and elements into components. Using split rules facades can be divided vertically into floors and horizontally into windows and their accompanying panels (Wonka et al., 2003), (Muller et al., 2006), (Aliaga et al., 2007). In the case of architectural heritage and archaeology the "Plastico di Roma Antica," a large plaster-of-Paris model of imperial Rome (16x17 metres) created in the last century was scanned and modelled as a mesh model. The model was then incorporated with other historic and specialist information and, with rule-based generation the reconstruction of ancient Rome was modeled, entitled “Rome Reborn 1.0” (Guidi et al., 2007, Guidi et al., 2008). This was extended to the whole city in the following project “Rome Reborn 2.0” (Frischer et al., 2008). Shape grammar-based procedural modelling contrasts with parametric modelling, both are based on architectural rules but procedural modelling is automatic and parametric modelling depends on human interaction combined with automation.

Again, in the case of procedural modelling visualisation models are created automatically, but orthographic drawings and conservation documentation are not automated within the process. Detail of the many and varied non-geometric shapes found in ornament to classical buildings may be not replicated accurately within procedural modelling. In procedural modelling, reference to specific historic literature sources related to the timeframes and geographic locations of the historic models, is not apparent within the research literature.
3.4 Evolution of Building Information Modelling (BIM)

3.4.1 Evolutionary stages

Parametric CAD differs from generic 3D CAD, as parameters are assigned to an object prior to its use. For example, standard 3D CAD is usually an object-oriented programme, the objects that are used to create the lines, arcs, and dimensions that in turn create architectural elements are not parametric. These objects exist as graphic entities but they do not have intelligence (Ibrahim et al., 2003, Ibrahim and Krawczyk, 2004). Parametric modelling introduces the concept of variables for the representation of geometry, shape, surface texture or feature which improve the object’s real world depiction (Shah and Mäntylä, 1995). Architectural elements are represented as real world entities by capturing their characteristics, function and performance under different conditions. Parametric objects can be adaptive to wider architectural scenarios reducing their level of detail or alternatively capturing specific knowledge reducing their wider use (Garba and Hassanain, 2004). Other strategic evolutionary stages of parametric CAD are Boundary Representation (B-rep) and Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG). These were developed in the 1970s and 1980s. Boundary Representation (B-rep) provides details of an object’s shape by describing the object’s faces, edges and vertices and their relationships. Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) represents objects using primitive shapes and subsequently combines these in 3D spaces using Boolean operations to create additional objects. The next evolutionary stage in the development of parametric CAD, introduced the concept of describing the features and characteristics of an object. Feature based CAD can refer to geometry, specification of materials etc., in addition to function which describes the objects role (e.g. wall, door, window etc.) and performance, which indicates how elements relate to each other; e.g. the window can cut an opening in a wall (Van Leeuwen, 1999, Gross, 2001). Feature-based CAD enables the modification and variation of parameters by the user, the incorporation of object features (such as openings in elements) and interactions between elements within a spatial environment (Van Leeuwen, 1999, Van Leeuwen et al., 1996).

The evolutionary stages of CAD have moved from 2D graphic computer representation to parametric modelling to nD modelling (Tse et al., 2005) and on to feature extraction.
and finally, more recently, to Building Information Modelling (BIM). BIM differentiates itself as an object intelligent architectural CAD tool rather than a drafting tool and represents building elements and components as information rich parametric objects to create or to form an entire building. BIM uses building semantics to include physical elements such as walls and floors, and conceptual elements, such as spaces and openings (Boeykens et al., 2008). In addition to 3D visualisation, BIM can automate the production of digital documentation (3D, orthographic projections cut sections, details and schedules).

3.4.2 Building Information Modelling – (BIM)

BIM is defined as the assembling of parametric objects which represent building components within a virtual environment and which are used to create or represent an entire building. Objects are described according to parameters some of which are user-defined and others, which relate to position in a 3D environment relative to other shape objects. The parametric building objects are not defined singularly but as systems using interaction with other objects and their own values (shape, texture etc) within a BIM. Computer generated parametric objects (such as windows, doors, walls, roofs etc) store data relating to the object and its relationship to the whole building. If changes are made to an object, the updated object will make appropriate changes to other objectives and can be observed in real time by all project participants. Within BIM, building elements can contain information such as geometry, geographical or positioning co-ordinates associated with a project, quantities, cost estimates, details of materials, project schedules, energy and structural. Information can be readily extracted. Interrelation between construction documents, resources and specifications of various items, performance of a building can be observed before it is built. (Aouad and Lee, 2007, Eastman, 2006, Staub-French and Khanzode, 2007, Smith and Tardif, 2009). The leading BIM software platforms are Autodesk Revitt (Autodesk, 2011), GraphiSoft ArchiCAD (Graphisoft, 2011) and Bentley Architecture (Bentley, 2011). ArchiCAD is an architectural design application, built around the BIM concept as a standalone application. In ArchiCAD the modelling of objects can be achieved through using standard parametric construction elements. These elements are embedded in the software.
(such as walls, columns, beams, slabs, roofs etc.) or created as new objects using the embedded scripting language Geometric Descriptive Language (GDL). The use of GDL allows for the creation of any number of rich parametric BIM objects and for their storage in internal libraries or data bases for further reuse or modification (Tse et al., 2005). Revit is also a BIM modelling platform, where the user constructs a mass model with a combination of solid forms and void forms. The faces of the mass volume can be turned into building elements and floors and other architectural elements can be generated inside the mass model (Boeykens et al., 2008). Bentley differs from Archi-CAD and Revit in that it exists as a plug-in for other Bentley platforms.

3.5 A new concept - Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM)

3.5.1 Using architectural rules to develop 3D models

The research areas of procedural and parametric modelling have employed architectural knowledge to inform the creation of virtual models. Using historic data to re-create the past, or to restore or conserve historic artefacts and buildings is common in the wider area of conservation, (ICOMOS, 1964a) and is also an extensive area of research. A new direction has been initiated by examining how architectural historic rules can be exploited to build computer models of historic structures (De Luca et al., 2011, Chevrier et al., 2010, Guidi et al., 2008). While these works can inform a new modelling approach, significant problems remain, these are as follows:

1. Neither procedural nor parametric modelling offer a specific timeframe or model for describing their sources of historic data that inform architectural rules.

2. The aim of producing conservation documentation and engineering drawings as opposed to sophisticated visualisation models, requires different levels of accuracy especially in the speculation of data behind the scan surface. Both procedural and parametric modelling techniques concentrate on producing visualisation models.

3. In the case of procedural modelling accuracy in the representation of finer detail suffers greatly in order to facilitate extrusions of 3D models from building
footprints or full architectural panels introduced to automate the modelling of large sections of historic structures.

3.5.2 Combining laser scanning and BIM based on architectural rules

Most applications of Building Information Modelling are applied to designing new buildings and new innovations that are concentrated around plug-ins for energy, structural and economic analysis, and scheduling of components as an addition to new architectural design (Eastman, 2007). With the exception of Fai, (2011), very little work has been done in relation to modelling historic buildings and also generating BIM models from laser scan survey data. Their work concentrated on the problems associated with combining laser scanning and BIM through plotting generic library objects onto the scan in a BIM environment, their work did not approach the creation of parametric libraries based on architectural rules or improved automation of objects onto the scan surveys.

3.5.3 Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM) - a new concept

By combining laser scanning with Building Information Modelling created from libraries of parametric objects based on historic architectural rules a new concept is proposed for the modelling of historic structures. This is expressed as Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM) and differs from other approaches, as the product is the creation of full 3D models including detail behind the object’s surface concerning its methods of construction and material makeup. The advantage of HBIM over other modelling approaches is that the end result generates automated conservation documentation. This is in contrast to highly sophisticated visualisation products developed from procedural and other parametric modelling approaches whereby the main product is a visualisation tool.
Chapter 4 - Building a Library of Parametric Objects
4.1 Overview

A new system for building a library of parametric architectural elements is proposed in this chapter as the next stage in the Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM) process. An outline of the evolution of classical architectural rules is presented in section 4.2 of this chapter in the form of a narrative structure, which establishes a time-frame to identify precise architectural historic sources (see Figure 17). The interpretation and understanding of architectural rules is outlined in section 4.3, based on the analysis of architectural pattern books. The architectural pattern books of the 18\textsuperscript{th} and 19\textsuperscript{th} centuries contain precise detail concerning classical architecture and rules. Section 4.4 presents the development of new shape rules and parametric design for HBIM. The new shape rules and parametric design are applied to reproduce classical elements as 3D computer models, which are coded using a Geometric Descriptive Language (GDL). The analysis for modelling of architecture is confined to the classical period in the 17\textsuperscript{th} and early 18\textsuperscript{th} centuries in Ireland, which is described as the Georgian period (Craig, 1980). The classical architecture of this period is based on ordered components, geometric proportion and a limited range of material and texture and is an ideal subject for the building of parametric components for virtual models.

4.2 A framework for assessing architectural rules

4.2.1 An evolutionary time-frame for classical architecture

Information concerning historic construction techniques and architectural details can be found in architectural manuscripts, which have evolved from Vitruvius (70 – 35 BC) to the 17\textsuperscript{th} and 18\textsuperscript{th} century architectural pattern books. The evolution of these manuscripts is summarised chronologically in Figure 17. An understanding of classical architecture within its correct time-frame is essential in order to map and identify significant rules, which can be applied to computer modelling. The interpretation and understanding of these rules can be more easily adapted from architectural pattern books, which emerged in the 17\textsuperscript{th} and 18\textsuperscript{th} centuries.
The evolution of architectural manuscripts, which documented the classical architecture of Greece and Rome and in turn developed the rules of classical architecture, is illustrated in Figure 17 above. The first recorded is the treatise “De Architectura” by Vitruvius. Later during the classical revival of the Renaissance, Alberti published “De re Aedificatoria”. Sebastiano Serlio published “Regole Generali D’architettura” and Vignola published his “Regola Delli Cinque Ordini D’architettura”. Andrea Palladio’s work “Quattro Libri dell’Architettura” influenced the architectural treatise produced in Britain by James Gibbs” which may be regarded as the precursors to the 18th century architectural pattern books.
4.2.2 Evolution of architectural manuscripts

The most important classical source for architecture is the treatise “De Architectura” by Vitruvius; which was possibly written before 27 BC, and during the first century AD. The text survived in various manuscripts during the middle ages. Marcus Vitruvius Pollio was a Roman architect working in the reign of the Emperor Augustus; Vitruvius observed design and geometry in ancient architecture of Rome and Greece and documented the classical orders, proportions, methods of construction and materials (Evers B. and Thoenes C., 2003, Jokilehto, 1986, Pollio and Morgan, 1960, Evers and Thoenes, 2003).

Classical architecture was revived during the renaissance, introducing new and more scientific rules for the interpretation of Roman and Greek buildings and also for the production of drawings and surveys. Alberti, published “De re Aedificatoria” (On the Art of Building) in 1452, in this work he attempted to interpret the work of Vitruvius and improve its philosophical and intellectual content. There were no illustrations included in the original and it was written in Latin. At the same time, Marini published his interpretations of Vitruvius but unlike Alberti it contained illustrations, presenting the laws of classical proportion (Evers B. and Thoenes C., 2003, Jokilehto, 1986, Pollio and Morgan, 1960, Alberti et al., 1991, Evers and Thoenes, 2003). In 1537, Sebastiano Serlio published “Regole Generali D'architettura” (General Rules of Architecture) (Serlio, 1982). In 1562 Vignola published his “Regola Delli Cinque Ordini D’architettura” (The Five Orders of Architecture) which was mainly illustration and lacked text, resulting in a more practical aid for building (Evers B. and Thoenes C., 2003, Jokilehto, 1986, Pollio and Morgan, 1960, Vignola, 1596, Ware, 1903, Ware, 1905). While Andrea Palladio's 1570 work “Quattro Libri dell'Architettura” (The Four Books of Architecture) also documented a succinct account of the rules of classical architecture, his treatise set out full design for buildings (in plan, elevation and section), and greatly influenced architecture in Europe and, later, its colonies (Palladio, 2000).
4.2.3 Architectural pattern books

Palladio's books on architecture were translated into many languages and influenced architecture in Europe and later its colonies. These subsequently have greatly influenced the architectural designs of the late 1600s and 1700s in Ireland and Great Britain. In Britain, Henry Wotton published the "Elements of Architecture" in 1624 as an investigation of Vitruvius's work (Wotton, 1970). Wotton's work is important because it introduced an architectural dialogue amongst non-architects (intellectuals, patrons and builders). In France, Perault (1613-1688) proposed in a "Treatise Of The 5 Orders Of Columns In Architecture" (1683) a more precise documentation of the classical orders (Evers B. and Thoenes C., 2003, Jokilehto, 1986, Pollio and Morgan, 1960, Alberti et al., 1991, Wotton, 1970, Evers and Thoenes, 2003).

The stage was set for the interpretation of classical architecture by a wider group of architects, intellectual owners, master builders and craftsmen, in Britain and its colonies. The early architectural manuscripts were based on Palladio's principles and documentation of classical architecture and developed by 18th century British architects. The following manuscripts "Vitruvius Britannicus" by Colen Campbell (1715) and "A Book of Architecture by James Gibbs" (1728) can be regarded as the precursors to the pattern books (Campbell, 2006, Gibbs, 2008). Isaac Ware (1756) produced an encyclopaedia of architecture and proportioning which was aimed at both property owners and architects (Ware, 1756). William Chambers when he worked in Ireland designed the Casino in Marino, which represents a miniature of the classical rules (see Figure 18). This building was illustrated in his "Treatise On Civil Architecture" (1759); his analysis greatly influenced the designs that appeared in the pattern books introducing a more precise analysis of Greek and Roman architecture (Chambers et al., 1825).
Architectural pattern books are a record of local design in Ireland and Britain, these books were based on the publications of the British architects, Campbell, Gibbs and Ware rather than directly based on Palladio's work, creating a British and colonial Palladian style referred to as Georgian (Colvin, 2008). "Rules for drawing the several parts of Architecture" by Gibbs may be considered as architectural pattern books. In this publication Gibbs concentrates on column proportioning, where he developed a simplified system of calculation (Gibbs, 1925). In addition to the rules for setting up the classical orders, pattern books contain the historic construction techniques used in the 18th century. The pattern books also included the geometry and principles of the external and internal structure and fabric construction e.g. the positioning of openings and the proportional relationship of the building's elements.

The sets of pattern books, which were published by the following authors: Batty Lanley, (1696-1751), William Halpenny (1723 -1755) and William Paine (1730 to c1790) are considered to be the most commonly used within the British colonies. Batty
Lanley started his design practice as a landscape gardener, he later moved to London and established a school offering lessons in architecture and drawing. He also published a large number of pattern books with his brother, Thomas who was an engraver. He did not enjoy any established success as a practising architect. Most of his pattern books were aimed at artisans and builders, his 494 plates on ancient masonry are considered as an important treatise on British architecture. Langley’s work in Gothic Architecture preceded the 19th century revivalists and introduced an alternative to the classicism and Palladian style that existed in the 18th century (Langley, 1750a, Langley, 1756c, Langley, 1750b, Langley, 1729, Langley, 1735, Langley and Langley, 1763, Langley, 1736, Langley, 1805, Colvin, 2008). William Halfpenny, 1723 -1755, published a number of pattern books which provided building details on how to construct the classical orders. He also published designs for farmhouses and detail on ornament including Gothic and Chinese. He disseminated a Palladian style but also included Gothic and Baroque styles in his designs and publications. He worked in Ireland where his work can be found in Cork, Belfast and Carlow (Colvin, 2008, Halfpenny, 1760, Halfpenny, 1774, Halfpenny, 1749, Halfpenny, 1725, Halfpenny and Jones, 1736, Halfpenny and Halfpenny, 1756). William Paine (1730 to c1790) was the author of numerous pattern books in the 18th century; his publications disseminated classical styles only. In his most prominent publication, the “British Paladio” he was assisted by his son John who had extensive architectural practices in Ireland (Pain, 1792, Pain, 1788, Pain, 1793, Pain and Brooks, Pain, 1765, Colvin, 2008). In the following figures, illustrations from Batty Langley’s pattern book detail the five orders. In Figure 19, from left to right are the Tuscan and Doric orders and in Figure 20 are from left to right the Ionic, Corinthian and composite orders (Langley, 1756b, Langley and L, 1750).
Figure 19: Tuscan and Doric orders

(Langley and L., 1750).

Figure 20: Ionic, Corinthian and composite orders

(Langley and L., 1750).
4.2.4 Interpreting the classical orders

Classical proportioning consists of a series of modular relationships, which are based on the diameter of the base of the column. The base of the column represents a single module. Vignola’s manuscripts are the least complicated of the renaissance cannons to interpret, his illustrations introduced additional and more precise methods for setting up classical proportions. He did this by dividing the order into a ratio of the pedestal, column and entablature, see column one in Table 2. In Table 2, the measurements and rules for laying out the five orders are compiled from a more recent manuscript (Ware, 1905).

Table 2: Elements According To Vignola (Ware, 1903)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Order</th>
<th>Tuscan</th>
<th>Doric</th>
<th>Ionic</th>
<th>Corinthian</th>
<th>Composite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height of Cornice</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>3/4D</td>
<td>6/8D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of Frieze.</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>5/8D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of Architrave.</td>
<td>1/6D</td>
<td>1/6D</td>
<td>5/8D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of Abacus</td>
<td>1/6D</td>
<td>1/6D</td>
<td>5/8D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>1/6D</td>
<td>1/6D</td>
<td>1/3D</td>
<td>7/6D</td>
<td>7/6D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of Echinus,</td>
<td>1/6D</td>
<td>1/6D</td>
<td>1/3D</td>
<td>7/6D</td>
<td>7/6D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of Necking.</td>
<td>1/6D</td>
<td>1/6D</td>
<td>1/3D</td>
<td>7/6D</td>
<td>7/6D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astragal</td>
<td>6D</td>
<td>7D</td>
<td>8D</td>
<td>8 1/3</td>
<td>8 1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of Shaft</td>
<td>5/6D</td>
<td>5/6D</td>
<td>5/6D</td>
<td>5/6D</td>
<td>5/6D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Diameter of Shaft.</td>
<td>5/6D</td>
<td>5/6D</td>
<td>5/6D</td>
<td>5/6D</td>
<td>5/6D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Diameter of Shaft.</td>
<td>5/6D</td>
<td>5/6D</td>
<td>5/6D</td>
<td>5/6D</td>
<td>5/6D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of Torus</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of Plinth.</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
<td>1/2D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proportions for the component parts are expressed as fractions of the diameter of the base of the column (as opposed to minutes) (Evers B. and Thoenes C., 2003, Ware, 1905, Chitham, 2005, Vignola, 1596). Using these ratios for the larger elements reduced the complexity of calculations that arose if the whole building was related to the diameter of the base of a column. The sub-relationships between the column and details such as
mouldings were usually devised using 60 divisions of minutes, which represented the diameter of the base of the column as a single module.

In Figure 21, detail 1, (on the following page), an illustration from Pain’s 18th century pattern book gives a description of the geometry of the Doric column capitol and the modular arrangement of the base of the column. The base of the column is divided it into 60 units (Pain, 1788). In detail 2, fractions are introduced as opposed to minutes (60 divisions); this approach is much simpler for calculations (Ware, 1905). In the 21st century publication, (Chitham, 2005) introduced metric divisions for the main elements, using four scales A, B, C. In Figure 21, scale A on the outside left on detail 3 which represents the main elements (pedestal, column and entablature etc.) ascending and descending from the underside of the column plinth, but further subdivided into tenths of the column diameter. In the same figure scale B, on the second left, shows the proportions of the principal divisions and subdivisions of the order. Scale C on the third left, shows the proportions of the minor subdivisions, and fourth left, scale D repeats these in running or cumulative figures.

4.3 Geometric Descriptive Language (GDL)

4.3.1 Description of GDL

GDL is an open script embedded in Graphisoft ArchiCAD, and was chosen as the language to build architectural elements using pattern book designs. ArchiCAD software divides parametric objects into built construction elements (walls, columns, beams etc) and GDL objects. GDL provides access to modelling of objects, which are specifically constructed for one or many uses and carry the required parametric information for the object’s function. All GDL objects are created within a three dimensional space, this space is measured by the x, y, and z-axes, the origin of which is called the global origin (0, 0, 0). The global origin and local coordinate system defines the position, orientation and scale of objects, marking positions of objects or shapes, which can be moved on the x, y, and z-axis. The local coordinate system can be moved and provides a reference to the current point of an object with reference to the global origin. Shapes are scripted, based on primitives that represent the simplest solid objects; these are the building blocks
of GDL and culminate to create the more complex parts, which are stored in libraries. The primitives are stored in the computer memory, and the 3D engine generates them within 3D space. The primitives are made up of all the vertices of the object’s components, all the edges linking the vertices and all the surface polygons within the edges. The primitives are formed together in groups known as bodies; these bodies make up the 3D model. More complicated shapes and transformations require additional values for their definition and are defined by commands related to profiling and lathing of objects. GDL also includes Boolean operations, Meshing, Non Uniform Rational B Splines (NURBS) and shape commands for creating organic and non-uniform 3D shapes (Watson, 2009).

**Figure 21: Pattern Book Details**
(Pain, 1788, Ware, 1905, Chitham, 2005)
4.3.2 Modelling a Doric column using a GDL script

A Doric column is represented in Figure 22, using simple primitives, which are described by their geometric shape and accompanied by a value representing the objects dimensions. In Figure 22, the column is made up of simple primitives; Block, Ellipse, Sphere, Cylinder and Cone followed by a parametric value that dictates their dimensions. Using coordinate transformations, the primitives are stacked on the Z-axis or alternatively moved on the x and y-axis. The block represents the base of the column. A cylinder and cone are added on the z-axis to represent the column shaft (the cone represents the tapering of the column one third up the shaft) mouldings are represented through the combination of cylinders and ellipses. These primitives are combined into a compound object, in this case a Doric column and additional transformations can rescale the subsequent shapes or rotate the object around any of its axes. The height and width of each element is represented by a variable expressed in terms of the objects height, width or diameter. For example in Figure 22 cone_ht = the height of the cone and cone_rad = the radius of the cone, which represents the upper shaft of the column. When the object is placed, the variables that are its geometric parameters can be changed to match the object it represents in real world terms; other common variables are texture, pen and rotational transformations.

Figure 22: Simple Doric Column
4.4 Shape rules and parametric design

In parametric modelling, architectural elements can be represented by shape alongside other constraints such as texture. A new set of shape rules is proposed in this section to correspond to classical architectural elements. To accompany the new shape rules, a new parametric design for classical architecture is also presented. The parametric design includes GDL codes for original and efficient GDL codes, which develop 3D models based on the shape rules for elements of classical architecture. The parameters allow for representation of volume and angular orientation within a 3D space in addition to the specification for materials and texture.

4.4.1 Shape Rules

The classical orders according to the Renaissance architects, and the architectural pattern books, formulated the rules which govern the distribution and combination of parts and as stated previously resulted in what is described as a grammar of ornament and composition (Clarke and Crossley, 2000). The elements (mouldings, profiles, symbols etc.) become the architectural vocabulary. The rules of classical architecture can be described as a grammar. Shape grammars (Stiny and Gips, 1972), introduced the concept that buildings are based on different architectural styles and can be divided and represented by sets of basic shapes which are a limited arrangement of straight lines in three-dimensional Euclidian space. These shapes are governed by replacement rules whereby a shape can be changed or replaced by transformations and deformations. The shape commands combined with a new library of primitives, allow for all configurations of the classical orders in relation to uniform geometry. Non-uniform and organic shapes are developed in GDL through a series of procedures attempting to maximise parametric content of the objects. These shapes are stored as individual parametric objects or combined to make larger objects in a library. When the parametric objects are used in the HBIM platform they can be transformed and deformed to match real-world requirements. In Figure 23, the additions and transformations of rectangular shapes in two dimensions illustrate the construction elements of the Doric column. On the left hand side of the figure the rectangular elements start with column and base and increase to include pediment etc. The right hand side of the figure illustrates the shapes in 3D as a Doric column and
entablature. The joining elements are the small rectangles which represent the mouldings described as the atoms of the structure (De Luca, 2012).

4.4.2 Establishing new shape rules

Classical architectural buildings are made up of decoration, in the form of mouldings, which is combined with cylindrical and planer objects and these are brought together, based on a series of rules in relation to space, geometry and aesthetics to create a whole structure. By starting with the design of parametric mouldings as the smallest building block, followed by the parametric design of elements such as columns, pediments, walls, windows and roofs new parametric design and shape rules are presented. The shape and parametric design rules are the foundation in the creation of a library of elements for modelling of classical architecture. In Figure 24, a new set of shape rules is presented as a first stage in the parametric design for modelling elements from the architectural pattern.
books. The shape rules commence with simple rectangular and circular shapes, which evolve as a result of replacement rules whereby a shape can be changed or replaced by transformations and deformations. These new shape rules are illustrated on the left hand side of Figure 24 and represented by an array of shapes (a) to (w). On the right hand side of the figure a profile of an Ionic entablature (Chitham, 2005) is illustrated whereby the mouldings are associated with the shape rules on the left side of the figure.

Figure 24: Shape grammar - architectural mouldings

_Drawing of profile of Ionic entablature on right of figure_ (Chitham, 2005)

4.4.3 Shape rules for mouldings

Mouldings are decorative details, which are used for decoration within classical styles of architecture and are composed of basic plane or cylindrical surfaces, which can be convex, concave, or of double curvature. The cross-section of a moulding is represented in two dimensions by its profile. Mouldings alongside carvings and sculpting are used as additions to walls, openings, columns and beams and conform to the classical architectural rules. In the case of this study, the moulding details are abstracted from a
series of architectural pattern books (Langley, 1756a, Langley, 1730, Halfpenny et al., 1757, Pain, 1788, Chitham, 2005, Ware, 1905). These classical descriptions and geometries for mouldings can be represented by the shape rules, which are detailed in Figure 24, to facilitate their modelling within a virtual environment.

In Figure 25 and Figure 26 these new shape rules, and their evolution are applied to classical mouldings. The simplest moulding is called a band or fascia (see in Figure 25a), which is a plane-projecting surface and if it is small in cross section it is described as a fillet, which can be raised or sunk, horizontal, vertical, or inclined. A convex moulding is called an ovolo, or a torus, which is illustrated in Figure 25b. If it is a small torus is called a bead, astragal, or reed. Concave mouldings are referred to as cavetto and are illustrated in Figure 25c. A moulding with double curvature is called a cyma; a cyma recta is illustrated in Figure 26a, and the cyma reversa is illustrated in Figure 26b. These double curvature mouldings are evolved from rectangular and segmental shapes detailed within Figure 26. A small cyma is called a cymatium, which is placed above a band or any larger moulding. To increase the cylindrical profile quadrants, projections are introduced by the addition of straight lines as illustrated in Figure 26c. A double concave moulding is called a scotia or three-quarter moulding and is illustrated in Figure 26d. When a convex and a concave moulding meet, instead of being tangent they come together at an angle, they constitute a beak moulding (as illustrated in Figure 26e). Rectangular or square profiles are used to mark the boundary between each different cylindrical moulding profile to emphasise the change and shape. The contour or outline of cylindrical mouldings is formed from quadrants, or segments, of circles through rotation or addition but further deformations can be introduced with elliptical, parabolic or hyperbolic shapes. An example of a deformation of a cylindrical moulding is illustrated as an elliptical quadrant moulding and is illustrated in Figure 26f.
a. A band or fascia, small cross section is a fillet

b. A convex moulding is called Torus or ovolo,

c. A concave moulding (cavetto),

Figure 25: Basic shape rules for mouldings

da. Cyma recta

b. Cyma reversa,

c. Extended Torus
d. Double concave
e. Beak moulding

f. Elliptical quadrant

Figure 26: Compound shape rules for mouldings
A range of 3D objects can be formed from the 2D profiles illustrated in Figure 25 and Figure 26, through representation of a shape in 2D profile; the profile can then be revolved or extruded on the third axis to a required value to form a 3D object. In Figure 28, the shape rules illustrated in Figure 25 and Figure 26 are extruded to form 3D objects, which can then be combined in varied sequence to form architectural elements, as illustrated by the moulded architrave on the right hand side of Figure 27.

Figure 27: Shape array - 3D Objects mouldings

4.4.4 Parametric design based on shape rules

Examples of shape and parametric rules, which represent classical mouldings, are illustrated in the following examples in Figure 25 to Figure 26. The shape and parametric rules are designed to exploit and maximise the full range of geometric parameters, deformation of shapes and abstract transformations using efficient and dynamic GDL scripts. When variables are used to control an object's parameters, they are generally represented by one or more words or symbols and relate to specific parts of objects. In the case of cylindrical mouldings (see Figure 28, Figure 29 and Figure 30) the height and
width of a cylindrical objects is represented by its radius (r) its rotation in degrees (deg.) and its height (ht) and in the case of planer objects, extrusion is represented by length (l) or depth (dp.). The use of such protocols is necessary as the consistent use in naming variables allows them to be combined into compound objects allowing each component part to transform uniformly.

Variables can also provide information concerning transformations, scale, the current pen and the material settings. Parameters can be locked within a script where they are fixed or user modifiable allowing the user to change settings. When an object is built it contains a list of user modifiable parameters visible within a user interface or a dialog box, which controls the object. Parameters can be dimensions and angles, numbers and integers, materials and pens, text or fill patterns (Watson, 2009).

In the example in Figure 28, a semi-circular object (Torus in Figure 25b) is illustrated. In the GDL script on the right hand side of Figure 28, a prism command is used to represent the objects profile and depth is used to represent its extrusion. The prism profile is scripted by a series of x and y co-ordinated and additional numeric values described as masking (Watson, 2009), representing coding for the object’s surface. The difficulty with this particular script is that it is very long and does not contain many variables to facilitate deformation or transformation. The parametric design introduced in Figure 29, overcomes these problems by replacing the numeric values with poly-line codes (Watson, 2009), which represents curve values. The curve values can then be represented by variables and additional variables for the rotational value of the curve (deg) and the cylinder radius r. When different values are attributed for each of the variables the object is transformed and can represent an array of convex, concave and double curvature objects as detailed in Figure 26.
In the next example in Figure 30 a semi-circular object is rotated to form a convex shape (Torus as illustrated in Figure 25) and reversed to form a concave shape (cavetto as illustrated in Figure 25). In the GDL script in Figure 30, a command is used to revolve the object to form the cylinder or column shaft. The diameter of the base of the column is represented by the cylinder radius $r_1$ allowing the moulding to deform in proportion to the column and other elements. The radius of the moulding profile $r_2$ can vary depending on the profile geometry and negative values can be inserted to change from convex to concave profiles. As before poly-lines are used in the code to establish the construction of the curve in the profile, these can be radius, tangent or point and angle based syntax. In addition numeric codes represent masking values for the surfaces (Watson, 2009).

![Figure 30: GDL code for Torus and Cavetto](image-url)
The variables, when attributed with different values transform the objects to form all of the shapes in Figure 31 an array of shapes are presented, which can be combined into compound objects to represent various classical columns.

![Figure 31: Shape array circular mouldings](image)

A Doric column is represented in Figure 32, using coordinate transformations the primitives are stacked on the Z-axis or alternatively moved on the x and y-axis to form the column (see a, b and c). In the exploded Figure 32b, a cylinder represents the base of the column followed by the appropriate series of mouldings. The mouldings are detailed from the pattern books and transformed from shapes in Figure 32a, on the left hand side of the figure. A cylinder and a cone are added on the z-axis to represent the column shaft (the cone represents the tapering of the column one third up the shaft). The height and
width of each element is represented by a variable expressed in terms of the object's height, width or radius. These primitives are combined with the primitives in Figure 32a on the left side of the figure to form the column with its mouldings. The variables used to represent each value for the primitives are expressed in terms of the base diameter of the column, for example the r1 is equal to the half the diameter of the column base. A series of conical shapes can be used to represent further deformations in the column shaft to represent column enthasis, which is a gradual deformation of the conical section of the column shaft.

Figure 32: Doric column

The Doric Entablature above the column shaft, which is illustrated in Figure 33, has decorated cornices, friezes and architraves, which are developed using the shape rules in Figure 25 and Figure 26. The details for Doric column and entablature are based on the details in this case from Langley’s and Ware’s patterns (Langley, 1756a, Langley, 1730, Ware, 1905). Mouldings whether used in columns or architraves are based on shape profiles and expressed as variables in terms of the diameter of the base of the column (2*radius). All of the primitives and mouldings are combined into a compound object, in this case a Doric column and entablature. Additional transformations can re-scale the
subsequent whole or parts of shapes or rotate the object around any of its axes. Non-geometric parameters such as texture, pen and fill are introduced to replace fixed values, making the object more flexible. When the object is placed, the variables and parameters can be changed to match the object it represents in real world terms; other common parameters are formation level and rotational transformations. The components or objects are placed in libraries or databases; the use of flow control, macros, subroutines and loops can re-introduce these objects in repetition or revised state partially illustrated in Figure 33b. (The GDL code for variations and arrangement of other components of the Doric order is contained in Appendix A on pages A5 to A20).

Figure 33: Doric column and entablature

4.4.5 Organic and non-uniform shapes

Ionic Scroll

Organic shapes such as the Corinthian and Ionic capitol require more complex design based on NURBS Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (Watson, 2009), meshing and Boolean operations (see Appendix A29 to A34). The 2D scroll in
Figure 34 was formed using (NURBS) and depth was added using slab commands, the scroll is based on pattern book details (Langley, 1756a, Langley, 1730, Chitham, 2005, Ware, 1905) these descriptions lay out a complicated geometry for establishing the scroll radii. Figure 34, below illustrates a method for the construction of the Ionic volute of the capital of the Ionic columns. The volute is constituted of twelve quarter-circles, the centres of which are situated inside the eye. These centres are inscribed along the diagonal of a square that is placed within a larger square and rotated 45 degrees. The eye of the volute is placed in the inner square. The diagonals of the inner square are divided into six equal parts, resulting in the identification of a total of twelve points. The centres of the respective quarter-circles are numbered progressively from 1 to 12 clockwise from the exterior to the interior. The point of the compass moves each time to the next successive centre. The left drawing is attributed to Batty Langley and the right is the drawing from Andrey and Galli (Langley and Langley, 1746, Andrey and Galli, 2004).

Figure 34: Construction of the Ionic volute
(Langley and Langley, 1746, Andrey and Galli, 2004)
Corinthian Capitol

The Acanthus leaf (Langley, 1756a, Langley, 1730, Pain, 1788, Chitham, 2005, Ware, 1905) in Figure 36, was formed using Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) (Watson, 2009) to build a 2D profile. Meshing was then used to add the irregular depth of the leaf. Group and solid (Boolean) operations were used to create the bend in the leaf around the column and the bend at the top of the leaf, which is illustrated in Figure 36b. The object is bent in two directions by intersecting the two objects and the intersection results in the creation of leaf illustrated in Figure 36c. The range of parameters attributed to the Acanthus leaf is limited to its bounding box i.e. height, width and depth and the radius of the bend around the column. Finally the leaf is repeated to match the columns diameter through a looping procedure as shown in detail d and stacked with additional ornament to form the Corinthian capital (see Appendix A21 to A28).

Figure 35: Ionic capital
4.5 GDL objects in building structures

The building components and materials in the facades Georgian buildings are brickwork and stone in the external walls, sliding sash windows, door-cases, doors and in some cases, fanlights. A large amount of the original elements of Georgian buildings are still in place and date back to the early eighteenth century or have evolved with additions over the centuries (Innocent, 1916).

4.5.1 Walls - brickwork, limitation of GDL

The textured point cloud can be used to represent the external surfaces of the buildings and will be used to represent the bonding and texture of brickwork in particular. The surface of brickwork in the external walls of Georgian buildings is relatively flat and therefore can be modelled and represented by laser scan products such as textured point-
cloud or ortho-image. Because of the variation in size, texture, bonding, pointing and condition GDL models cannot compete with the laser survey detail. The external walls in Georgian buildings in Dublin are mainly constructed in brick and laid in a Flemish Bond using a mortar mix of lime and sand. Flemish and English bonds were the principle bonds used in 17th and 18th centuries. The bricks vary in size because they were handmade. A sample of brick dimensions measured from the scan survey indicate an average size of nine inches in length and two and one half inches high, although. The colours of bricks varied from red, purple, or grey in the late 17th century and up until the early 1730s, imported brick from Holland was grey in colour (Lynch, 1993, Nicholson, 1823, Roundtrees, 2002,). These observations are presented to assist in developing a protocol for representation of external building fabric. Samples of laser scan products such as textured point-cloud or ortho-image are illustrated in Figure 37 below. Orthographic textured point clouds can therefore represent the external brick fabric. The first image in Figure 37a, is a dense point cloud from which it is not feasible to abstract brickwork dimensions. The second scan in Figure 37b illustrates a textured point cloud whereby bonding, texture and pointing details can be observed and measured.

Figure 37: Point cloud and textured point cloud
4.5.2 Parametric design for building façade proportions and opening sizes

The detail behind the scan for building facades is developed using GDL objects and is designed from a second set of shape rules and historic techniques presented in the pattern books (Langley, 1756a, Langley, 1730, Halfpenny et al., 1757, Pain, 1788, Chitham, 2005, Ware, 1905). The external wall or façade of the building can be treated as a whole object, facilitating the plotting of the wall with its openings as a single unit. The parametric design for size and position of openings can be developed from rules of proportion outlined in the pattern books. The proportioning of the façade is determined by the geometry of the window openings, which is expressed in Figure 38d by the relationship between circles of the same radius. The top windows are made up of a single circle, in the next set of windows intersecting circles and finally in the lower set of windows the circles are placed one on top of each other. The height of the opening dictates the angle of the brickwork head (Langley, 1756a). The construction of the golden section (Fletcher, 2006, Frings, 2002), a geometric proportion used in classical architecture can determine bay widths. The golden mean or golden section is illustrated in figure 39c. The section is formed initially by constructing a square, inscribing a circle from the centre of one of the sides of the square, side A is extended by the distance B to meet the tangent, and the rectangle is completed. The rectangle represents the golden section and is represented as red lines in Figure 38e. The vertical distance between window openings are usually asymmetrical with the diameter of the circle d1, as shown in 19d. The application of proportional rules assist in representing the façade as a GDL object allowing for a parametric design to include for variables in opening sizes and their relative positions. Although much of the original facades of Georgian buildings in Dublin have survived, alterations have removed or obscured some of the original façade proportions. The alterations to the facades can include removal or enlarging of brick walls, window and door openings and parapets. The application of the rules of proportion can also assist in the modelling and representation of the original structure or façade for restoration purposes.
Figure 38: Proportions for façades and openings

The sample script in Figure 39a, is for a typical Georgian full panel with two large windows one medium and one small. Two variables are introduced, the width of the window based on the diameter of a circle and the distance between the windows which is also dependent on the diameter of the circle. A series of openings are established using a GDL script for cutting the openings in the wall panel. The openings are laid out according to the proportions illustrated in Figure 38d and Figure 38e. The golden section is not taken into account in the shape rules in this instance. The width of the window A (the circle’s diameter) is used to establish the position of the openings in the wall as detailed in the section of GDL script on the right of Figure 39a. Conflicts can arise between the façade as surveyed and the geometry which is based on pattern book detail. In this case, single opening panels are then used to
resolve the departure from pattern book geometry and proportion. The single panels can be adjusted for any opening size or distance between openings. A sample code is illustrated in Figure 39b of a single opening panel which can be placed in any position and will cut an opening in a solid wall panel (see Appendix A36 to 45 for GDL code).

Figure 39: Wall Façade as a GDL object

4.5.3 Stonework

The principal types of stone used in the construction of Georgian buildings in Dublin are limestone, granite and sandstone. Calp, a local limestone, is used in the walls to some of the basements and is mainly covered with a render. Local granite is used in plinths,
cornices, steps, cills and copings. Imported Portland stone is used in the construction of more complicated mouldings and carvings associated with door cases, porticos and architraves around openings etc. Local sandstone is also used to a lesser extent for intricacies in carved work for the later elements (Lewis, 1837). Stone shapes are much larger and better defined than brickwork and can more easily be represented as 3D models using GDL. An arrangement of stone shapes is illustrated in Figure 40 to create a composite wall with an arched opening. A semi-circular object is subtracted (using solid element operations) from a larger block which represents a wall shape. Ashlar stone is represented using an array of block shapes; plinth and corbels are then combined with the other objects to create the final composite object (see Appendix pages A53 to 54 for GDL code).

Figure 40: Stonework details in walls and openings
4.5.4 Sash windows

The sliding sash window is illustrated in Figure 41 and is the traditional window of most Georgian houses in Ireland, originating in the mid-17th century in Northern France and then moving into Ireland in the 18th century from England. The sliding sash window was preceded by hinged casement windows. Original early-18th construction methods used for sash windows exposed the timber boxes in which sashes were held. A sectional detail of the timber boxes is detailed Figure 41b. In addition no reveal was included as the windows were often flush with the brickwork (Innocent, 1916). Building regulation in Ireland in 1729 changed this practice, stating that the window had to be set back from the facade by at least four inches. The early sash windows tended to be smaller, in line with Palladian principles, whereby the window cill was level with the dado rail. The different glazing arrangements of the sash window is illustrated in Figure 41c, (Roche, 1999) (Rivington, 1875). A typical 18th profile of a glazing bar profile sash frame is detailed in Figure 41a. A model of part of a semi-circular Venetian window (Langley, 1756a) is illustrated in Figure 41d. The centrepiece is usually accompanied by two sidelights (not shown in this detail) and is framed by ionic pilasters. This Venetian window is constructed using sash frames and appears in many Georgian buildings usually in isolation to the rectangular sash windows that form the main bays of the building facades. Finally in Figure 41e to f, arrangements are detailed of a typical stone architrave surround to a sash window. The GDL script for sash windows and their configurations is detailed on pages A35 to A70 in Appendix A.

4.5.5 Doors and door cases

In Figure 42 a and b, Doric, and Ionic stone door cases are illustrated constructed with pediments supported by columns including stone surrounds. The Doric and Ionic orders in the door cases represent complex GDL objects, which are an ensemble of the mouldings, and primitives that illustrate the shape rules and parametric design presented in this chapter (Langley, 1756a, Langley, 1730, Halfpenny et al., 1757, Pain, 1788.). Many of the original stone entablatures and pediments disappeared when neoclassical styles were introduced in the late 18th Century. The pediments were replaced with arched
openings with large fanlights (see Figure 42c, d and e) over stone door cases with fine carvings. Sidelights and plaster enrichments were included around the fanlight (O Neill, 2003a, O Neill, 2003b).

Figure 41: Sash windows
4.5.6 Roof construction

Roof construction during the Georgian period in Dublin was not formed in the same complex manner as previous medieval styles, as oak was no longer available. The oak was replaced by imported Baltic pine and was used in a more economical fashion with lower pitches constructed usually as triple roofs with rafters, collars, ties, struts and purlins as detailed in detail c (Innocent, 1916, Rivington, 1875, Nicholson, 1823). The roof coverings consisted of slate fixed onto battens in gable or hipped roof construction. A series of shape arrangements for roof forms are laid out in Figure 43. Meshing and mass commands in GDL allow for the introduction of height in addition to width and depth (Watson, 2009). The shape arrangements begin with a flat rectangle in
Figure 43b where the height (Z) is set at zero. The object is raised at Z2, Z3 and Z4 to represent a half gable roof. Bending is introduced by bringing Z4 back down to zero and a hip roof shape is formed.

**Figure 43: Shape rules for roof construction**

In Figure 43a, b, c, d and e, the arrangement of components for a typical 18th century timber roof carcass is detailed. The geometry for each component ceiling, joist, strut, ridge board etc. is calculated, based on half the roof span and the pitch of the roof. The GDL code for these arrangements is detailed on pages A72 to A75 in Appendix A. The arrangement for different configurations of roof covering is detailed in Figure 44i. This includes pitched (f), hipped (g) and valley geometry (h), which again is based on half the roof span and the pitch of the roof. Different configurations of the roof carcass and covering can be constructed by changing variables of roof geometry. The GDL code for the roof covering elements is detailed on pages 76 to 78 in Appendix A. Finally in j an
arrangement for a timber roof covering and carcass is illustrated (see page A78 in Appendix A).

Figure 44: Roof types and construction
4.6 Conclusion

By starting with the design of parametric mouldings as the smallest building block, followed by the parametric design of elements such as columns, pediments, walls, windows and roofs new parametric design and shape rules are implemented. In Figure 45, the rules of classical architecture are illustrated in two examples of an ensemble of the classical orders. An arrangement for a Doric colonnade and pediment is detailed in Figure 45a, (see pages A8 to 20 in Appendix A for the GDL code). An arrangement for an Ionic colonnade and dome roof is detailed in 45b (see pages A80 to 84). The mapping process for plotting parametric objects onto laser scan survey data which is the next stage of HBIM, is detailed in the next chapter.

Figure 45: Example of architectural rules in façade plot
Chapter 5: - Plotting Parametric Objects
5.1 Overview
A methodology for accurately mapping parametric objects onto laser scan survey data is presented in this chapter. The laser scan survey data can be considered as a skeletal framework, which is then mapped using parametric architectural elements to form the HBIM. Three case studies are presented in this chapter to illustrate this mapping process. The first case study illustrates the plotting of an historic façade, which include the walls and windows. The second case study illustrates the plotting of detailed objects, for the door case of the façade. The third case study presents the mapping of the whole building’s outer fabric and the street. The three case studies presented in this chapter represent the design and evolutionary stages of the HBIM mapping process. The addition of a web-based photo-scaling application for extracting numeric measurement data is presented as an outcome of the testing of HBIM. The testing of HBIM is presented in the following chapter to this one. Finally, in this chapter a series of examples illustrate the automation of conservation documentation from HBIM.

5.2 Case Studies - A mapping process for HBIM

5.2.1 Case Studies
Ortho-images and segmented point cloud sections and elevations are the initial data imported into HBIM. This data is imported in image and vector format for further processing within the HBIM platform. Ortho-images are photo realistic models containing width, breath and height of an object. The point cloud is segmented to supply plans, elevations and sectional cuts for mapping of library objects. Further interrogation of the laser scan survey data supplies numeric values for parametric values for the library objects themselves.

5.2.2 Case study 1- façade plot of no 3 Henrietta Street
Henrietta Street, one of Dublin’s earliest Georgian streets was chosen as a set of case studies to test HBIM. The first case study based on the laser scan survey of Henrietta Street illustrates the plotting of the façade of number 3 Henrietta Street.
Step 1 - Scaling ortho-image and identifying benchmarks

The ortho-image is imported into ArchiCAD and scaled to size using known co-ordinate values at fixed points on the image. A project co-ordinate system is established by identifying a temporary benchmark 0, 0, 0 at ground level, located at a recognised point on the laser scan survey. The formation level is set along this point horizontally on the x-axis. Formation levels can then be set for each story level at a central point between the window openings and horizontally along the x-axis (see Step 1 - Figure 46).

Step 2 - Extracting measurements from the ortho-image

The dimensions of the wall (height, width and length) were calculated from the ortho-image. Co-ordinates (x,y values) are recorded using hotspots (markers placed on the image) that were then used to calculate length or angular values (see GDL script in Figure 46). A wall is normally defined by its parameters (height, width and thickness) and its position in a co-ordinate system relative to other objects. The height of the wall can also be defined by its formation level at each story level and finishing level (roof). The wall can be plotted for each story level, but in this case the wall was plotted from ground level to roof level. The thickness of the wall will depend on its composite construction. The materials and techniques that make up the wall construction can be determined from the ortho-image data. In this case the bonding of the brickwork is Flemish bond, which assists in the identification of the composite structure of the wall. Based on this information, two and a half brick measuring 550 mm was assumed as the wall thickness (Nicholson, 1823).

Step 3 - Modelling the 3D wall

The length and thickness of the wall was then positioned on plan and the dimensions of the object were inserted in a dialogue box, shown in Figure 46- Step3. The formation level, which in this case is zero, is inserted in the dialogue box to form the 3D wall. The other parameters such as texture, sectional fill details and other numeric and descriptive data can also be entered in the dialogue box for the wall. The level of information requested regarding the objects parameters depends on the specifications in the original GDL script. Finally the 3D wall is represented in Figure 46 -Step3.
**STEP 1**

- Set project benchmark 0,0,0
- Marking formation levels (FL)

**GDL Script for calculating length and angle of line**

```
dx = x2 - x1
dy = y2 - y1
PEN 38
dx=x2-x1
dy=y2-y1
hypo=SQR(dy^2+dx^2) ! Hypoteneuse
sina =dy/hypo
cosa =dx/hypo
HOTSPOT2 x1,y1
HOTSPOT2 x2,y2
LINE2 x1,y1,x2,y2 !Line itself
a = ATN(dy/dx)
TEXT2 x2,y2,hypo !Label
TEXT2 x1,y1, a !Label
```

**STEP 2**

Determining dimensions for wall and openings

**STEP 3**

3D Model of wall

Figure 46: Plotting external wall
Step4 - Windows and openings

Again the parameters for opening sizes, position of the window's opening and timber sash sizes are defined by measurements extracted from ortho-image and segmented point cloud vector data (as detailed in figure 46 - Step2). The numeric data required for plotting and sizing the window and openings was extracted from the laser scan survey as an initial procedure. By placing a marker on the points A, B, and C onto the orto-image (detailed in Figure 47b), the x and y coordinates for each point were calculated. The lengths and formation levels were then obtained for the required parameters of the window and placed in a data sheet, as detailed in Figure 47a. Other parameters can then be calculated from the x and y coordinates such as angular values and distance between objects. Similar operations can be carried out in section and plan to locate x/z and y/z coordinates. The window openings as objects (see GDL script in Figure 39) are positioned on plan on each story or on elevation as detailed in Figure 47c below. The completed 3D model of the wall with openings is detailed in Figure 47d below. (An improved stand-alone web based application for carrying out the task of extracting numeric data is presented later in this chapter).

![Figure 47: Plotting openings](image-url)
Step 5 – Placing window sashes

The parameters for the timber sash windows are based on both laser scan survey data and historic data. The sash windows as objects (see page A65 in Appendix A for GDL script) are plotted into position onto plan and elevation as detailed in Figure 48a and b. The red vector lines in Figure 48b represent the window position in plan, based on the laser scan segmented survey data (vector format). In Figure 49 a view of the window in 3D is detailed also showing the dialogue box for the window for fixing parameters. Finally in Figure 50, the 3D model for the wall with openings and sash windows is illustrated.

Figure 48: Positioning windows in plan
Figure 49: 3D view of window and dialogue box

Figure 50: Plot of wall and windows
5.2.3 Case study 2 - door case to number 3 Henrietta Street

In this case study, a door case from no 3 Henrietta Street is chosen to represent modelling to a higher level of detail requiring higher accuracy levels for both the survey data and the modelling process. Historically door cases were copied from the pattern books and represent a re-production of the classical orders. Consequently it is an ideal example to illustrate the building of a parametric object from laser survey data and the additional input of pattern book detail to augment the laser survey data.

Step 1 - Modelling the door case pediment

The design of the door case pediment is identical to the pattern book detail from Pain’s interpretation (Pain, 1793, Pain and Pain, 1786) of the Doric classical orders (figure 51a). He does not however show detail of the regulae and rosette (see Figure 51g) this detail is taken from Langley (Langley, 1730). The Classical proportioning which is used is based on a series of modular relationships based on the diameter of the base of the column. In Figure 51a, detail 1 sets out the modular relationship, which are all based on one module (1M), which represents the diameter of the base of the column. Detail 2, illustrates a vector plot of Pain’s interpretation of the Doric classical orders. The pediment is made up of the entablature in the centre placed on the capital of the column supporting it and two raked cornices over the entablature. The Doric entablature is 2 modules high and is made up of the cornice, which is 0.75 modules in height, the frieze, which is 0.75 modules in height and the architrave 0.5 modules in height. Finally the raking cornice, which is constructed over the entablature, is 0.75 modules in height. In Figure 51 below, a number of the objects are illustrated mapped onto the ortho-image on the left. On the right of Figure 51, the objects are shown in the 3D model.

The pattern books alongside the laser survey data (see Figure 51b and f and Figure 52) are used to build the model of the pediment and establish the parameters of the main objects. The objects which make up the Doric pediment are the cornice (see Figure 51c), triglyphs (see Figure 51d), frieze (see Figure 51e), the regulae and rosette (see Figure 51g), and the architrave (see Figure 51h). The parametric objects were built from GDL scripts as detailed on pages A10 to A18 in Appendix A.
Figure 51: Mapping pediment and column objects
In the case of the pediment conflicts which arise where the survey and pattern book data do not match are overcome, as the objects i.e. frieze, cornice, architrave etc. are plotted separately on to the survey and can be resized or re-arranged if required.

The laser scan survey outputs consisting of ortho-image and segmented point cloud are detailed in Figure 52 below. The measurements for plotting the door case are extracted from this laser scan survey data (as detailed previously on pages 91 to 92). This data is combined with detail from the pattern books to model the door case.

Step 2 - Mapping columns from generic library objects

In Figure 53a, the Doric column is mapped onto laser scan survey data as composite element. The GDL scripts for generic columns are detailed on pages A8 and A19 in Appendix A. The use of generic columns which allow for configuration of main geometric parameters dealing with height and diameter speeds up the mapping process. While this appears more efficient, conflicts will arise in arranging sub-elements and matching geometry between the survey data and that of the generic column.

Step 2A - Alternative to Step 2 - Mapping columns from moulding geometry

To overcome conflicts between the required geometry of the survey data and the generic GDL column object, the laser survey data is mapped using a series of cylindrical primitive parametric objects as detailed in Figure 53b. The primitive mouldings are deformed for different geometric scenarios (see examples in 53c). The GDL script for the primitive moulding objects is detailed on pages A7 in Appendix A. The objects are arranged to form the column base as detailed in Figure 53d. In the case of the door case of
number 3 Henrietta Street, decay at the base of the column prevented the extraction of full detail from the laser scan survey data. Interpretations from the pattern books (Figure 53b detail 3) were then used to assist the mapping process. The remaining parametric objects, which make up the Doric column, which include the capital and shaft, were built up in a similar fashion to the base. The 3D model of the door case is detailed in Figure 53e.

Figure 53: Plotting columns, door case and pediment
5.2.4 Case study 3 - plotting the whole of Henrietta Street

The layout and building typologies that make up Henrietta Street are particularly characteristic of the Georgian period. It is evident that the street is practically intact, with the exception of demolition of part of 15 and 16, and the construction of the Law Library in 1828 (Figure 60a). Additional historic data, such as the identities of builders and architects, assist in identifying the sequence of construction of the street. For example, Edward Lovett Pearce, who was one of the most prominent designers in Dublin in the early 1700s, is accredited with the design of numbers 9 and 10 Henrietta Street. Pearce studied Renaissance manuscripts and in particular the Palladian styles that were popular in the early 1700s in Ireland and Great Britain, and subsequently this influenced his designs for Henrietta Street (Craig, 1980). There are no surviving design drawings for Henrietta Street. The main elements, which make up the façade of the houses on Henrietta Street, are the brickwork and stone in the external walls, the sliding sash windows, and the door cases, doors and fanlights. The roof covering is black slates laid on hipped and gabled roofs. Some of the original elements of the buildings are still in place and date back to about 1730 at the earliest, or have evolved with additions over the centuries. The terraces of Henrietta Street were laid out with basement areas bounded by wrought iron railings. In the 19th century, cast-iron balconies were applied to facades and wrought iron grilles guarded basement windows and fanlight windows. Setts (Square block cobbles) developed from cobbles are laid on the street and granite paving is laid on the footpaths and granite up-stands under the railings.

In Figure 54 the external structure, fabric and architectural elements of no 3 Henrietta Street were mapped. Detail a, represents the hipped and gable roof which is located in place on the external walls. Detail c, shows windows and door case and bounding railings mapped in position. In Figure 55a, the road is constructed directly from the point cloud by meshing and surfacing the point cloud data and introducing the mesh as an object into the street model. The partially constructed model in Figure 55b consists of the repetitive terraced buildings, which can be modelled using standard facades as objects. Additional buildings were added to the model at both top ends of the street. These buildings were modelled separately and were introduced into the model as objects (as detailed in figure 55c and d).
Figure 55: Plotting the whole street

(a) Road
(b) Partial model
(c) Buildings added
(d) Street model

Figure 54: Plotting the whole building

(a) Roof
(b) 3D Model
(c) Objects in place
5.2.5 Summary of plotting process

The products of laser scanning surveys in the form of ortho-images and segmented point cloud sections are the initial data imported for further processing within the HBIM platform. From a plug-in library, parametric objects representing architectural elements are plotted onto the laser survey data. Before placing an object in HBIM the default parameters can be edited, changing the object's shape, size or other properties to correspond with the survey data. The parameters for objects are extracted as numeric data from the ortho-image and segmented point cloud data. The objects are then manually positioned onto the segmented plan and orthographic image in elevation and adjusted in side elevation and section using segmented data for angular displacement. The image and segmented datasets represent the information for a particular plane on the x, y, and z-axis. The planes on x, y, and z-axis can therefore represent elevation, plan, or section of an object. When a library part or parametric object is placed into the HBIM, it is placed as an icon in 2D in the floor plan, separated by height or formation levels and is located along the x and y-axis. In section and in elevation, the object is positioned in relation to the z-axis relative to the x and y-axis.

5.3 Improving the mapping process

5.3.1 Summary of design rationale

The primary design rationale for the HBIM mapping process is to use efficiently and accurately the survey data that is based on laser scanning for modelling of historic structures. The appropriate survey data are described in chapter 2 as segmented point cloud, structured mesh data and orthographic image data. The laser scan data provides a survey framework, which is then, mapped using parametric architectural elements to form the HBIM. The library of parametric objects is designed as a plug-in for existing software platform Graphisoft ArchiCAD. The experiences of testing the HBIM (this detailed in the next chapter) in pilot case studies have identified the requirement for numeric data to accompany the segmented point cloud and image data. Numeric data is required for
adjusting the geometric parameters of the object before it placed and can be obtained from interrogation of laser scan data.

In this section an improvement is proposed for mapping objects onto the laser scan survey framework in relation to the extracting of parametric information from the laser survey data. The previous case studies illustrate the different possibilities for plotting library objects onto a range of survey frameworks. A more robust system is required for the plotting stages of HBIM, which will accelerate the mapping process. This improved system can be introduced by semi-automatically supplying numeric and measurement data for adjusting the parameters and plotting the objects to establish the model.

5.3.2 A scaling and measurement application

A specialised web-based ortho-photo scaling application has been developed as integral part of HBIM to automatically supply numeric data. The application is easy to access and portable and can be used on any operating system and browser and independent of commercial software platforms. The photo-scaling application is a web-based application and its design will allow for extending the application to work on mobile devices. The application is used for measuring distances and angles between points using two-dimensional orthographical images and pixel based segmented point cloud data. The application is developed using Ruby on Rails which is an open source web framework (RubyonRails, 2012) and Javascript (JavaScript, 2012). A sample of the code for the application is detailed in Figure 56.

5.3.3 Implementation and design

Ruby on Rails is used on the server side for creating users, database storage and using special libraries called gems for uploading the orthographic images and other pixel based data. HTML, Javascript and JQuery are used for the image manipulation. When the user uploads an image it is displayed on screen with a size of 700 by 550 pixels. This scale is used irrespective of the original scale of the image, this way a standard distance between each pixel is maintained. Once the image is uploaded and displayed the user is asked to begin selecting two points. These first two points are control points, which are predetermined distances, based on real world measurements for the object. Using
JavaScript the position of the user’s marker in the window is located, and using JQuerys offset method the position related to the image location on the screen is determined. To mark the point on the image, which the user selects, a HTML div (division) is overlaid on that particular point with the size of 1 pixel. Using JavaScript in this way the correct values will be determined regardless of the users screen resolution or, for example, if the browser is set to a certain zoom level. The code sample in Figure 56 below locates the current x and y position when the point is located on the image. The offset.left value is subtracted from the x value indicating distance the located point is from the left of the image. Similarly the offset.left value is subtracted from the point located for the y value to measure the distance from the top of the image.

```javascript
$('img').click(function(e) {
    var offset = $(this).offset();
    alert(e.clientX - offset.left);
    alert(e.clientY - offset.top);
});
```

Figure 56: Code sample for web application

Scaling and measuring

The ortho-image from the laser scan survey is imported into the application. A user enters a control measurement or known distance of x metres and the distance between the two pixels on screen is p, 1 metre on the screen is equal to p divided by x. This value is stored then for the uploaded image and can be edited by the user at a later time if needed. The users can then select more points on screen; for each distance in pixels that is calculated the distance in metres is retuned. Once these points have been selected the formula below is applied to get distance between the two coordinate points.
\[ D = \sqrt{dx^2 + dy^2} \]

Equation 1

Where \( dx \) is the difference between the x-coordinates of the points and \( dy \) is the difference between the y-coordinates of the points.

For measuring angles the formula below is applied:

\[
\text{Angle} = \arctan \left( \frac{Ay - By}{Ax - Bx} \right)
\]

\( Ax \) is the x coordinate of first point
\( Ay \) is the y coordinate of first point
\( Bx \) is the x coordinate of second point
\( By \) is the y coordinate of second point

Equation 2

Figure 57: Photo scaling application
5.3.4 Combing web-based application with GDL script

The figure below illustrates the potential to automate library parts based on numeric data extracted using the web-based photo-scaling application. Detail a, represents the variables that define the location of an opening these are illustrated in the vector diagram in the centre. The variable consist of the size of the opening and the distance of the opening from other objects in this case other openings. The GDL script is illustrated in detail b, which generates the single panel in detail c. The panel can then be repeated to form the full panel in detail d. The GDL scripts for different arrangements of openings, stone cladding and architrave surround for wall panels are detailed in full on pages A35 to A57 in Appendix A.

![Variables for opening](image1)

![GDL script](image2)

![Single panel](image3)

**Figure 58: GDL script for automating wall panels**
5.4 Creating conservation documentation from laser scan surveys

BIM software platforms can automatically create cut sections, details and schedules in addition to orthographic projections and 3D models (wire frame or textured and animated). The visualisation of objects is achieved through viewing 2D and 3D features, plans, sections, elevations and 3D views (Aouad and Lee, 2007, Eastman, 2006). Conservation documentation can be automatically generated from completed HBIM models as a result of building a parametric library (based on GDL) as a plug-in library for ArchiCAD software platform.

Where conservation or restoration work is to be carried out on an object or structure, conventional orthographic or 3D survey engineering drawings are required. To a large extent current research concerning automated surveying systems for cultural heritage objects has concentrated on the identification of suitable hardware and software systems for the collection and processing of data. As a result, the output is the accurate 3D model mainly suitable for visualisation of a historic structure or artefact. The production of conservation documentation from laser and image survey data can be described as a reverse engineering process; whereby an object’s physical dimensions, geometry, and material properties are captured to produce orthographic plans, elevations, sections and 3D models (Cheng and Jin, 2006). The objects in this case are historic structures brought through the design process in the opposite direction, revealing information about the original design and construction.

In the final stage of the HBIM process full engineering drawings orthographic, sectional and 3D models were automatically produced from the Historic Building Information Model as a function of the software platform Graphisoft ArchiCAD. A sample of street elevation drawings are illustrated in Figure 59a, b, and d. In addition typical section and elevation details are shown in Figure 59d, e and f. Finally in Figure in figure 59g a partial 3D drawing is produced of the street. Similarly in Figure 60 a set of plan, elevation and section drawings are detailed. The 3D drawings detailed in Figure 60c and d are described as 3D documentation, in this instance showing cuts between wall, floor and windows. 3D documentation can be produced at any location in the model and is a useful conservation tool. Finally window schedules are automatically produced as part of HBIM process.
Figure 59: Drawings produced from HBIM
Figure 60: drawings produced from HBIM – Henrietta Street
5.5 Conclusion

Mapping parametric objects on to a point cloud requires the correct positioning and orientation of objects to represent their real world state. In addition the use of parametric objects can also introduce the opportunity to develop detail behind the object’s surface concerning its methods of construction and material make-up. Mapping the objects directly onto the point cloud, is not practical as the data size of the point cloud is large which will slow down data processing. In addition accuracy is affected by mapping in 3D space, as it is difficult to locate an object’s exact position within a 3D point cloud. The proposed solution is to map the objects in 2D onto segmented point clouds and orthographic images in elevation, plan and section. A more robust system has been developed for the plotting stages of HBIM. One of the main features of this system is a web-based application for semi-automatically supplying numeric and measurement data for adjusting the parameters and plotting the objects to establish the HBIM. In the final stage of the HBIM process orthographic drawings, schedules and 3D models can then be automatically produced from the Historic Building Information Model. The next chapter evaluates HBIM and presents and evaluates the production of conservation documentation from HBIM.
Chapter 6: - HBIM Evaluation and Testing
6.1 Overview

In this chapter the methods and results from two separate evaluations of HBIM are presented based on the use of conservation scenarios. The first evaluation is an end-user test of the software and the second a qualitative assessment of documentation generated using HBIM. An explanation of scenario testing followed by a definition of conservation documentation is presented initially in this chapter. Conservation documentation is an outcome of the HBIM process and features in both evaluations. The procedures, findings and analysis and review of both evaluations, which are the end user test and the qualitative assessments of documentation, are then presented. In addition, a data sample of HBIM documentation is compared with related ground truth data to assess accuracy.

6.1.1 Conservation scenarios - definition

The conservation scenarios represent simulated applications of HBIM and were developed to determine the efficiency of the software and its capability to produce conservation documentation. Conventional software design and evaluation methods can be carried out through tasks described by fictional applications to evaluate end user requirements as proposed in scenario-based design (Carroll, 2000). The fictional applications for the software are established through the use of credible stories, which then identify problems and the potential for improvements in the software. Because of the diversity and complexity of architectural conservation projects, simulated conservation scenarios were used to represent an example of this diversity in order to evaluate HBIM. The process began by constructing or developing alternative scenarios and then integrating the context of those scenarios into constructing a Historic Building Information Model related to the laser scanning survey of Henrietta Street. In addition to developing the fictional applications, discussion and dialogue with the test participants created a continual input resulting in on-going review and revision of the software design.

6.1.2 Conservation documentation – definition

Conservation documentation is the continuous systematic and scientific recording and compilation of both tangible and intangible elements of historic structures and
environments over different timeframes. The purpose of documentation is to enable through the supply of accurate information the correct conservation, monitoring and maintenance for the survival of an artefact (Fai et al., 2011, Blake and Bedford, 2008, Letellier et al., 2007, Santana Quintero, 2003). Article 16 of the Charter of Venice 1964 describes the process of recording and documentation of architectural heritage in following extract:

“In all works of preservation, restoration or excavation there should always be precise documentation in the form of analytical and critical reports, illustrated with drawings and photographs. Every stage of the work of cleaning, consolidation, rearrangement and integration, as well as technical and formal features identified during the course of the work, should be included. This record should be placed in the archives of a public institution and made accessible to research workers.” (Charter, 1964).

Suitable models for appropriate standards for recording and documenting historic structures are detailed in national guidelines such as the Historic American Building Surveys and English Heritage Metric Survey Practice (Bryan et al., 2004, Bryan and Blake, 2000, Fai et al., 2011, National Park Service, 2005). At an international level recording standards have been established by the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), which is, an international non-governmental organisation of professionals, committed to the conservation of the world's historic monuments and sites (ICOMOS, 1964a). ICOMOS operates through national committees and scientific committees, one such committee is CIPA, The International Committee for Architectural Photogrammetry (CIPA), which was established in collaboration with ISPRS (International Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing). Its main purpose is the improvement of all methods for surveying of cultural monuments and sites. The work of CIPA has been instrumental in developing new automated methods of digital recording and storage in addition to the standards required for accuracy of surveying and documentation of the built heritage. RecorDim is a CIPA initiative in collaboration with other international heritage conservation organisations to improve and develop standards for the documentation of architectural heritage (CIPA, 2007). Researchers at Carleton University have proposed the application of BIM as a documentation tool for cultural
heritage. They propose a system using a series of case studies to exploit the object intelligence within BIM to archive and present both tangible and intangible cultural assets (Fai et al., 2011). The European Committee for Standardization (CEN) provides for European standards and technical specifications in almost all areas of economic activity. The standard CEN/TC 346 has been recently drafted and may be considered as a guideline for a common procedure to describe the condition state of built heritage. The Technical Committee CEN/TC 346 is developing a European standard for guidelines for condition surveys of historic structures in relation to documentation (CEN, 2010). The work of the Technical Committee CEN/TC 346 is at an early stage and as yet does not provide technical guidelines equivalent to those guidelines described on the previous page i.e. RecorDIM, English Heritage and HABS.

6.2 Scenario 1: end-user test

Aim: To determine the requirements for improving HBIM through:

- Comparing 3D CAD and HBIM,
- Measuring the efficiency of HBIM plotting stages
- Assessing the production of conservation documentation from HBIM

6.2.1 Participants

A group of participants were chosen for the end users’ test from a group of part-time third level construction and surveying students attending the Dublin Institute of Technology who were familiar with CAD and building technology through their profession and their studies. The participants were all male and ranged in age from 19 years to 35 years. A series of three training workshops were held with the group to train them in the application and use of HBIM and 3D CAD as outlined in the scenario above. In total twenty-six students attended the training workshops and fourteen volunteered to participate in the scenario test.
6.2.2 Conservation scenario

A scenario was developed based on the modelling of the façade of number 3 Henrietta Street recorded as part of the laser scan survey of Henrietta Street and described in Chapter 2. The 3D CAD software platform Google Sketch-up was used alongside HBIM as a plug-in library within the software platform ArchiCAD. Similar library objects were used in each plot when using 3D CAD (Google Sketch-up) and HBIM. The library objects were mapped onto identical vector data or image based surveys for the historic façade. The scenario for the end user-test, specified that a set of conservation documents were produced, representing a full survey of the façade of the structure showing the windows and door case. The participants were required to produce a set of conservation documents, to include plans, elevation, cut sections, window details and schedules in addition to 3D documentation. The scenario tests were held after the training workshops in a computer laboratory in the Dublin Institute of Technology. The participants constructed the model over four two-hour sessions using identical software platforms and under supervision. At the end of the exercise the participants were interviewed and completed an online questionnaire.

The documents for constructing the scenario are the laser-scan survey and the associated data for building the 3D model of the façade. These are illustrated in Figure 61. The ortho-image is illustrated in Figure 61a, the vector data showing positions of openings is illustrated in Figure 61b. The dimensions and formation levels for the library a sample of library objects (windows) are detailed in Figure 61c. The library objects supplied for the scenario exercise included window and door wall openings, sash widow including all components for each opening size and a Doric door case as a composite library object. Finally, the sequence for plotting the 3D model illustrated in Figure 61e.
a. Ortho-image no. 3 Henrietta Street

b. Vector data – segmented point cloud

c. Sample from data sheet showing sizes and formation level (FL) of windows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Window Name</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>D1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sill top Height (FL)</td>
<td>17.48</td>
<td>14.08</td>
<td>9.41</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

e. Sequence for plotting the façade of no. 3 Henrietta Street

Figure 61: Survey data for construction the 3D model of the historic façade
6.2.3 Results

Users were asked to rank on a scale from 1 (very simple) to 5 (very complex) the use of 3D CAD in contrast to HBIM for modelling the historic façade. The results in figure 62, below indicate that HBIM is more complex than 3D CAD for plotting the building façade. In the case of 3D CAD, 47% scored a factor of 2 indicating a low level of complexity. In the case of HBIM (see right side of Figure 62), 27% of respondents scored it at 3, 4 and 5, indicating that the majority of respondents identified HBIM as more complex to use than 3D CAD.

![Complexity of 3D CAD and HBIM](image)

**Figure 62: Comparison of complexity between 3D CAD and HBIM**

The users were asked to indicate the time taken to learn to use 3D CAD in comparison to HBIM. All of the users tested agreed that it took longer to learn the software HBIM platform than 3D CAD, the largest group at 27% specified that it took three times as long to learn HBIM in comparison to 3D CAD (Figure 63).
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The next part of the end-user test examines efficiency of HBIM in relation to user requirements and suggested improvements for the system.

In the following part of the test, the users were asked to assess the efficiency of each of the plotting stages for creating the model based on the laser scan survey data. The survey data for plotting the 3D model in HBIM consists of a range of data; these are Ortho – Image, Vector plot, Data sheets containing numeric data and a combination of all of these. In order to examine the efficiency of HBIM, the following plotting stages were assessed:

- Importation of the laser survey data into HBIM and possible causes of error
- Calculating parameters and sizing of library objects
- Improving objects parameters
- Improvements in plotting objects onto laser scan survey data.

Importation of the laser survey data into HBIM and possible causes of error

47% of the participants identified that the use of the ortho-image as the most efficient way to import the laser scan survey data into HBIM in order to construct the 3D model, see Figure 64 below.
Step 1 Importing Survey Data

![Graph showing the preferred sources of data for plotting 3D model.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Number of Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ortho - Image</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data sheets containing numeric data</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image and vector</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image vector and numeric</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector and numeric</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 64: Preferred sources of data for plotting 3D model

Accuracy of survey data

When asked to identify where errors were most likely to occur in relation to the accuracy of survey data, most users identified that errors were likely when the ortho-image was imported into HBIM (see Figure 65 below). The reason for associating error with the ortho-image is because of possibility of incorrect scaling of the image data when it is imported into HBIM. This problem can be overcome by embedding measurements or coordinates within the ortho-image, which are verified before the image data is used.

Step 2 Checking accuracy of Survey Data

![Graph showing the identification of error sources in plotting 3D model.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Source</th>
<th>Number of Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ortho - Image</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector files</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data sheets containing numeric data</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image, and vector</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image, vector and numeric</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector and numeric</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 65: Identification of error sources in plotting 3D model
The parameters of the library objects can be extracted from the laser survey data, in both ortho-image and vector format. In addition, measurements and angular values can be extracted directly from both ortho-image and vector data and then stored independently in data sheets. In choosing between the latter choices, the participants were divided with 29% equally favouring three of the choices; the orto-image, the data sheets only and finally vectors combined with data sheet, see Figure 66 below.

![Figure 66: Calculating parameters and sizing objects](image)

47% of participants identified a need to add parameters for irregular shapes in objects in order to improve the objects' available parameters. The window openings in the façade chosen for this scenario test are slightly irregular because of decay and the use of handmade brick materials. The library object for the opening was rectangular in shape. In addition 20% of participants identified a need for the introduction of realistic textures to the surface of the objects. In deciding the best format for the plotting of parametric objects, image and vector data was chosen by 43% of participants, vector-data only was chosen by 26% and finally orto-image was chosen by 21% (see Figure 67 below).
A comparison of automation of documentation between 3D CAD and HBIM

The users were asked to compare the output in terms of automation of conservation documentation between 3D CAD and that of HBIM. The majority of the users (see right hand side of Figure 68) indicated that HBIM could produce the full list of automated documents. A small minority did not include the production of scheduling from HBIM, whereas they indicated that 3D CAD was capable of automating a much smaller range of conservation documentation as detailed on left-hand side of Figure 68 below. The category "other" in Figure 68 below refers to incorporating the ortho-image as a conservation document.
Figure 68: Comparison in the production of conservation documentation

Most significant sources of errors in HBIM process

47% of participants felt that errors were most likely to occur in original survey data, a smaller number 27%, identified that errors were likely to occur in the plotting of objects and 13% identified that errors could be embedded in the library objects themselves. 7% identified errors occurring in compiling and automating of documents in HBIM (see Figure 69).

Figure 69: Accuracy of documentation in HBIM

6.2.4 Review of results – end-user scenario

The purpose of comparing HBIM with 3D CAD was to contrast the complexity for the user with an alternative software system. The results indicate that it takes longer to become familiar with HBIM and to complete the plot of the 3D model than in 3D CAD. The advantages of the HBIM system become evident in the last section of the user test in relation to the quality of documentation and the behaviour of the library objects in HBIM. It is obvious that objects within HBIM contain a vast number of parameters ranging from geometry and texture to conservation analysis and that not all of these designed parameters will function in a 3D CAD environment. While this is apparent, the initial test requirements were to establish how HBIM compares to 3D CAD for ease of use. The majority of the respondents described HBIM as more complex than 3D CAD. The introduction of an additional help and learning centre for HBIM can improve ease of working in HBIM, reducing the effort in time to use and learn the software.
The inclusion of measurement data in the ortho-image at the processing stage will reduce the possibility of the image being incorrectly scaled. The problems associated in extracting measurements to size library objects were overcome by introducing the specialised WEB based ortho-photo scaling application (detailed in Chapter 5). The application was developed as a result of the issues that were raised in the end user tests and is specifically designed to operate outside of the BIM environment.

Improving texture options for objects can be achieved by applying the colour and texture from ortho-images. Figure 70, illustrates how the façade of number 3 Henrietta Street was textured using the ortho-image from the laser scan survey illustrated in a. The image is matched with the 3D object and edited by cutting out openings leaving only wall texture.

![Figure 70: Texturing objects](image)

Introducing improvements in the range of object parameters and the plotting of the objects onto the survey data can be achieved using standard coding protocols for each library object. The improvements for scaling, rotation and anchor points will be included as a template in coding all objects. The precision for placing of objects can be improved
by coding more obvious anchor points on the objects. The ability to stretch objects in 3D to change regular shapes to irregular shapes will be included in objects such as wall openings.

*In Table 3 below, solutions are summarised for resolving the potential for errors occurring in the system.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HBIM plotting stages</th>
<th>Functional errors</th>
<th>Information errors</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Importation of the laser survey data into HBIM and possible causes of error</td>
<td>Incorrect scaling of orto-images</td>
<td>Errors in extracting measurements from imported survey data within HBIM</td>
<td>Imbedded measurement data onto orto-image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Calculating parameters and sizing of library objects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Use specialised WEB based ortho-photo scaling application for extracting measurements</td>
<td>WEB based ortho-photo scaling application was developed from end user testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Improving objects parameters</td>
<td>No parameters for creating irregular openings</td>
<td></td>
<td>Re-code object for creating openings in walls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No realistic texturing options for surfaces</td>
<td></td>
<td>Use ortho-image from laser scan survey to texture objects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Improvements in mapping objects onto laser scan survey data</td>
<td>Incorrect positioning of objects onto survey data in HBIM</td>
<td>Incorrect scaling and transformation of objects</td>
<td>Re-code all objects to include a consistent global command for anchors to position objects</td>
<td>Code more obvious anchor points in the objects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.3 Scenario 2: Evaluation of conservation documentation

Aim: To assess the standard of conservation documentation produced as part of the HBIM process.

6.3.1 Participants profile

A series of seminars were held in the Dublin Institute of Technology examining the procedures for recording architectural heritage and the role of HBIM. The seminars were held in October 2009, October 2010 and November 2011. Each seminar consisted of a series of presentations from experts in laser scanning, BIM and the recording of historic structures. The participants who attended the seminars were practitioners and researchers from architectural conservation and surveying. In order to draw on the experience of the seminar participants for the development of HBIM, a consultative expert group were identified from the seminar participants. The consultative expert group who agreed to participate consisted of:

1. A senior conservation architect, from National Monuments in the Office of Public Works in Ireland;
2. An engineer specialising in existing structures, who was familiar with the use of BIM models for assessing existing structures;
3. A general practice conservation surveyor who was one of the authors of the conservation plan for Henrietta Street which was funded by Dublin City Council.
4. A full time researcher in the Dublin Institute of Technology in the area of laser scanning and the recording of historic structures.

The group consisted of three males and one female between the ages of 22 and 62.

6.3.2 Scenario design

The previous scenario outlined in this chapter was based on end-user tests in order to establish the effectiveness of HBIM as a software system and identify user requirements. In this evaluation a sample set of conservation documentation is produced using HBIM; the documentation is based on conservation scenarios. The conservation documents were
reviewed by a group of conservation experts who provided their views regarding the standard of HBIM conservation documentation.

The conservation expert group became familiar with the HBIM process through the series of seminars described on the previous page. A number of meetings were organised with the expert group, in order to develop the context and content of the conservation scenarios. This comprised of identifying key conservation problems and translating them into the scenarios. The consultative expert group constructed a second conservation scenario, expanding the first, which was again based on the modelling of the façade of number 3 Henrietta Street. The second scenario was constructed around the conservation of the historic façade, the windows and the door case of number 3 Henrietta Street. A wider range of conservation documentation was therefore required to complete the exercise. The sample set of documents produced was based on the following scenario:

Illustrate the location and site context of the historic façade of number 3 Henrietta Street. Present a sample of survey and recording data to enable further analysis of the façade. Produce a sample set of 3D models, orthographic drawing and historical information to enable an intervention for the following:

- Façade repair and the conservation of brickwork
- Window repair and energy conservation
- Door case repair and conservation.

6.3.3 Results - conservation documentation

The results of this evaluation are presented as a set of documentation listed in Table 4 below in the following figures 71 to 79. The documents consist of a sample of location drawings, survey data, 3D models, orthographic drawings and schedules produced as a result of scenario 2.
### Drawings Schedule - Number 3 Henrietta Street
Sample HERM drawings for conservation analysis of the façade of the building

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Location of Henrietta Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Elevations and Sections of No. 3 Henrietta Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Location of - No 3 Henrietta Street in 3D model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Façade elevation, section and part plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Elevation of Doorcase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Details of Doorcase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Sash window, elevation, section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Sash window, 3D details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Schedule of Sash Windows</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A sample of survey and recording data to enable conservation analysis of the façade of the building.

Figure 71: Location of Henrietta Street
Figure 72: ELEVATIONS AND SECTIONS OF - NO. 3 HENRIETTA STREET
NUMBER 3 HENRIETTA STREET.

A SAMPLE OF SURVEY AND RECORDING DATA TO ENABLE CONSERVATION ANALYSIS OF THE FAÇADE OF THE BUILDING. IN THE DRAWING THE LOCATION OF NUMBER 3 HENRIETTA STREET WHICH IS THE SUBJECT OF THE SCENARIO IS HIGHLIGHTED IN RED.

FIGURE 73: LOCATION OF - NO. 3 HENRIETTA STREET
Number 3 Henrietta Street.

A sample of survey and recording data to enable conservation analysis of the façade of the building.

The proposed conservation intervention of the façade of No. 3 Henrietta Street is presented in the drawing illustrated in, for the reconstruction of the door case, windows and re-pointing of the façade.

Figure 74: Façade elevation, section and part plan of - No. 3 Henrietta Street
Number 3 Henrietta Street.

A sample of survey and recording data to enable conservation analysis of the façade of the building.

Detail for the proposed conservation of the door case of No. 3 Henrietta Street is presented.

**Figure 75:** Elevation of Doorcase - No. 3 Henrietta Street
Number 3 Henrietta Street.

A sample of survey and recording data to enable conservation analysis of the façade of the building.

The drawings are in the form of 3D models to assist the proposed conservation intervention.

Figure 76: Details of Doorcase - No. 3 Henrietta Street
Number 3 Henrietta Street.

A sample of survey and recording data to enable conservation analysis of the façade of the building.

Typical elevation and section of a sliding sash window which is part of the facade of No. 3 Henrietta Street.

Figure 77: Sash Window, Elevation, Section - No. 3 Henrietta Street
3D detail of sash box to take weights

3D Detail of sash window

Glazing bar detail early 1700s

Glazing bar detail late 1700s

3D section of sash window

Sash frame detail early 1700s

Sash frame detail late 1700s

Number 3 Henrietta Street.

A sample of survey and recording data to enable conservation analysis of the façade of the building.

The details show the proposal for repair or replacement of the historic sash window.

Figure 78: Sash Window, 3D Details - No. 3 Henrietta Street
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### Figure 79: Schedule of Sash Windows - No. 3 Henrietta Street

**Number 3 Henrietta Street.**

A sample of survey and recording data to enable conservation analysis of the façade of the building.
6.3.4 Review of scenario - conservation documentation

The feedback from the expert group indicated the suitability of the conservation scenarios to measure the potential of HBIM for producing conservation documentation. Their opinion was, in general that, in contrast to conventional 3D CAD, HBIM produces a wider set of conservation documentation containing information related to geometry, building detail, geographical information, details of materials and other numerical data or schedules relating to the historic structure. They all agreed that the conservation documentation could be automatically extracted to assist with solutions for the different conservation scenarios. They also concurred that the analysis based on the HBIM documentation can produce the following information; visualisation models, survey data, building details, specifications and information sharing. In particular, they identified the advantage of using the 3D models as a cost effective method for simulation of conservation interventions. The overall agreement amongst the conservation experts for the second scenario indicated that the documentation produced provided correct detail for completing the outlined conservation scenario. The question of dissatisfaction related to the need for national standards in Ireland for producing conservation documentation using new technologies. Although it was agreed by the group that the standards produced by English Heritage (Bryan et al., 2004, Bryan and Blake, 2000) could identify the requirements for accuracy and presentation for the scenario documentation.

6.4 Accuracy of façade plot measured against ground truth data

The accuracy of the façade plot of number 3 Henrietta Street is measured by comparing a sample of data from HBIM with related ground truth data. In the Table 5, Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8, similar x and y coordinate points on two HBIM elevation plots A and B are compared with a similar set of ground truth coordinate points on the actual façade of number 3 Henrietta Street. The ground truth measurements were obtained from the façade of number 3 using a total station. The average error between the total station measurements and plot A was 0.013 metres (Standard Deviation (SD) = 0.013) on the x-axis and .024 metres (SD = 0.024) on the y-axis. The average error between the total
station and plot B was 0.008 metres (SD = .008) on the x-axis and .018 metres (SD = .017) on the y-axis.

Table 5: Comparison between Total Station data and Plot A x axis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Station</th>
<th>Plot A</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Standard Deviation σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.528017881</td>
<td>-2.55359554</td>
<td>0.02557766</td>
<td>SD=0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.21870255</td>
<td>1.215144669</td>
<td>0.003557881</td>
<td>Mean= 0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.754618071</td>
<td>4.736449347</td>
<td>0.018168724</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.758065687</td>
<td>4.758065687</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.221077455</td>
<td>1.221077455</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.53534119</td>
<td>-2.558671336</td>
<td>0.023330146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5.984631175</td>
<td>-5.985307935</td>
<td>0.000676759</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5.966425411</td>
<td>-5.963786895</td>
<td>0.002638515</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.531188417</td>
<td>-2.531188417</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.198012727</td>
<td>1.198948854</td>
<td>0.000936126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.721236249</td>
<td>4.718032166</td>
<td>0.003204083</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.696113421</td>
<td>4.717480218</td>
<td>0.021366797</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.550728542</td>
<td>-2.528870382</td>
<td>0.02185816</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5.993810979</td>
<td>-5.954775167</td>
<td>0.039035811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5.974305557</td>
<td>-6.004010335</td>
<td>0.02904778</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Comparison between Total Station data and Plot A y axis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Station</th>
<th>Plot A</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Standard Deviation σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.384840479</td>
<td>6.35147898</td>
<td>0.033361498</td>
<td>SD=0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.374852786</td>
<td>6.350901857</td>
<td>0.023950928</td>
<td>Mean= 0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.340315988</td>
<td>6.338602046</td>
<td>0.001713941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.350805497</td>
<td>3.350805497</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.378752201</td>
<td>3.378752201</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.370643673</td>
<td>3.351993246</td>
<td>0.018650428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.368999835</td>
<td>3.31930648</td>
<td>0.049693354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.817723888</td>
<td>-0.839383478</td>
<td>0.021659591</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Station</td>
<td>Plot A</td>
<td>Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.528017881</td>
<td>-2.52168616</td>
<td>0.006331721</td>
<td>SD=0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.21870255</td>
<td>1.215144669</td>
<td>0.003557881</td>
<td>Mean= 0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.754618071</td>
<td>4.739046852</td>
<td>0.015571219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.758065687</td>
<td>4.758065687</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.221077455</td>
<td>1.221077455</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.53534119</td>
<td>-2.544191655</td>
<td>0.008850465</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5.984631175</td>
<td>-5.95762726</td>
<td>0.027003915</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5.966425411</td>
<td>-5.959829115</td>
<td>0.006596295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.531188417</td>
<td>-2.531188417</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.198012727</td>
<td>1.211623883</td>
<td>0.013611155</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.721236249</td>
<td>4.726267245</td>
<td>0.005030996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.696113421</td>
<td>4.700699686</td>
<td>0.004586265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.550728542</td>
<td>-2.55133784</td>
<td>0.000609298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5.993810979</td>
<td>-5.993051786</td>
<td>0.000759193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5.974305557</td>
<td>-5.951947965</td>
<td>0.022357593</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Comparison between Total Station data and Plot B x axis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Station</th>
<th>Plot A</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Standard Deviation σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.384840479</td>
<td>6.353935942</td>
<td>0.030904536</td>
<td>SD=0.017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.374852786</td>
<td>6.350901857</td>
<td>0.023950928</td>
<td>Mean= 0.018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.340315988</td>
<td>6.306755376</td>
<td>0.033560612</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.350805497</td>
<td>3.350805497</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Comparison between Total Station data and Plot B y axis
The error range when compared with the precision specified by English Heritage as detailed in Table 9 (Bryan et al., 2004) for objects of the same scale to that of the façade compares reasonably well. In plot B the error on the x-axis was 8mm and 18mm on the y-axis, English Heritage recommend a precision of 15mm for a similar structure. The first plot A did not compare as favourable showing an average error of 24 mm on the y-axis and an average of 13mm on the x-axis.

Table 9: Density of point cloud and measurement precision (Bryan et al., 2004)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Point Density</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Typical Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:10</td>
<td>2mm</td>
<td>+2mm</td>
<td>Small objects 5x5m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>4m</td>
<td>+4mm</td>
<td>Large objects 10mx10m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>15mm</td>
<td>+15mm</td>
<td>Small structures 20mx30m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:100</td>
<td>25mm</td>
<td>+25mm</td>
<td>Large structures 40mx60m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scanning objects at a higher point density can assist in reducing error, but will lengthen the survey time. Errors can also be caused by point definition, which is
obstructed by decay of materials at edges. Defining the points using intersecting vectors on the ortho-image can assist the accuracy of point location. In addition by incorporating historic data with the survey data, profiles of objects can be re-built which were lost because of decay. In Figure 80, below, the base of a Doric column is illustrated. In the ortho-image, the definition of the elements, which make up the base of the column are obscured because of both decay and occlusions. Other image data and detail from historic data are introduced to define the missing data and build up the base of the column as detailed in Figure 80a.

Figure 80: Historic data and definition of objects
6.5 Conclusion

Scenario based testing was chosen as a methodology for the evaluation of HBIM. The approach identified improvements in the use of the software through end-user testing and a qualitative evaluation through a discussion and dialogue amongst an expert group. The ease and speed of use of HBIM in comparison to 3D CAD can be improved through a specific HBIM help and learning centre. Additional design work is required to introduce more flexibility for building non-uniform shapes. Develop consistent coding procedures to transform library object’s shape in scale, modification and rotational movement. The accuracy in plotting can be improved through expanding the specialised WEB based ortho-photo scaling application for extracting measurements. In the second scenario the conservation experts concurred that the standard of conservation documentation produced from HBIM was suitable and contained correct detail for completing the outlined conservation scenario. The accuracy of HBIM was determined by comparing a sample of data from HBIM with related ground truth data.
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 **Overview of the HBIM process**

The concept of Historic Building Information Modelling has been presented in this thesis as a new contribution to the research area of applying new technologies for recording and documenting architectural heritage. This is comprised a set of interrelated procedures for combining the new technologies of laser scanning and Building Information Modelling (BIM) for recording and documenting historic structures. The HBIM procedure begins with the recording of structures using laser scanning followed by the processing of the survey data. The resultant processed survey data is then used as a mapping framework for plotting interactive parametric objects. These parametric objects represent architectural elements, which are then combined together to generate a virtual model of an historic structure. The architectural elements are constructed as virtual objects based on a set of new shape and parametric rules. The new shape rules are based on the classical detail and design provided by architectural pattern books of the 18th and 19th centuries. The creation of shape and the parametric design for the objects is developed through the use of Geometric Descriptive Language (GDL). The objects are compiled in a plug-in library within the software platform ArchiCAD. A processing pipeline was developed for mapping the parametric objects onto the laser scan survey data. The mapping process is combined with a new web-based application for extracting measurements from the laser scan survey data for defining the parameters of architectural elements. Conservation documentation in the form of survey data, orthographic drawings and schedules and 3D visualisation models can then be automatically produced from the Historic Building Information Model. The HBIM process was successfully tested and validated by both end users and conservation experts. In addition the results of accuracy tests, which compared HBIM to related ground truths met with accuracy standards specified by English Heritage (Bryan and Blake, 2000).

7.2 **HBIM stages and procedures**

7.2.1 **Data capture and processing**

In the initial stage of HBIM, which involves data capture and the processing of the scan data, two significant features in the process have been identified. The first was the
identification of optimal and efficient laser scanning site-survey procedures. This process consisted of defining scan positions, point cloud densities and scan overlaps suitable for the recording and surveying of the architectural period, location and ensemble for Georgian architecture. The recording framework identified on page 31, establishes good practice for efficient use of laser scanning equipment. The laser scanning campaign requires good planning and a strategy to allow for optimal data capture within a reasonable timeframe in order to supply the required survey data.

The identification of correct laser scan survey products used to construct the HBIM is the second important element identified as part of the recording framework. The products identified are the ortho-image, the segmented point cloud and mesh data, which are generated from the pre and post-processing stages of the laser scan survey data. The pre-processing stage consists of cleaning, sorting and registration by combining different sets of point cloud. Each stage of pre-processing is essential for generating segmented point cloud data, which can be used for part of the modelling process and also for organising data for the post-processing stage. Post-processing consists of surfacing and texturing of the point cloud data, which generates ortho-images and mesh models (see page 37). The ortho-images and segmented point clouds and mesh models are created to provide a basis for the next stage of the HBIM process.

7.2.2 Using architectural rules to develop 3D models

By examining how architectural rules can be exploited to build computer models of historic structures, a new direction was introduced in the research areas of parametric and procedural modelling (De Luca et al., 2011, Chevrier et al., 2010, Guidi et al., 2008). Both areas of procedural and parametric modelling do not specify timeframes for describing their sources of historic data that inform architectural rules. Also procedural and parametric modelling techniques concentrate on producing visualisation models but do not generate conservation documentation. HBIM, which is the combination of laser scanning and BIM, meets both requirements in relation to specific timeframes and the generation of conservation documentation. The development of new shape rules and parametric design in HBIM is based on precise historic architectural sources, which relate to specific timeframes.
7.2.3 New shape rules and parametric design

A set of new shape and parametric rules were developed from architectural pattern books to build a library of parametric objects representing architectural elements. In order to identify precise architectural historic sources for building the parametric objects, it was necessary to identify the different timeframes to illustrate the evolution of classical architectural rules. By placing the 18th and 19th century architectural pattern books within this evolutionary framework a precise interpretation and understanding of classical rules was realised. This interpretation was used for the development of new shape rules and parametric design for HBIM. The shape rules and parametric design formed the basis for developing scripts using Geometric Descriptive Language (GDL). Efficient codes (see page 71) were developed based on advanced commands within the GDL scripts to build objects which reduced processing and memory requirements when the object is placed in the model. An effective coding system was also developed for designing non-geometric and organic library parts such as leaves and other carvings (see page 77). The objects when compiled as a plug-in library within the software platform ArchiCAD functioned correctly in comparison to existing libraries in the software platform.

7.2.4 A processing pipeline for mapping in HBIM

A processing pipeline was developed for mapping the parametric objects onto the laser scan survey data. The proposed solution is to map the objects as 2D icons onto the laser scan survey data which consists of segmented point clouds and orthographic images in elevation, plan and section. In addition to an effective system for mapping parametric objects in HBIM, a web-based application for semi-automatically supplying numeric and measurement data for adjusting the parameters and plotting the objects has been developed. The web-based application allows for the mapping stage of HBIM to develop as stand-alone and move into a web-based environment as opposed to developing the application as part of generic software programmes. The plug-in library has potential to operate outside of ArchiCAD environment. There is also potential for integration of GDL scripts with the web-based application as proposed on page 105.
7.2.5 HBIM evaluation and testing

Scenario based testing was chosen as a methodology for the evaluation of HBIM, the approach identified improvements in the use of the software through end user testing and a qualitative evaluation with an expert group. The ease and speed of use of HBIM in comparison to 3D CAD can be improved through a specific HBIM help and learning centre. Additional design work is required to introduce more flexibility to create non-uniform shapes and improve the ability to transform library object’s shape in scale, modification and rotational movement. The accuracy and speed in plotting objects can be improved through expanding the specialised WEB based ortho-photo scaling application for extracting measurements.

The automatic production of conservation documentation is the final stage in the HBIM process; a sample of documentation was presented in this thesis (see page 128) and evaluated by an expert group in the field of conservation. The conservation experts concurred that the standard of conservation documentation produced from HBIM was suitable and contained correct detail for completing the outlined conservation scenario. The accuracy of HBIM was determined by comparing a sample of data from HBIM with related ground truth data. The error range compared well with the precision specified by English Heritage (Bryan et al., 2004) for objects of the same scale to that of the façade of the HBIM model.

7.3 A framework for HBIM

This process involves the following stages: collection and processing of laser scanning survey data, identifying historic detail from architectural pattern books, building a library of parametric historic components/objects, mapping of parametric objects onto scan data and the final production of conservation documentation.
The strategic elements of HBIM are outlined within the following steps:

1. Historic structures are recorded using laser scanning survey techniques based on the optimal and efficient survey procedures for correct scan positions, point cloud densities and scan overlaps.

2. The processing of laser scanning survey data is carried out to generate ortho-image, segmented point cloud and mesh data that are then further processed within HBIM.

3. A new plug-in library of parametric objects for the software platform Graphisoft ArchiCAD is developed.

   The following steps are proposed for the design of the prototype library:
   a) Identify historic detail from architectural pattern books for historic buildings in Ireland 1700 – 1830.
   b) Develop a new parametric and shape design for architectural objects based on the detail from the architectural pattern books.
   c) Develop an efficient GDL code structure for creating objects based of the new set of shape rules and parametric design
   d) Develop an effective GDL coding design for creating organic shapes such as leaves and other carvings.
   e) Identify the construction detail behind the surface of the historic structure using historic data and include this in the GDL scripts for objects.
   f) Build a prototype library of architectural components for the historic structures based on items a) to e).

4. Develop a mapping system for plotting the parametric objects onto laser scan survey data.

   The following stages are proposed for the mapping system:
   a) Launch the new plug-in library of parametric objects into the software platform Graphisoft ArchiCAD.
   b) Introduce and develop a help and learning centre for HBIM.
c) Develop and link the new web-based application for semi-automatically supplying numeric and measurement data for adjusting the parameters and plotting the objects with HBIM.

d) Develop a protocol to introduce the laser survey data consisting of ortho-image, segmented point cloud and mesh data for further processing within HBIM.

e) Develop an on-going system for expanding the range and efficiency of library objects.

5. Maintain a system for continuing evaluation of the HBIM process.

6. Generate conservation documentation for the recording of historic structures.

7.4 Future work

Future research work for HBIM is proposed in the following areas:

1. To integrate more components of the laser scan models into the HBIM environment and develop object recognition and automatic modelling of laser scan data within HBIM;

2. To examine the use of high definition (HDR) images to produce ortho-images;

3. Improve the plug-in library to allow for full performance of parametric objects in other generic BIM software platforms;

4. The development of HBIM as a web-based application;

5. To investigate the integration of HBIM into 3D Geographic Information Systems to widen the use of HBIM as an information system for linking into other existing historic and conservation data-bases and developing HBIM in the wider city modelling domain;

6. Incorporate the use of digital photo-modelling as part of the HBIM process in addition to laser scanning. The 3D modelling of objects and extraction of measurement data using digital photography is described as digital photo-modelling (Remondino and El-Hakim, 2006);

7. Investigate the storage of both survey and modelled data in terms of maintaining its source information and preservation of quality for lasting use.
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Classical Orders
!! Tuscan Column

!!! BLOCK GEOMETRY
MATERIAL block_mat2
HOTSPOT 0,0,0
ADD -block_wt/2,-block_wt/2,0
BLOCK block_wt, block_wt, block_ht
DEL 1
ADDz block_ht

!!! BASE MOULD GEOMETRY
MATERIAL basemould_mat2
HOTSPOT 0,0,0
ROTy ^90
!! Y value offset 5-mm to stop revolved edge issues
!! Cylinder compensates for this hole
REVOLVE 9, 360, 3,
0, 0.0001, 1,
0.075, 0.0001, 1,
0.075, cylinder_dia/2, 1,
0.0625, cylinder_dia/2+0.005, 1,
0.05, cylinder_dia/2+0.005, 1,
0.025, cylinder_dia/2, 900,
0, 180, 4001,
0, cylinder_dia/2, 1,
0, 0.00001, -1
DEL 1
ADDz basemould_ht

!!! CYLINDER GEOMETRY
MATERIAL cylinder_mat2
HOTSPOT 0,0,0
CYLIND cylinder_ht, cylinder_dia/2
ADDz cylinder_ht

!!! CONE GEOMETRY
MATERIAL cone_mat2
HOTSPOT 0,0,0
CONE cone_ht, cylinder_dia/2, cone_upperdia/2, 90, 90
ADDz cone_ht

!!! ASTRAGAL RING GEOMETRY
MATERIAL astragal_mat2
ROTy -90
HOTSPOT 0,0,0
!! Y value offset 5-mm to stop revolved edge issues
!! Cylinder compensates for this hole
REVOLVE 9, 360, 3,
0, 0.005, 1,
0.1, 0.005, 1,
0.1, cone_upperdia/2, 1,
0.1, cone_upperdia/2 + 0.025, 1,
0.1, cone_upperdia/2 - 0.0375, 900,
0, 0, 4001,
0.05, cone_upperdia/2, 1,
0, cone_upperdia/2, 1,
0, 0.005, -1
DEL 1
ADDz necking_ht

!!! BLOCK GEOMETRY
MATERIAL block2_mat2
HOTSPOT 0,0,0
ADD -block2_wt/2,-block2_wt/2,0
BLOCK block2_wt, block2_wt, block2_ht
DEL 1

!!! END OF COLUMN

0.008, cone_upperdia/2+0.002, 1,
0.004, cone_upperdia/2+0.002, 1,
0, cone_upperdia/2, 1,
0, 0.005, -1

DEL 1
ADDz astragal_ht

!!! NECKING GEOMETRY
MATERIAL necking_mat2
ROTy -90
HOTSPOT 0,0,0
!! Y value offset 5-mm to stop revolved edge issues
!! Cylinder compensates for this hole
REVOLVE 9, 360, 3,
0, 0.005, 1,
0.1, 0.005, 1,
0.1, cone_upperdia/2, 1,
0.1, cone_upperdia/2 + 0.025, 1,
0.1, cone_upperdia/2 - 0.0375, 900,
0, 0, 4001,
0.05, cone_upperdia/2, 1,
0, cone_upperdia/2, 1,
0, 0.005, -1
DEL 1
ADDz necking_ht

!!! BLOCK GEOMETRY
MATERIAL block2_mat2
HOTSPOT 0,0,0
ADD -block2_wt/2,-block2_wt/2,0
BLOCK block2_wt, block2_wt, block2_ht
DEL 1

!!! END OF COLUMN

Figure 1 Tuscan Column

A5
! Fluted Tapered Column

Material "Paint-02"
Addx .738
Addy 2.45
Cone 6, 2.5, 2.5, 90, 90
Del 2
Return

GROUP "OUTERCYLINDER"
GOSUB 100:
ENDGROUP

GROUP "CUT"
GOSUB 200
ENDGROUP

! END OF CODE FOR BOTTOM PART

result_1 = SUBGROUP("OUTERCYLINDER", "CUT")
PLACEGROUP result_1

END !---------

100: !! outer Cylinder
Material "Paint-02"
Addx .738
Addy 2.45
Cone 6, 2.5, 2.5, 90, 90
Del 2
Return

GROUP "OUTERCYLINDER"
GOSUB 100:
ENDGROUP

GROUP "CUT"
GOSUB 200
ENDGROUP

! END OF CODE FOR BOTTOM PART OF LEAF

result_1 = SUBGROUP("OUTERCYLINDER", "CUT")
PLACEGROUP result_1

END !---------

100: !! outer Cylinder
The following scripts are useful for producing circular mouldings for column capitals and bases and can be arranged in any required order to meet the profile of the column. The moulding geometry is produced by changing any of the variables from the diameter of the inner moulding (column), the rotational angle of the moulding profile and or inner moulding diameter and the radius of the moulding profile to give various heights.

Moulding geometry

Material "Paint-02"
resol 99
Pen 5
!!!r = profile radius
!!!A = column diam
!!!a1 = curve profile rotational angle
!!!a2 = column rotational angle
ROTx x
ROTy y
ROTw z
ROTz 90
!!! Transformations
ROTY -90
REVOLVE 3, a2, 63,
0, 0, 1,
0, A/2, 1,
r/2,a1, 2000+15
del 1
!!! Masking values define visibility of edges

Figure 4 Convex 90 Degree Profile

r = .150
A = 1.00
a1 = 180
a2 = 360

Figure 5 Convex 45 Degree Profile

r = .150
A = 1.00
a1 = 90
a2 = 360

Figure 6 half Convex 45 Degree Profile

r = 3
A = 1.00
a1 = 45
a2 = 180

Figure 7 Concave 180 Degree Profile

r = -3 !!!profile radius negative result concave profile
A = 1.00
a1 = 180
a2 = 360

Figure 8 Half Concave 180 Degree Profile

r = -3 !!!profile radius negative result concave profile
A = 1.00
a1 = 180
a2 = 90

!!! a large number of variations can be created by changing the variables in the script, the shapes are most useful where columns or circular mouldings are not standard. The next script example is a Doric Column created by building variations of the moulding and combining them with primitives such as cones and cylinders.
I, AC show2DHotspotsIn3D = 0,
PARAMETERS A = 0, B = 0.8577160616709, ZZYXZ
= 0.16,
gs detlevel_3D = "Detailed", radius_1 = 0.4288580308355, radius_1 gc = 0.4288580308355,
radius_2 = 0.4288580308355, radius_2 gc = 0.4288580308355,
edit_mode = "Angle-Length", end_mode = "Perpendicular", gamma = 90,
length = 0.16, dist_x = 9.797174393179E-018, dist_y = 0,
angle_1 = 90, angle_2 = 90, gs resol = 36,
gs_shadow = 1, AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 0, ac_bottomlevel = 1
del 1
add 0, 0.966099596531
rotz 360
call "moulding geometry",
PARAMETERS r = -0.035, a1 = 90, a2 = 360,
x = 180, y = 0, z = 0, A = 0.89,
B = 2, ZZYXZ = 2, AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1, ac_toplevel = 0
del 2
add 0, 0.972849596531
call "Cone 16",
PARAMETERS A = 0, B = 1, ZZYXZ = 0.1,
gs detlevel_3D = "Detailed", radius_1 = 0.5,
radius_1 gc = 0.5, radius_2 = 0.5, radius_2 gc = 0.5,
edit_mode = "Angle-Length", end_mode = "Perpendicular", gamma = 90,
length = 0.1, dist_x = 6.12323395737E-018, dist_y = 0,
angle_1 = 90, angle_2 = 90, gs resol = 36, gs_shadow = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 0, ac_bottomlevel = 1
del 1
add 0, 0.9671
rotz 337.483
call "moulding geometry",
PARAMETERS r = 0.115, a1 = 90, a2 = 360,
x = 180, y = 0, z = 0, A = 1.05,
B = 2, ZZYXZ = 2, AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1, ac_toplevel = 0
del 2
add 0, 9.84849596531
rotz 266.2549
call "moulding geometry",
PARAMETERS A = 0, B = 1, ZZYXZ = 0.01,
gs detlevel_3D = "Detailed", radius_1 = 0.458,
radius_1 gc = 0.458, radius_2 = 0.458, radius_2 gc = 0.458,
edit_mode = "Angle-Length", end_mode = "Perpendicular", gamma = 90,
length = 0.01, dist_x = 6.12323395737E-019, dist_y = 0,
angle_1 = 90, angle_2 = 90, gs resol = 36, gs_shadow = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 0, ac_bottomlevel = 1
del 1
add 1.240327285323E-015, 0,9.66099596531
rotz 266.2549
Figure 9 Doric Column
**Entablature Beam**

Mulx A/1  
Muly B/1  
Mulz ZZYZX/1  

Material "Paint-02"  
Block 5.5, .7, .7  
ADD 0, -.05, .23  
Block 5.5, .05, .05

**Figure 10 Beam**

**Doric Cap Block and Base**

Mulx A/1  
Muly B/1  
Mulz zzyzx/1  
Material "Paint-02"  
Block A, B, zzyzx

**Figure 11 Doric Cap**

Mulx A/1  
Muly B/1  
Mulz zzyzx/1  
GOSUB 100:  
END !-...........

**Figure 12 Doric Cap**
FOR k = 1 TO 4
Gosub 100:
Gosub 200:
Gosub 300:
ADDx .0383
NEXT k
End !.............—

100:
body -1
model solid
resol 36
addz -0.01
pen 102
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
7, 0.02,
0.0198359, 0, 15,
0.0198359, 0.37310, 15,
-0.01950, 0.373059, 15,
-0.01953, 0.35645, 15,
0, 0.356452404351, 15,
0, 0, 15,
0.01983, 0, -1
del 1
addz -0.01
dacl -0.01
del 1
!!TR - 003
pen 102
body -1
Return 200:
addz -0.01
pen 89
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
7, 0.02,
0.0198359, 0, 15,
0.0198359, 0.37310, 15,
-0.01950, 0.373059, 15,
-0.01953, 0.35645, 15,
0, 0.356452404351, 15,
0, 0, 15,
0.01983, 0, -1
del 1
addz -0.01
dacl -0.01
del 1
!!TR - 003
pen 102
body -1
Return 200:
mass "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
5, 0, 117, -0.01,
0, 0.35645, 0.01, 15,
0, 0, 0.01, 15,
-0.01849, 0, 0, 15,
-0.01848, 0.33797, 0, 15,
0, 0.35645, 0.01, -1
Return 300:
mass "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
4, 0, 117, -0.01,
-0.018483, 0.33797, 0, 15,
-0.018490, 0.35645, 0.01, 15,
0, 0.3564, 0.01, 15,
-0.018483, 0.33797, 0, -1
Return

!!! top trigliph
Mux A/1
Muy B/1
Mux zzyzx/1
Robx 90
FOR k = 1 TO 4

Figure 13 Trigliph
Figure 14 Rosette

Figure 15 Regulae

Figure 16 Combined Regulae and Rosette

!!! Regulae and Rosette loop

Mu1x A/l
Mu1y B/l
Mu1z zzyzx/l

Rotx x
Roty y
Rotz z

Material "Paint-02"

FOR k=1 TO n

body .1
model solid
resol 36
!!FU -013
pen 4

body -1
add -0.02333696823513, -0.1159175513622, 0
call "Regulae3",
PARAMETERS A = 0.05, B = 0.05, ZZYZX = 0.05,
AC_show2DHotspos3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del 1
body -1
!!FU -015
body -1
add 0.161652239857, -0.008919550545694, 0
call "rotated doric leaf2",
PARAMETERS A = 0.02, B = 0.02, ZZYZX = 0.02,
AC_show2DHotspos3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del 1
body -1
ADDx .58
NEXT k
DEL 4
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0, use_stored_environment = 0,
fillAttribute_1 = ind(fill,"Background"),
fillAttribute_2 = ind(fill,"Masonry Block"),
lineTypeAttribute_1 = ind(line_type,"Dashed"),
lineTypeAttribute_2 = ind(line_type,"Solid Line"),
materialAttribute_1 = ind(material,"Paint-02"),
materialAttribute_2 = ind(material,"Paint-02"),
materialAttribute_3 = ind(material,"Missing Attribute"),
penAttribute_1 = 102,
penAttribute_2 = 1, penAttribute_3 = 19,
penAttribute_4 = 107,
penAttribute_5 = 27, penAttribute_6 = 87,
penAttribute_7 = 127,
penAttribute_8 = 102, penAttribute_9 = 124,
penAttribute_10 = 102
del 1
body -1
!!FU - 011
body -1
add -2.667276984815, 0.2666695923037,- 0.134717620783
mulx -1
call "Small Architrave mitred",
PARAMETERS A = 3.075954156725, B = 0.2,
ZZYZX = 0.18,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0, use_stored_environment = 0,
fillAttribute_1 = ind(fill,"Background"),
fillAttribute_2 = ind(fill,"Masonry Block"),
lineTypeAttribute_1 = ind(line_type,"Dashed"),
lineTypeAttribute_2 = ind(line_type,"Solid Line"),
materialAttribute_1 = ind(material,"Paint-02"),
materialAttribute_2 = ind(material,"Paint-02"),
materialAttribute_3 = ind(material,"Missing Attribute"),
penAttribute_1 = 102,
penAttribute_2 = 1, penAttribute_3 = 19,
penAttribute_4 = 107,
penAttribute_5 = 27, penAttribute_6 = 87,
penAttribute_7 = 127,
penAttribute_8 = 102, penAttribute_9 = 124,
penAttribute_10 = 102
del 2
body -1
!!FU - 013
body -1
add -2.553576378184, 0.00861406048288, 0
call "Regulae and rossette loop",
PARAMETERS n = 10, x = 0, y = 0,
z = 0, Untitled_1 A = 0, A = 1,
B = 1, ZZZZX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1,
ac_bottomlevel = 1, ac_toplevel = 0
del 1
body -1
!Small Architrave mitred.gsm

Roty 180
mulx A/1.189017163496
muly B/0.4123206670934
malz ZZYZX/0.3732371326798
call "Molding Straight 16",
PARAMETERS A = 0.9987394095807, B = 0.1902777539152, zzyzx = 0.3732371326798,
gs detlevel 3D = "Detailed", gs_detlevel_3D_m = 2, mtypes = "Base Cap 5",
mtypes_m = 11, beta = 135, alpha = 90,
clo = "None", cnum = 1, gs_resol = 24,
gs_shadow = 1
del 1

rotz 270
mulx -1
call "Molding Straight 16",
PARAMETERS A = 0.2220429131782, B = 0.1902777539152, zzyzx = 0.3732371326798,
gs detlevel 3D = "Detailed", gs_detlevel_3D_m = 2, mtypes = "Base Cap 5",
mtypes_m = 11, beta = 135, alpha = 90,
clo = "None", cnum = 1, gs_resol = 24,
gs_shadow = 1,
AC show2DHotspotsIn3D = 0, ac_bottomlevel = 1
del 3
body -1

Figure 17 Mitred Architrave

!Mitred Doric Entablature

Rotx 90
GOSUB 100:
Roty Rot_angle
Mulx -1
GOSUB 100:
DEI 2
END !---------
100:
body -1
model solid
resol 36
!!!BMR - 005
pen 90
Sprism_2: "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
39, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0.7070, 0, 0.45,

0.764, 0.437, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.537, 0.000, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.548, 0.003, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.556, 0.010, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.559, 0.021, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.561, 0.030, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.567, 0.037, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.576, 0.041, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.580, 0.041, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.587, 0.044, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.590, 0.051, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.588, 0.058, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.582, 0.062, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.580, 0.062, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.590, 0.181, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.590, 0.181, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.602, 0.183, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.612, 0.190, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.618, 0.200, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.620, 0.211, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.624, 0.225, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.634, 0.235, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.647, 0.240, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.651, 0.241, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.651, 0.273, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.670, 0.277, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.688, 0.287, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.702, 0.301, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.711, 0.319, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.714, 0.339, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.718, 0.357, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.729, 0.373, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.745, 0.384, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.764, 0.388, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.764, 0.437, -1.000, ind(material, "Paint-02")
Straight Doric Entablature

Mulx A/1
Mulx B/1
Mulx zzyzx/1
model solid
resol 36
pen 90
Sprism_{2} "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
0.764, 0.437, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.000, 0.437, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.000, 0.000, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.537, 0.000, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.537, 0.000, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.548, 0.003, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.556, 0.010, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.559, 0.021, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.561, 0.030, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.567, 0.037, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.576, 0.041, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.580, 0.041, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.587, 0.044, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.590, 0.051, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.588, 0.058, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.582, 0.062, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.580, 0.062, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.590, 0.062, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.590, 0.181, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.590, 0.181, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.602, 0.183, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.612, 0.190, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.618, 0.200, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.620, 0.211, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.624, 0.225, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.634, 0.235, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.647, 0.240, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.651, 0.241, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.651, 0.273, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.670, 0.277, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.688, 0.287, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.702, 0.301, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.711, 0.319, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.714, 0.339, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.718, 0.357, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.729, 0.373, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.745, 0.384, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.764, 0.388, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.764, 0.437, -1.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),

Figure 18 Straight Entablature
Figure 19 Mitred Entablature
Figure 20 Internal Mitred Entablature
!!Mitred Doric pediment
PEN cornice_pen
MATERIAL "Paint-02"

ADDx -A/2
   BLOCK A,B,cornice_ht3
DEL 1

ADDz cornice_ht3
ADDx -cornice wt2/2
   BLOCK
   cornice wt2,B+cornice_overhang,cornice_ht2
DEL 1

ADDx cornice ht2
ADDx -cornice wt1/2
   BLOCK
   cornice wt1,B+(2*cornice_overhang),cornice ht1
DEL 1
DEL 2

GROUP "cutting ends"
MATERIAL "Paint-02"
ADD (cornice wt1/2)-t-rake_overhang, -0.5, -0.5
BLOCK 1,1,1
DEL 1
MULx -1
ADD (cornice wt1/2)-t-rake_overhang, -0.5, -0.5
BLOCK 1,1,1
DEL 1
DEL 1
ENDGROUP

ADDz cornice ht0
GROUP "raked cornice"
MATERIAL "Paint-01"
ADDx -cornice wt1/2

HOTSPOT 0,0,0
HOTSPOT cornice wt1,0,0
TUBE 39.5, 127,

!profile points
0.764, 0.437, 0,
0.000, 0.437, 0,
0.000, 0.000, 0,
0.337, 0.000, 0,
0.337, 0.000, 0,
0.337, 0.000, 0,
0.337, 0.000, 0,
0.337, 0.000, 0,
0.561, 0.030, 0,
0.567, 0.037, 0,
0.576, 0.041, 0,
0.580, 0.041, 0,
0.587, 0.051, 0,
0.590, 0.051, 0,
0.598, 0.058, 0,
0.582, 0.062, 0,
0.580, 0.062, 0,
0.590, 0.062, 0,
0.590, 0.181, 0,
0.590, 0.181, 0,
0.602, 0.183, 0,
0.612, 0.190, 0,
0.618, 0.200, 0,
0.620, 0.211, 0,
0.624, 0.225, 0,
0.634, 0.235, 0,
0.647, 0.240, 0,
0.651, 0.241, 0,
0.651, 0.273, 0,
0.670, 0.277, 0,
0.688, 0.287, 0,
0.702, 0.301, 0,
0.711, 0.319, 0,
0.714, 0.339, 0,
0.718, 0.357, 0,
0.729, 0.373, 0,
0.745, 0.384, 0,
0.764, 0.388, 0,
0.764, 0.437, 0,

!profile points
0.1, -rake_overhang,0,
-temp_overhang_drop,0,
1st pt
-rake_overhang,0,-overhang_drop,0,
! temp pt1
-rake_overhang,0,-overhang_drop,0,
! ridge
cornice wt1,0,ridge_height,0,
! ridge
cornice wt1+rake_overhang,0,-overhang_drop,0,
! last pt
cornice wt1+rake_overhang+0.1,0,-
-temp_overhang_drop,0 ! temp pt2
DEL 1
ENDGROUP

!!!Filler prism
MATERIAL "Paint-02"
ROTx 90
ADDx -0.1
PRISM 3.0,0.05,
cornice wt1/2, 0,
0, ridge_height.c ! ridge
cornice wt1/2, 0
DEL 3

Figure 21 Mitred Doric Pediment
Mitred Architrave to Doric Pediment

Rox 90
body -1
model solid
resol 36
!!BMR -006
pen 90
add 0, 0, 0
rotx 330
rotz -90
sprism_{2} "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02", 39, 0, 0, 0, -0.5, 0, 30,
-0.437, 0.764, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.437, 0.000, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.000, 0.000, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.000, 0.537, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.000, 0.537, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
0.000, 0.537, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.003, 0.548, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.010, 0.556, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.021, 0.559, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.030, 0.561, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.037, 0.567, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.041, 0.576, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.041, 0.580, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.044, 0.587, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.051, 0.590, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.058, 0.588, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.062, 0.582, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.062, 0.580, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.062, 0.590, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.181, 0.590, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.181, 0.590, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.183, 0.602, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.190, 0.612, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.200, 0.618, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.211, 0.620, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.225, 0.624, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.235, 0.634, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.240, 0.647, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.241, 0.651, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.273, 0.651, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.277, 0.670, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.287, 0.688, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.301, 0.702, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.319, 0.711, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.339, 0.714, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.357, 0.718, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.373, 0.729, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.384, 0.745, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.388, 0.764, 15.000, ind(material, "Paint-02"),
-0.437, 0.764, -1.000, ind(material, "Paint-02")

Double architrave

Figure 22 Mitred Doric Pediment
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>roty</th>
<th>90</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mulp</td>
<td>A/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muly</td>
<td>B/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muls</td>
<td>ZZYZYX/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revolve(3)</td>
<td>62, 0, 360, 0, 180, 444, material Attribute_1,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1705, 0.6217, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1822, 0.6371, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1988, 0.6469, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2178, 0.6498, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2366, 0.6454, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2524, 0.6343, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2629, 0.6181, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2666, 0.5992, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2666, 0.5996, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2834, 0.5996, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2896, 0.5883, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.3001, 0.5810, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.3129, 0.5792, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.3251, 0.5832, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.3252, 0.5834, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.3288, 0.5920, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.3367, 0.5968, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.3460, 0.5960, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.3530, 0.5899, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.3551, 0.5808, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.3593, 0.5675, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.3692, 0.5575, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.3826, 0.5533, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.3964, 0.5558, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.4053, 0.5621, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.4114, 0.5711, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.4180, 0.5879, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.4309, 0.6004, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.4479, 0.6065, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.4659, 0.6050, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.4816, 0.5962, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.4923, 0.5818, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.4961, 0.5642, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.5292, 0.5642, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.5292, 0.5405, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.5323, 0.5253, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.5410, 0.5124, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.5541, 0.5039, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.5694, 0.5010, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.207, 0.5010, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-4.6524, 0.4812, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-5.9840, 0.4558, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-7.3157, 0.4212, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.6469, 0.3783, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.9029, 0.3791, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.9063, 0.3860, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.9134, 0.3888, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.9134, 0.3970, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.9164, 0.4118, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.9250, 0.4243, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.9378, 0.4324, 1.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.9527, 0.4349, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.9524, 0.0016, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.4162, 0.0016, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.396, 0.0007, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.3964, 0.0016, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000, 0.0016, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0002, 0.6682, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1654, 0.6682, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1654, 0.6032, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1705, 0.6217, 2.0000, 99.0000,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 23 Generic Column**
Doric order with Entablature

Figure 24 Doric Order with Entablature
Corinthian Cap

materialAttribute_1 = "Paint-02"
Pen 1
add 0, 0, 1.12071949433
rotz 90
Material "Paint-02"
CONE 1.1, .15, 1, 90, 90
del 2
Addz 3
Cone 1.6, 8, 6, 90, 90
Del 1

Figure 25 Corinthian Cap

! Rotated Scrolls

Rz = -.5
Rx = -1
mulx A/1
maly B/1
malz ZZYX/1
body -1
model solid
resol 100
ROTx 90
ROTy 0
ROTZ 0
Del 0
FOR k=1 TO 6
GOSUB 100:
addz +Rz
addx +Rx
ROTY 60
NEXT k
END !--------

!!!! Do not paste in image with code
Figure 26 Rotated Scrolls
: Corinthian cap and scroll

! Date : 10 November 2012
! Version : 16.00
!
!
muix A/2.438493856466
muly B/2.4358659882
mulz ZZYZX/ 2.35
add 1.265104469926, 1.218860946043, -0

call "cap",
PARAMETERS A = 1.96499250474, B =
1.968926665942, ZZYZX = 1.37928050567,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel =
1,
ac_toplevel = 0, use_stored_environment =
0,
add -0.7528850740287, 0.06630669708085, 1.7
rotz 205.9294880022
muix -1

call "Final rotated scrolls",
PARAMETERS A = 0.65, B = 0.6, ZZYZX =
0.65,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel =
1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del 3
body -1

Figure 27 Corinthian cap and scroll
!! Corinthian Flower

Muly A/1
Muly B/1
Multz zyzx/1

Rotx 90
For k=1 to 8
GOSUB 100:
Muly -1
GOSUB 100:
Addx .12
Addy -.12
ROTX 45
NEXT k
Material "Paint-02"
Del 3
Roty 90
Addy -.09
Addz .2
Muly .5
Sphere .15

1: Corinthian Leaf

GROUP "OUTERCYLINDER"
ROTX-90
GOSUB 100:
DEL 1
ENDGROUP

GROUP "LEAF-MASS"
MULy 4
MULx 4
GOSUB 200:
MULx -1
GOSUB 200:
IEND OF CODE FOR BOTTOM
PART OF LEAF

result 1=ISECTGROUP("OUTER CYLINDER","LEAF-MASS")
PLACEGROUP result 1

END: !----------

100: !!OUTERCYLINDER
revoile(2} 62, 0, 360, 444,
"Paint-02",
-0.73, 0.67, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.75, 0.69, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.77, 0.71, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.78, 0.73, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.79, 0.76, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.79, 0.78, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.79, 0.81, 1.00, 99.00,

---0.003, 0.321, 0.000, -1.000
RETURN

Figure 28 Corinthian Flower

mass "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
"Paint-02",
17, 0, 116, 0.03,
0.003, 0.321, 0.000, 79.000,
0.024, 0.313, 0.000, 79.000,
0.049, 0.297, 0.000, 79.000,
0.071, 0.277, 0.000, 79.000,
0.089, 0.254, 0.000, 79.000,
0.103, 0.228, 0.000, 79.000,
0.113, 0.200, 0.000, 79.000,
0.117, 0.170, 0.000, 79.000,
0.116, 0.141, 0.000, 79.000,
0.110, 0.112, 0.000, 79.000,
0.099, 0.084, 0.000, 79.000,
0.083, 0.059, 0.000, 79.000,
0.063, 0.037, 0.000, 79.000,
0.040, 0.019, 0.000, 79.000,
0.014, 0.005, 0.000, 79.000,
0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 15.000,

-0.78, 0.84, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.76, 0.88, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.73, 0.92, 2.00, 99.00,
-0.76, 0.89, 2.00, 99.00,
-0.79, 0.85, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.81, 0.80, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.82, 0.77, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.82, 0.74, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.82, 0.73, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.81, 0.70, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.80, 0.68, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.79, 0.66, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.76, 0.64, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.73, 0.62, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.68, 0.60, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.63, 0.59, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.59, 0.58, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.55, 0.57, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.52, 0.57, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.45, 0.58, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.38, 0.58, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.30, 0.58, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.24, 0.58, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.17, 0.57, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.16, 0.57, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.12, 0.56, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.09, 0.54, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.08, 0.54, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.06, 0.52, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.05, 0.52, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.04, 0.51, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.03, 0.49, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.03, 0.47, 2.00, 99.00,
0.01, 0.46, 2.00, 99.00,
0.00, 0.50, 2.00, 99.00,
0.00, 0.52, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.01, 0.54, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.02, 0.55, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.03, 0.56, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.05, 0.57, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.06, 0.57, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.09, 0.59, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.13, 0.60, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.14, 0.60, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.21, 0.61, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.27, 0.61, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.35, 0.61, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.42, 0.61, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.49, 0.60, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.52, 0.60, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.56, 0.61, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.60, 0.62, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.65, 0.64, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.70, 0.65, 1.00, 99.00,
-0.73, 0.67, 2.00, 99.00
RETURN

200: LEAF
mass "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
"Paint-02",
0, 21, -.4,
Figure 29 Corinthian Leaf
Rotated Corinthian Leafs

Mulx scale_x
Mulz scale_z
Muly scale_y

X = 1
Y = 1
Z = 1

ROTx 90
ROTy 180
FOR k = 1 TO 8

GROUP "OUTERCYLINDER"

ROTz -90
Call "Corinthian Leaf"
DEL 1
ENDGROUP

GROUP "LEAF-MASS"

MULy .4
MULx .4

GOSUB 200

MULx -1
GOSUB 200
DEL 3:

!END OF CODE FOR BOTTOM PART OF LEAF

result_1 = ISECTGROUP("OUTERCYLINDER","LEAF-MASS")
PLACEGROUP result_1
addz .04
addx -1

ROTy 45
NEXT k

END: !---------------

Figure 30 Rotated Corinthian Leafs
: Corinthian Capital

! Date : 10 November 2012
! Version : 16.00

ROTw 15.5
mulx A/6.5917
muly B/3.699423
mulz ZZYX/2.35
add 1.63970, 1.6249757, -0.52958
add -1.4531979, -0.79822, 0.52958268
rotz 343.73964
call "corinthian cap and scrollF",
PARAMETERS A = 2.3, B = 2.3, ZZYX = 2.35
del 2
add -0.0402063, -0.134855, 1.08946
rotz 344
call "F Rotated Corinthian Leafs",
PARAMETERS scale_x = 1, scale_y = 1, scale_z = 1.2,
A = 1, B = 1, ZZYX = 1
del 2
add 0.118484, -0.08565, 0.77

del 2

call "generic columnF",
PARAMETERS A = 1, B = 1, ZZYX = 1

del 1

A28
Figure 32 Ionic Capital Egg and dart

![Ionic Capital Egg and dart](image_url)

100:

```plaintext
for K = 1 to 16
pen 89
bprism "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
"Paint-02",
8, 0.005, 1,
0, 0, 15,
-0.0146550, 0.0210, 15,
 Material "Paint-02"
Addx .05
Addy .04
Mulz .75
Rotz 90
SPHERE .04
Del 5
Addx .05
Addy .04
Mulz .75
Rotz 90
SPHERE .06
Del 5
Addx .1
ROTY 22.5
NEXTk
```

:Scroll

`Fscroll Nov 12`

```plaintext
Rolx X
Rolty y
Rolz z
mulx A/0.3438163257376
muly B/0.3961495457852
mulz ZZYZX/1
add 0, 0, .05
GOSUB 100:
GOSUB 200:
Add -.5, -.15, -1
Material "Paint-02"
Cylind 3, 145
Addz -.95
material "Paint-02"
Cone 1, .06, .16, 90, 90
Addz -.005
Mulz 3
Sphere .06
Del 2
End !

```

Addz 0

1:00

```plaintext
29:
```

Addz 0

-0.550, -0.080, 15.000,
-0.554, -0.089, 79.000,
-0.557, -0.109, 79.000,
-0.554, -0.128, 79.000,
-0.557, -0.147, 79.000,
-0.547, -0.165, 79.000,
-0.538, -0.182, 79.000,
-0.525, -0.197, 79.000,
-0.516, -0.205, 79.000,
-0.511, -0.208, 79.000,
-0.502, -0.213, 79.000,
-0.492, -0.216, 79.000,
-0.481, -0.217, 79.000,
-0.470, -0.217, 79.000,
-0.460, -0.214, 79.000,
-0.450, -0.210, 79.000,
-0.441, -0.204, 79.000,
-0.434, -0.197, 79.000,
-0.427, -0.188, 79.000,
-0.423, -0.179, 79.000,
-0.420, -0.169, 79.000,
-0.418, -0.158, 79.000,
-0.419, -0.147, 79.000,
-0.421, -0.137, 79.000,
-0.426, -0.127, 79.000,
-0.431, -0.118, 79.000,
-0.439, -0.111, 79.000,
-0.447, -0.104, 79.000,
-0.457, -0.099, 79.000,
-0.463, -0.098, 79.000,
-0.466, -0.097, 79.000,
-0.473, -0.098, 79.000,
-0.480, -0.100, 79.000,
-0.487, -0.103, 79.000,
-0.493, -0.107, 79.000,
! Rotated Ionic scroll

mulx A/1
muly B/1
mulz ZZYZX/ 1
add -7.6782, 0.87986, 0
body -1
model solid
resol 36
GOSUB 100:
ADDx -9.8
Addy .875
Mulx -1
GOSUB 100:

Return

Figure 33 Rotated Ionic scroll
mulx A/3.353674177701
muly B/3.06836926063
mulz ZZYZX/4.63492997647
add 1.668564019114, 1.550901043502, 0.8610146099685
body -1
model solid
resol 36
if not(use_stored_environment) then goto "EnvironmentReady"
"EnvironmentReady":
pen penAttribute_2
body -1
add 0.2676701061164,-1.158321816449, 0
call "FScroll Novl2",
PARAMETERS x = 90, y = 0, z = 0,
A = I, B = I, ZZYZX = 1, AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = I,
ac bottomlevel = 1, ac toplevel = 0
del 1
add 0.2626997,1.109269, 0
rotz 180
mulx -I
call "FScroll Nov 12",
PARAMETERS x = 90, y = 0, z = 0,
A = I, B = 1, ZZYZX = 1, AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = I,
ac bottomlevel = 1, ac toplevel = 0
del 3
add -0.335516,-1.1583218, 0
mulx -I
call "FScroll Nov 12",
PARAMETERS x = 90, y = 0, z = 0,
A = I, B = I, ZZYZX = 1, AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = I,
ac bottomlevel = 1, ac toplevel = 0
del 2
add -0.330546,1.109269, 0
rotz 180
call "FScroll Nov 12",
PARAMETERS x = 90, y = 0, z = 0,
A = I, B = I, ZZYZX = 1, AC_show2DHotspotsln3D = 1,
ac bottomlevel = 1, ac toplevel = 0
del 2
body -1
add -1.002131,1.458507,-0.38691
call "ionic leaf F",
PARAMETERS A = 0.5, B = 0.5, ZZYZX = 0.025,
AC_show2DHotspotsln3D = 1, ac bottomlevel = 1,
ac toplevel = 0
del 1
add 0.927500, -1.5049172, -0.4059129
call "ionic leaf F",
PARAMETERS A = 0.5, B = 0.5, ZZYZX = 0.025,
AC_show2DHotspotsln3D = 1, ac bottomlevel = 1,
ac toplevel = 0
del 1
add 0.87825864, -1.508673, -0.405913
mulx A/3.353674177701
muly B/3.06836926063
mulz ZZYZX/4.63492997647
add 1.668564019114, 1.550901043502, 0.8610146099685
body -1
model solid
resol 36
if not(use_stored_environment) then goto "EnvironmentReady"
"EnvironmentReady":
pen penAttribute_2
body -1
add 0.2676701061164,-1.158321816449, 0
call "FScroll Novl2",
PARAMETERS x = 90, y = 0, z = 0,
A = I, B = I, ZZYZX = 1, AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = I,
ac bottomlevel = 1, ac toplevel = 0
del 1
add 0.2626997,1.109269, 0
rotz 180
mulx -I
call "FScroll Nov 12",
PARAMETERS x = 90, y = 0, z = 0,
A = I, B = 1, ZZYZX = 1, AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = I,
ac bottomlevel = 1, ac toplevel = 0
del 3
add -0.335516,-1.1583218, 0
mulx -I
call "FScroll Nov 12",
PARAMETERS x = 90, y = 0, z = 0,
A = I, B = I, ZZYZX = 1, AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = I,
ac bottomlevel = 1, ac toplevel = 0
del 2
add -0.330546,1.109269, 0
rotz 180
call "FScroll Nov 12",
PARAMETERS x = 90, y = 0, z = 0,
A = I, B = I, ZZYZX = 1, AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = I,
ac bottomlevel = 1, ac toplevel = 0
del 2
body -1
add -1.002131,1.458507,-0.38691
call "ionic leaf F",
PARAMETERS A = 0.5, B = 0.5, ZZYZX = 0.025,
AC_show2DHotspotsln3D = 1, ac bottomlevel = 1,
ac toplevel = 0
del 1
add 0.927500, -1.5049172, -0.4059129
call "ionic leaf F",
PARAMETERS A = 0.5, B = 0.5, ZZYZX = 0.025,
AC_show2DHotspotsln3D = 1, ac bottomlevel = 1,
ac toplevel = 0
del 1
add 0.87825864, -1.508673, -0.405913
mulx A/3.353674177701
muly B/3.06836926063
mulz ZZYZX/4.63492997647
add 1.668564019114, 1.550901043502, 0.8610146099685
body -1
model solid
resol 36
if not(use_stored_environment) then goto "EnvironmentReady"
"EnvironmentReady":
pen penAttribute_2
body -1
add 0.2676701061164,-1.158321816449, 0
call "FScroll Novl2",
PARAMETERS x = 90, y = 0, z = 0,
A = I, B = I, ZZYZX = 1, AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = I,
ac bottomlevel = 1, ac toplevel = 0
del 1
add 0.2626997,1.109269, 0
rotz 180
mulx -I
call "FScroll Nov 12",
PARAMETERS x = 90, y = 0, z = 0,
A = I, B = 1, ZZYZX = 1, AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = I,
ac bottomlevel = 1, ac toplevel = 0
del 3
add -0.335516,-1.1583218, 0
mulx -I
call "FScroll Nov 12",
PARAMETERS x = 90, y = 0, z = 0,
Figure 34 Ionic Capital

! Alternative Ionic Capital and column

Pen 4
Material "Paint-02"
Body -1
Add -0.04456, 0, 2.5
rotz 315
Call "F tapered cap",
PARAMETERS A = 2, B = 2, ZZYXZ = 1.2
del 2
Add -0.00508, 0, -1.6
Call "cone1",
PARAMETERS A = 1, B = 0.5, B2 = 2,
x = 0, y = 0, z = 90, mat = ind(material,"Paint-02"),
ZZYZX = 0.5
Del 1
Add 8.61, -1.14, 2.31
Call "Rotated Ionic scroll",
PARAMETERS A = 1.6838, B = 1.6838, ZZYXZ = 1
Del 1
Add -1.2388, 8.84815, 2.3162
rotz 270
mulx -1
Call "Rotated Ionic scroll",
PARAMETERS A = 1.6838, B = 1.6838, ZZYXZ = 1
Del 3
Add 1.154, 8.848, 2.3162
rotz 90
call "Rotated Ionic scroll",
PARAMETERS A = 1.6838, B = 1.6838077, ZZYXZ = 1
Del 2

Body -1
!!FU -020
Body -1
Add 8.613, 1.2491, 2.3162
rotz 180
mulx -1
Call "Rotated Ionic scroll",
PARAMETERS A = 1.6838, B = 1.6838, ZZYXZ = 1
Del 3

Body -1
Model solid
resol 36
!!FU -005
pen 4
Material "Paint-03"
body -1
add -0.1978, -0.989, 20.116
Call "egg and dart2",
PARAMETERS A = 4.05, B = 4, ZZYXZ = 4.05
del 1
Body -1
Call "generic columnF",
PARAMETERS A = 2.232, B = 2.232, ZZYXZ = 2.232
Body -1
Add 0.00042, 0, 18.83
Call "!!!!!Alternative Ionic Cap",
PARAMETERS A = 0.8, B = 0.8, ZZYXZ = 0.8
del 1
addz 19.993
Pen 89
Material "Paint-02"
Cylind .3, 1

A33
Figure 35 Ionic Capital and Column
Wall Panels and Openings
!!! Single panel and window opes.

A = 1.5 !!! WINDOW WIDTH
B = 3 !!! WINDOW HEIGHT
C = 2 !!! DISTANCE TO WINDOW BELOW
D = 2 !!! DISTANCE TO WINDOW ABOVE
E = 2 !!! DISTANCE TO WINDOW LEFT
F = 2 !!! DISTANCE TO WINDOW RIGHT

100:
ROTy 90
ROTz 90
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02"
5+5, Th,
0, 0, 15,
0, A*6, 15,
A*4, A*6, 15,
A*4, 0, 15,
0, 0, -1,
RETURN

E/2, C/2, 15,
E/2, B+C/2, 15,
A+E/2, B+C/2, 15,
A+E/2, C/2, 15,
E/2, C/2, -1

! The second script is for a typical Georgian full panel with two large windows one medium and one small, only two variables the width of the window based on the diameter of a circle, the large window consists of two circles, the medium two intersecting circles, and the smallest window is made up of one circle. The distance between the windows is also dependent on the diameter of the circle.

!! Wall panel and opes

!!! RADIUS = A
A = 1.5
Th = .5 !! wall thickness
ROTy 90
ROTz 90
GOSUB 100: |panel
ADDy 6*A
GOSUB 100: |panel
ADDy 6*A
GOSUB 200:
ADDy 4*A
GOSUB 300:

END: !-----------------------

300:
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
5+5, Th,
0, 0, 15,
0, A*4, 15,
A*4, A*4, 15,
A*4, 0, 15,
0, 0, -1,
RETURN
Figure 36 Single and Double Wall Panel
Ill Wall panel at door

!!!RADIUS = A
A = 1.5
ROTy 90
ROTz 90

GOSUB 50: panel
ADDy 6*A
GOSUB 100: panel
ADDy 6*A
ADDy 5*A
GOSUB 300:

END:-----------------------

50:
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02", 5+5, 1,
  0, 0, 15,
  0, A*6, 15,
  A*4, A*6, 15,
  A*4, 0, 15,
  0, 0, -1

RETURN

100:
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02", 5+5, 1,
  0, 0, 15,
  0, A*6, 15,
  A*4, A*6, 15,
  A*4, 0, 15,
  0, 0, -1,
  A, A, 15,
  A, A, 15,
  A, A, 15,
  A, A, 15,

RETURN

200:
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02", 5+5, 1,
  0, 0, 15,
  0, A*5, 15,
  A*4, A*5, 15,
  A*4, 0, 15,
  0, 0, -1,
  A, A, 15,
  A, A, 15,
  A, A, 15,

RETURN

300:
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02", 5+5, 1,
  0, 0, 15,
  0, A*4, 15,
  A*4, A*4, 15,
  A*4, 0, 15,
  0, 0, -1,
  A, A, 15,
  A, 3*A, 15,
  3*A, 3*A, 15,
  3*A, A, 15,

RETURN

Figure 37 Wall panel at Door opening

!!!Panel 0
A = 1 !!! WINDOW WIDTH
B = 1 !!! WINDOW HEIGHT
C = 1 !!! DISTANCE TO STOREY FORMATION LEVEL
D = 1 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT STOREY FORMATION LEVEL
E = 1 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT PANEL ON LEFT
F = 1 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT PANEL ON RIGHT

!!!Panel 1
A1 = 1 !!! WINDOW WIDTH
B1 = 1 !!! WINDOW HEIGHT
C1 = 1 !!! DISTANCE TO STOREY FORMATION LEVEL
D1 = 1.1 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT STOREY FORMATION LEVEL
E1 = 1.1 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT PANEL ON LEFT
F1 = 1 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT PANEL ON RIGHT
Alternative Wall Panel using group and solid operations

Toler .005
A = 1
B = 2
C = 1.8
D = 2.5
A1 = 1
B1 = 2
A2 = 1
B2 = 1.5
A3 = 1
B3 = 1
x_dis = .5
z_dis = 5
Material "Paint-01"
Wall_th = .6
z1_dis = 3
z2_dis = 3

!!Start of Code !-------------------

Gosub 100:
Addz z_dis
Gosub 200:
Del 5
Addz 3 - x_dis
Gosub 300:
Del 3
Addz 2.1
Gosub 400:
End !-----------------------------------

100:
Roty 0
Group "Wall"
Block C, Wall_th, D
Endgroup
Group "Hole"
Addx x_dis
Addz z_dis
Block A, Wall_th - .15, B
Addr .075
Addx .075
Block A - .15, 1, B - .15
Del 4
Endgroup
Result = subgroup ("Wall", "Hole")
Placegroup result
Addx x_dis -.1
Addz z_dis
Addy Wall_th
Block A +.2, 1, .1
return

200:
Roty 0
Group "Wall1"
Block C, Wall_th, D
Endgroup
Group "Hole1"
Addx x_dis
Block A1, Wall_th - .15, B1
Addz .075
Addx .075
Block A1 - .15, 1, B1 - .15
Del 4
Endgroup
Result = subgroup ("Wall1", "Hole1")
Placegroup result
Addx x_dis -.1
Addz z_dis
Addy Wall_th
Block A1 +.2, 1, .1
return

300:
Group "Wall2"
Block C, Wall_th, D -.3
Endgroup
Group "Hole2"
Addx x_dis
Addz z_dis
Block A2, Wall_th - .15, B2
Addr .075
Addx .075
Block A2 - .15, 1, B2 - .15
Del 4
Endgroup
Result = subgroup ("Wall2", "Hole2")
Placegroup result
Addx x_dis -.1
Addz z_dis
Addy Wall_th
Block A1 +.2, 1, .1
Return

400:
Group "Wall3"
Block C, Wall_th, D -.6
Endgroup
Group "Hole3"
Addx x_dis
Addz z_dis
Block A3, Wall_th - .15, B3
Addr .075
Addx .075
Block A3 - .15, 1, B3 - .15
Del 4
Endgroup
Result = subgroup ("Wall3", "Hole3")
Placegroup result
Addx x_dis -.1
Addz z_dis
Addy Wall_th
Block A1 +.2, 1, .1
Return

A39
Figure 38 Alternative Wall Panel

*Horizontal wall panels*

!! Ground Floor Wall Panel

!!Panel
A2 = 1 !!! DOOR WIDTH
B2 = 1 !!! DOOR HEIGHT
C2 = 1 !!! DISTANCE TO STOREY FORMATION LEVEL
D2 = 1.1 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT STOREY FORMATION LEVEL
E2 = 1.2 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT PANEL ON LEFT
F2 = 1 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT PANEL ON RIGHT

!!Panel 3
A3 = 1 !!! WINDOW WIDTH
B3 = 1 !!! WINDOW HEIGHT
C3 = 1 !!! DISTANCE TO STOREY FORMATION LEVEL
D3 = 1.1 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT STOREY FORMATION LEVEL
E3 = 1.1 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT PANEL ON LEFT
F3 = 1 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT PANEL ON RIGHT

!!Panel 4
A4 = 1 !!! WINDOW WIDTH
B4 = 1 !!! WINDOW HEIGHT
C4 = 1 !!! DISTANCE TO STOREY FORMATION LEVEL
D4 = 1.1 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT STOREY FORMATION LEVEL
E4 = 1.1 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT PANEL ON LEFT
F4 = 1 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT PANEL ON RIGHT

Resol 99
Pen 1.5

!!! Start of script-----------------------------------------------

Rotx 90
1000:
100:
ROTy 0
ROTx 0
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
5+5, 1,
0, 0, 15,
0, B+C/2+D/2, 15,
A+E/2+F/2, B+C/2+D/2, 15,
A+E/2+F/2, 0, 15,
0, 0, -1,
E/2, C/2, 15,
E/2, B+C/2, 15,
A+E/2, B+C/2, 15,
A+E/2, C/2, 15,
E/2, C/2, -1
Material "Paint-02"
Addy C/2
Addz 1
Addx E + A + F)/2
200:
ROTY 00
ROTx 00
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
5+5, 1,
0, 0, 15,
0, B+Cl/2+D1/2, 15,
A1+E1/2+F1/2, B1+Cl/2+D1/2, 15,
A1+E1/2+F1/2, 0, 15,
0, 0, -1,
E1/2, C1/2, 15,
E1/2, B1+Cl/2, 15,
A1+E1/2, B1+Cl/2, 15,
Addz 1
Addx E1/2 - .1
Block A1 + .1 ,.1 ,.1

Del 3

300:
Addx (E1 + A1 + F1)/2

ROTy 0
ROTz 0

cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
5+5, 1,
0, 0, 15,
0, B2+C2/2+D2/2, 15,
A2+E2/2+F2/2, B2+C2/2+D2/2, 15,
A2+E2/2+F2/2, 0, 15,
0, 0, -1,
E2/2, C2/2, 15,
E2/2, B2+C2/2, 15,
A2+E2/2, B2+C2/2, 15,
A2+E2/2, C2/2, 15,
E2/2, C2/2, -1

Material "Paint-02"
Addy C2/2
Addx 1
Addx E2/2 - .1
Block A2 + .1 ,.1 ,.1

Del 3

Del 0
Addx (E2 + A2 + F2)/2

400:
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
5+5, 1,
0, 0, 15,
0, B3+C3/2+D3/2, 15,
A3+E3/2+F3/2, B3+C3/2+D3/2, 15,
A3+E3/2+F3/2, 0, 15,
0, 0, -1,
E3/2, C3/2, 15,
E3/2, B3+C3/2, 15,
A3+E3/2, B3+C3/2, 15,
A3+E3/2, C3/2, 15,
E3/2, C3/2, -1

Material "Paint-02"
Addy C3/2
Addx 1
Addx E3/2 - .1
Block A3 + .1 ,.1 ,.1

Del 3

Addx (E3 + A3 + F3)/2

cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
5+5, 1,
0, 0, 15,
0, B4+C4/2+D4/2, 15,
A4+E4/2+F4/2, B4+C4/2+D4/2, 15,
A4+E4/2+F4/2, 0, 15,
0, 0, -1,
Figure 39 Horizontal wall Panels
!!! Ashlar stone wall panel

!!!RADIUS = AA
PEN 61
!AA = 1.5
!Th = .5 !!! wall thickness
ROTy 90
ROTz 90
ROTy -90

MATERIAL bmat !!! Block Material
IF bl_wall=1 THEN
GOSUB 400: !Block Wall
ENDIF

GOSUB 100:!panel
ADDy 6*AA
GOSUB 100:!panel
ADDy 6*AA
GOSUB 200:
ADDy 4*AA
GOSUB 300:

DEL 3
IF bl_wall=1 THEN
GOSUB 500: !OPERATORS TO CUT WINDOW OPENINGS FROM BLOCK WALL:

! -------------------------------
!!! SOLID ELEMENT OPERATION COMMANDS TO CUT WINDOWS FROM BLOCK WALL:
! -------------------------------

BlockWallFinal = SUBGROUP ("BlockWall",
"BlockWallALLOPERATOR")
BWwOPENINGS = isectGROUP (BlockWallFinal,
"WINDOWALLOPERATOR")
new = subgroup (BlockWallFinal,BWwOPENINGS)
PLACEGROUP new

ENDIF

Del 3
END:!------------------

100:
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02", 5+5, Th,
0, 0, 15,
0, AA*6, 15,
AA*4, AA*6, 15,
AA*4, 0, 15,
0, 0, -1,
AA, AA, 15,
AA, 4*AA, 15,
3*AA, 4*AA, 15,
3*AA, AA, 15,
AA, AA, -1

RETURN

200:
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02", 5+5, Th,
0, 0, 15,
0, AA*5, 15,
AA*4, AA*5, 15,
AA*4, 0, 15,
0, 0, -1,
AA, AA, 15,
AA, 4*AA, 15,
3*AA, 4*AA, 15,
3*AA, AA, 15,
AA, AA, -1

RETURN

300:
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02", 5+5, Th,
0, 0, 15,
0, AA*4, 15,
AA*4, AA*4, 15,
AA*4, 0, 15,
0, 0, -1,
AA, AA, 15,
AA, 3*AA, 15,
3*AA, 3*AA, 15,
3*AA, AA, 15,
AA, AA, -1

RETURN

400:

! -------------------------------
==

GROUP "BlockWall"

FOR ht_i = 0 TO wall_ht STEP ((bl_space + by[2])*2)
ADDy ht_i
FOR wall_len_i = 0 TO wall_len STEP (bl_space + bx[4])
ADDx wall_len_i
GOSUB 450:
DEL 1
NEXT wall_len_i
DEL 1
NEXT ht_i
LOOPS FOR INDENTED BLOCKS (even rows):

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{ADDx } bx[3]/2 + \text{bl space} \\
&\text{ADDy } (\text{bl space} + by[2])
\end{align*}
\]

FOR ht_i = 0 TO wall ht STEP ((\text{bl space} + by[2])*2)

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{ADDy } ht_i \\
&\text{FOR wall_len_i = 0 TO wall_len STEP } (\text{bl space} + bx[4])
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{ADDx } \text{wall_len_i} \\
&\text{GOSUB 450:} \\
&\text{DEL 1}
\end{align*}
\]

NEXT wall_len_i

DEL 1

NEXT ht_i

DEL 2

LOOPS FOR HALF BLOCKS:

!!! Left of Wall:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{ADDy } (\text{bl space} + by[2])
\end{align*}
\]

FOR ht_i = 0 TO wall ht STEP ((\text{bl space} + by[2])*2)

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{ADDy } ht_i \\
&\text{GOSUB 455:} \\
&\text{DEL 1}
\end{align*}
\]

NEXT ht_i

DEL 1

!!! Right of Wall:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{ADDx (num bl*(bl space + bx[4]))}
\end{align*}
\]

FOR ht_i = 0 TO wall ht STEP ((\text{bl space} + by[2])*2)

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{ADDy } ht_i \\
&\text{GOSUB 455:} \\
&\text{DEL 1}
\end{align*}
\]

NEXT ht_i

DEL 1

!!! MORTAR:

MATERIAL mmat

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{ADD 0.005,0.005,0.005}
\end{align*}
\]

BLOCK wall_len-0.010, wall_ht-0.010, bl_th-0.020

DEL 1

ENDGROUP

!!! CUTTING OPERATOR FOR SEO:

MATERIAL bmat

GROUP "BlockWallALLOPERATOR"

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{ADDy } 6*AA
\end{align*}
\]

ENDGROUP

RETURN

450: ! BLOCK

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{cPRISM_ bmat, bmat, bmat , 5, bl_th,}
\end{align*}
\]

bx[1], by[1], 15,
bx[2], by[2], 15,
bx[3], by[3], 15,
bx[4], by[4], 15,
bx[1], by[1], -1

RETURN

455: ! HALF BLOCK

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{cPRISM_ bmat, bmat, bmat , 5, bl_th,}
\end{align*}
\]

bx[1], by[1], 15,
bx[2], by[2], 15,
bx[3], by[3], 15,
bx[4], by[4], 15,
bx[1], by[1], -1

RETURN

500: ! OPERATORS TO CUT WINDOW OPENINGS

FROM BLOCK WALL:

GROUP "WINDOWOPERATOR"

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02", 5, Th*2, AA, AA, 15, AA, 5*AA, 15, 3*AA, 5*AA, 15, 3*AA, AA, 15, AA, AA, -1}
\end{align*}
\]

ADDy 6*AA

ENDGROUP

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02", 5, Th*2, AA, AA, 15, AA, 5*AA, 15, 3*AA, 5*AA, 15, 3*AA, AA, 15, AA, AA, -1}
\end{align*}
\]

ADDy 6*AA

ENDGROUP

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02", 5, Th*2, AA, AA, 15, AA, 5*AA, 15, 3*AA, 5*AA, 15, 3*AA, AA, 15, AA, AA, -1}
\end{align*}
\]

ADDy 6*AA

ENDGROUP
Figure 40 wall Panels with Ashlar Stonework
Architrave and Cill

Mulx A/1
Muly B/1
Mulz zzyzx/1

Toler 99
Pen 1.5
Wall_Th = .3
AA = .5 !!!!!Ope radius

Rotz 180
Gosub 100:

End:

!!

100:
add AA - 0.05, Wall_th, AA
sprism_2 materialAttribute_1, materialAttribute_1,
materialAttribute 1,
5, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0,
2.00022822886, 0,
0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0,
-0.05, -0.025, 63, materialAttribute_1,
0.05, -0.025, 63, materialAttribute_1,
0.05, 0.025, 63, materialAttribute 1,
-0.05, 0.025, 63, materialAttribute_1,
-0.05, -0.025, 63, materialAttribute_1

body -1
del 1
add AA - 0.01, Wall_Th, 5*AA + .1
rotx 90
roty -90
sprism_2 materialAttribute_1, materialAttribute_1,
materialAttribute 1,
5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,
0.025, -0.1, 15, materialAttribute_1,
0.025, 0, 15, materialAttribute_1,
-0.025, 0, 15, materialAttribute 1,
-0.025, -0.1, 15, materialAttribute_1,
0.025, -0.1, 15, materialAttribute_1

Del 3
add AA - .15, Wall_Th + .05, AA
rotx 90
roty -90
sprism_2 materialAttribute_1, materialAttribute_1,
materialAttribute 1,
5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,
0.075, -0.1, 15, materialAttribute_1,
0.075, 0, 15, materialAttribute_1,
-0.075, 0, 15, materialAttribute 1,
-0.075, -0.1, 15, materialAttribute_1,
0.075, -0.1, 15, materialAttribute_1

Del 3
Return

Figure 41 Architrave and Cill
Wall panel with openings blocks and architrave

mulx  A/ 2
muly  B/0.700476395971
mulz  ZZZZX/ 10
body -1
model solid

add 0, 0, 0
call "Architrave and Cill to Wall Opes",
PARAMETERS materialAttribute_1 = material/Attribute_3, A = 1,
B = 1, ZZZZX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1,
ac_bottomlevel = 1, ac_toplevel = 0
del 1
body -1
add 0, 0, 3
call "Architrave and Cill to Wall Opes",
PARAMETERS materialAttribute_1 = material/Attribute_3, A = 1,
B = 1, ZZZZX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1,
ac_bottomlevel = 1, ac_toplevel = 0
del 1
body -1
add 0, 0, 6.125
call "Architrave and Cill to Wall Opes",
PARAMETERS materialAttribute_1 = material/Attribute_3, A = 1,
B = 1, ZZZZX = 0.75,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1,
ac_bottomlevel = 1, ac_toplevel = 0
del 1
body -1
add 0, 0, 8.25
call "Architrave and Cill to Wall Opes",
PARAMETERS materialAttribute_1 = material/Attribute_3, A = 1,
B = 1, ZZZZX = 0.5,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1,
ac_bottomlevel = 1, ac_toplevel = 0
del 1
body -1
add -2, .26, 0
DIM tmp_bx[4]
tmp_bx[1] = 0
tmp_bx[2] = 0
tmp_bx[3] = 0.45
tmp_bx[4] = 0.45
DIM tmp_by[3]
tmp_by[1] = 0
tmp_by[2] = 0.3
tmp_by[3] = 0.3
call "Wall Panel and Opes",
PARAMETERS AA = 0.5, Th = 0.5, bl_wall = 1,
bl_len = 0.45, bl_dt = 0.3, bl_th = 0.575,
b_space = 0.02, bmat = material/Attribute_3,
rmat = material/Attribute_4,
bx = tmp_bx, by = tmp_by, wall_len = 2,
wall_hh = 10,
A = 4, B = 1, ZZZZX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del 1
body -1
Figure 42 Single Wall Panel Architrave and Cill

Figure 43 Multiple Wall Panel Architrave and Cill
Curved Opening Wall Panel

Panel 0
A1 = 2 !!! WINDOW WIDTH
B1 = 2 !!! WINDOW HEIGHT
C = .5 !!! DISTANCE TO STOREY FORMATION LEVEL
D = 4 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT STOREY FORMATION LEVEL
E = 2 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT PANEL ON LEFT
F = 2 !!! DISTANCE TO NEXT PANEL ON RIGHT

Start of script-------------------------------
Toler .0001
Rots 180
Roty 0
GOSUB 1000:
End

1000:
Rots 90
Roty 0
Cprism "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
5,5, 1,
0, 0, 15, 0, B1+C/2+D/2, 15, A1+E2+F/2, B1+C/2+D/2, 15,
A1+E2+F/2, 0, 15, 0, 0, -1,
E2, C/2, 15, E2, B1+C/2, 15, A1+E2, B1+C/2, 1000+15, A1+E2, C/2, 15, 

Return

Figure 44 Curved Opening Wall Panel
!!Three arched wall semi-circular wall openings

body -1
model solid
resol 36
!!FU - 011
pen 4
body -1
add 2.5, -0.45, 0
call "Curved Opening WAll Panel",
PARAMETERS A1 = 3.5, B1 = 2.2, C = 0.5,
D = 4.6, E = 1.5, F = 1.5, A = 1,
B = 1, ZZYZX = 1, AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1,
ac_bottomlevel = 1, ac_toplevel = 0
del 1
body -1
!!FU - 011
body -1
add 5.2, -0.45, 0
call "Curved Opening WAll Panel",
PARAMETERS A1 = 1.2, B1 = 2.2, C = 0.5,
D = 4.6, E = 1.5, F = 1.5, A = 1,
B = 1, ZZYZX = 1, AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1,
ac_bottomlevel = 1, ac_toplevel = 0
del 1
body -1
!!FU - 011
body -1
add -2.5, -0.45, 0
call "Curved Opening WAll Panel",
PARAMETERS A1 = 1.2, B1 = 2.2, C = 0.5,
D = 4.6, E = 1.5, F = 1.5, A = 1,
B = 1, ZZYZX = 1, AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1,
ac_bottomlevel = 1, ac_toplevel = 0
del 1
body -1

Figure 45 Three arched wall semi-circular wall openings
! Wall with Circular Arch opening with Solid

A = 1
A2 = .5
B = 1

C = 1 !! left distance to start
D = 1 !! Rt dis to start
E = .5 !! Fl
F = .5 !! dis to top
Blk_ht = .275 !! Blockheight
mulx A/1
muly B/1
mulz zzyzx/1
Wall_th = 1
body -1
model solid
resol 99
!!FU -020
pen 101
set material "Paint-02"
body -1
add A/2, Wall_th-.05,1.5

call "Masonry Arch Segmental 16",
PARAMETERS A = .825, A2 = A/2, B = 0.275, ZZZYZX = 1, gs_delevel_3D = "Detailed", ha = 0.4,
hah = 0.55, nb = 7, lb = 0.3, th = 0.3,
gs_mor_th = 0.011, mfd = 0.01, gs_shadow = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsln3D = 0, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0, gs_cont_pen = 1,
gs_fill_type = ind(fill,"Background")
gs_fill_pen = 19, gs_back_pen = 19,
gs_brick_mat = ind(material,"Paint-02")
gs_mortar_mat = ind(material,"Paint-01")
gs_list_cost = 0
del 3
!

!!! Corbel
Addy 1.5+zzyzx
Addx A/2
addz -Wall_th
Cylinder A, A/2
Del 4
Addx 0
Rotz 0
Block A,B,1.5+zzyzx
Del 2
Endgroup
!
Group "Wall"
Addx -1
Material "Paint-02"
Block A+C+D, Wall_th-.1, B+E+F+.25
Del 0
Material "Paint-02"
Addz Blk_ht
Roty -90
Addz Wall_th -.1
For k = 1 to 8
ADDx C/2
CUTPLANE 45
DEL 1
Block A+C+D, .25, .05
cutend
Roty 0
Addy -Blk_ht -.025
Next k

Endgroup

Result = subgroup ("Wall", "Hole")
Placegroup result

!!! Plinth rt
ADDx 1.5
CUTPLANE -45
DEL 1
Addx -A
Block C, Wall_th,.5
Cutend
Del 1
ADDx 1.5
CUTPLANE -15
DEL 1
Addx A
Block C, Wall_th,.5
Cutend
Del 1

!!! Group "Hole"
body -1
Rotx 90

A53
Stonework to arch

Stonework

Block for plinth and corbels

Block wall

Minus semi-circular opening

Combined objects to create wall and opening

Figure 46 Wall with Circular Arch opening with Solid operation
Figure 47 Window Surround Architrave

Figure 48 Window Head Architrave

Figure 49 Alternative Window Architrave Profile 2

Figure 50 Alternative Wall Architrave

Figure 51 Skirting
Figure 52 Corbel

Figure 53 Circular Architrave

! Curved frame architrave

Mulx A/.5
Muly B/.1
Mulz zzyx/.1
Toler .0001
Material "Paint-02"
Pen 1

revolve 15, 360, 63+64,
0.000, 0.402, 2.000,
-0.001, 0.402, 1.000,
-0.001, 0.402, 2.000,
-0.001, 0.403, 2.000,
-0.003, 0.403, 2.000,
-0.002, 0.405, 1.000,
-0.004, 0.407, 1.000,
-0.005, 0.408, 1.000,
-0.007, 0.409, 1.000,
-0.010, 0.411, 1.000,
-0.011, 0.414, 2.000,
-0.018, 0.414, 2.000,
-0.018, 0.339, 2.000,
0.000, 0.339, 2.000,
0.000, 0.402, -1
Sash Windows
Glazing bar

body -1
model solid
resol 36
!!SLA - 002
pen 89
body -1
addz 0.3
cprism_ "Wd-Pine Horizontal", "Paint-01", "Paint-01", 45, 0.3,
-0.009, -0.014, 15.000,
-0.005, -0.014, 15.000,
-0.005, -0.016, 79.000,
-0.004, -0.017, 79.000,
-0.005, -0.019, 79.000,
-0.003, -0.018, 79.000,
-0.003, -0.019, 79.000,
-0.002, -0.019, 79.000,
-0.001, -0.019, 79.000,
0.000, -0.020, 79.000,

Mulx A/1
Mulx B/1
Mula zzyx/075
Del 3
A = B
Rots x
Rots y
Rots z
Del 0
body -1
model solid
resol 36
!!SLA - 003
pen 89

body -1
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
11, A,
-0.000102157238278,
0.01096846307863, 15,
0.01559286643679,
0.0009684630786393, 15,
0.02744117250182,
0.0009684630786322, 15,
0.02744117250182,
0.004031536921363, 15,

body -1
model solid
resol 36
!!SLA - 002
pen 89

body -1
cprism_ "Wd-Pine Horizontal", "Paint-01", "Paint-01", 45, 0.3,
-0.009, -0.014, 15.000,
-0.005, -0.014, 15.000,
-0.005, -0.016, 79.000,
-0.004, -0.017, 79.000,
-0.005, -0.019, 79.000,
-0.003, -0.018, 79.000,
-0.003, -0.019, 79.000,
-0.002, -0.019, 79.000,
-0.001, -0.019, 79.000,
0.000, -0.020, 79.000,

body -1
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
11, A,
-0.000102157238278,
0.01096846307863, 15,
0.01559286643679,
0.0009684630786393, 15,
0.02744117250182,
0.0009684630786322, 15,
0.02744117250182,
0.004031536921363, 15,

body -1
model solid
resol 36
!!SLA - 003
pen 89

body -1
cprism_ "Wd-Pine Horizontal", "Paint-01", "Paint-01", 45, 0.3,
-0.009, -0.014, 15.000,
-0.005, -0.014, 15.000,
-0.005, -0.016, 79.000,
-0.004, -0.017, 79.000,
-0.005, -0.019, 79.000,
-0.003, -0.018, 79.000,
-0.003, -0.019, 79.000,
-0.002, -0.019, 79.000,
-0.001, -0.019, 79.000,
0.000, -0.020, 79.000,

body -1
cprism_ "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
11, A,
-0.000102157238278,
0.01096846307863, 15,
0.01559286643679,
0.0009684630786393, 15,
0.02744117250182,
0.0009684630786322, 15,
0.02744117250182,
0.004031536921363, 15,
! 3 by 3 glazing bars vertical and horizontal

Mulx A/1
Mulx B/1
Mulz zzyzx/.05

Gosub 100:
Roly 90
Addx -A*1.15
Gosub 100:
Del 2

End !

100:
body -1
model solid
resol 36
!!FU -033
pen 4
body -1
add 0.3264238608146, -0.03981216786091, 0.075
"glazing bar",
PARAMETERS x = 0, y = 0, z = 90,
A = 1, B = 1, ZZYX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1,
ac_bottomlevel = 1, ac_toplevel = 0
del -1
body -1
!!FU -033
body -1
add 0.8264238608146, -0.03981216786091, 0.075
"glazing bar",
PARAMETERS x = 0, y = 0, z = 90,
A = 1, B = 1, ZZYX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1,
ac_bottomlevel = 1, ac_toplevel = 0
del -1
body -1

Return

Figure 55 3 by 3 glazing bars vertical and horizontal
Moulded Sash frame

Mulx A/0.075
Mulx B/1
Mulz zyxx/1

A1 = 1
Frth = 0.075

| Del 0
| Gousub 100:
| addz A1
| addz A1
| Roty -180
| Gousub 100:
| Del 3
| Addz A1
| Rotx 0
| Rotz 0
| Roty 90
| Gousub 200:
| Del 4
| Addz A1
| Rotz 180
| Roty 90
| Gousub 200:
| Del 3

END!

100:

sprism_{2} "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
10, 0, 0, 0, -0.7, 0, -45,
0, 0, 0, 0.70, A1, -45,
0, 0.03, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),
0.004, 0.03, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),
0.03, 0.004, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),
0.03, 0, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),
Ffrth, 0, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),
Frth, 0.05, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),
0.045, 0.05, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),
0.045, Frth, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),
0, Frth, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),
0, 0.03, -1, ind(material,"Paint-02")

Return

200:

Frth = 0.075

sprism_{2} "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
10, 0, 0, 0, -0.7, 0, -45,
0, 0, 0, 0.70, A1, -45,
0, 0.03, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),
0.004, 0.03, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),
0.03, 0.004, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),
0.03, 0, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),
Ffrth, 0, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),
Frth, 0.05, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),
0.045, 0.05, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),
0.045, Frth, 15, ind(material,"Paint-02"),

Figure 56 Moulded Sash frame
! Sash 4 by 3 Glazing bars

Mulx A/.875
Mulx B/1.5
Mulz zzyzx/.075

Rotx x
Roty y
Rotz z

body -1
model solid
!!FU -030
pen 4
body -1
add -0.0001076761067398, -0.074928644142, 0
call "Moulded sash frame",
PARAMETERS A = 0.875, B = 1.5, ZZYZX = 0.075,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del 1
body -1
!!FU -037
body -1

Figure 57 Sash 4 by 3 Glazing bars

! Final sash frame

!Sash Frame
Rotx 90
Addz -zzyzx
MATERIAL "Paint-02"
PRISM_ 5+i.5,zzyzx*2,
0,0,15,
A,0,15,
A,B,15,
0,B,15,
0,0,-1,
zzyxz, zzyxz,15,
A-zzyxz,zzyxz,15,
A-zzyxz,B-zzyxz,15,
zzyxz, B-zzyxz,15,
zzyxz, zzyxz,-1
Material "Glass-clear"
Rotx -90
Addy -zzyzx-t.015
Addz .015
Block A-.03,.005, B-.03
del 5

Del 3
!
Roty 90
Addx -B/1.5
FOR K=1 TO 2
Gosub 200:
ADDx B/3
NEXT k
Del 4
End !----------------

100:
body -1
model solid
resol 36
!!SLA -003
pen 89
body -1

Rotz 90
cprism: "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
11, 
B-zzyzx,
-0.000102157238278, -0.01096846307864, 15,
0.01559286643682, -0.01096846307863, 15,
0.01559286643679, -0.0096846307863393, 15,
0.02744117250182, -0.009684630786332, 15,
0.02744117250182, 0.00403153692136, 15,
0.01559286643679, 0.00403153692136, 15,
0.01559286643679, 0.01403153692136, 15,
-0.000102157238278, 0.01403153692136, 15,
-0.01607233100703, 0.00403153692136, 15,
-0.01607233100701, -0.0009684630786286, 15,

A62
Figure 58 Window Sash Frame
! Sash box

! 
Rotx x 
Roty y 
Rotz z
mulx A/0.080
muly B/0.20
add 0.04806112384106, 0.07996700634073, 0.3
body -1
model solid
resol 36
addz -0.3
pen pen Attribute 1
cprism material Attribute_1, material Attribute_2, material Attribute_2,

Figure 59 Sash Box

13, ZZYX,
-0.04806112384106, 0.1200329936593, 15,
-0.04806112384106, 0.07996700634073, 15,
-0.04806112384106, 0.07996700634073, 15,
-0.02693887615894, -0.07996700634073, 15,
-0.02688328749705, -0.06200236744647, 15,
-0.02688328749705, -0.06200236744647, 15,
0.001931615372248, 0.06200236744647, 15,
0.001931615372248, 0.06200236744647, 15,
0.001931615372248, 0.06200236744647, 15,
0.001938876158937, 0.01403299365927, 15,
0.001931615372248, 0.01403299365927, 15,
0.001931615372248, 0.01403299365927, 15,
0.01632982744459, 0.01403299365927, 15,
0.001938876158937, 0.02603299365927, 15,
0.001946136945625, 0.102068354765, 15,
0.026946136945625, 0.102068354765, 15,
0.02689054828373, 0.1200329936593, 15,
-0.04806112384106, 0.1200329936593, 15,
Figure 60 Sash Window and Box
Semi-circular window

Toler .0001
fdep = .1
fwid = .05
gmat = 24
fmat = 2

'Sash Frame
Rotx 90
Addz -zzyzx
MATERIAL "Paint-02"
PRISM_ 5+5,zzyxz*2,
0,0,15,
A,0,15,
A,B,15,
0,B,15,
,0,15,
A-zzyxz,B-zzyxz,15,
A-zzyxz,B-zzyxz,15,
zzxz,B-zzyxz,15,
zzyxz,B-zzyxz,15,
zzxz,B-zzyxz,-1
Material "Glass-clear"
Rotx -90
Addy -zzyzx+.015
Addz 0.015
Block A-.03,.005, B-.03
del 5

Addx A/3
FOR k=1 TO 2
Gosub 100:
ADDx m
NEXT k
del 3
!
Roty 90
Addx -B/1.5
FOR k=1 TO 2
Gosub 200:
ADDx B/3
NEXT k
del 4
!
Rozt 90
cprism. "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
11, B-zzyxz,
-0.0001021572382782, -0.01096846307864, 15,
0.01559286643682, -0.0109684630786322,
0.01559286643679, -0.0009684630786322,
0.02744117250182, -0.0009684630786322,
0.02744117250182, 0.04031536921363,
0.01559286643679, 0.04031536921363,
0.01559286643679, 0.04031536921363,
-0.0001021572382782, 0.04031536921363,
-0.01607233100703, 0.04031536921363,
-0.01607233100703, 0.0009684630786286,
-0.0001021572382782, -0.01096846307864,
-0.01607233100703, 0.04031536921363,
-0.01607233100703, 0.0009684630786286,
-0.0001021572382782, -0.01096846307864,

ADDx B-fwid
Rotx 90
ADDx A/3
FOR k=1 TO 2
Gosub 100:
ADDx A/3
NEXT k
del 3
!
Roty 90
ADDx -B/1.5
FOR k=1 TO 2
Gosub 200:
ADDx B/3
NEXT k
del 4
!
Rozt 90
cprism. "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
11, A-zzyxz,
-0.0001021572382782, -0.01096846307864,
0.01559286643682, -0.0109684630786322,
0.01559286643679, -0.0009684630786322,
0.02744117250182, -0.0009684630786322,
0.02744117250182, 0.04031536921363,
0.01559286643679, 0.04031536921363,
0.01559286643679, 0.04031536921363,
-0.0001021572382782, 0.04031536921363,
-0.01607233100703, 0.04031536921363,
-0.01607233100703, 0.0009684630786286,
-0.0001021572382782, -0.01096846307864,
-0.01607233100703, 0.04031536921363,
-0.01607233100703, 0.0009684630786286,
-0.0001021572382782, -0.01096846307864,

ADDx A/2
ADDy fdep/2
ADDz B-fwid
Rotx 90
WALLHOLE 4,2,
-A/2, 0,15,
-A/2,B,A/2,13,
A/2,B,A/2,1015,
A/2, 0,15,
-A/2, 0,15,
-A/2+F-wid, F-wid,15,
-A/2+F-wid,B-A/2,13,
A/2-F-wid,B,A/2,1015,
A/2-F-wid, F-wid,15,
-A/2+F-wid, F-wid,15
Del 4
!!

ADDx B
ADDx A/3
FOR k=1 TO 2
Gosub 100:
ADDx A/3
NEXT k
Del 3
!
Roty 90
ADDx -B/1.5
FOR k=1 TO 2
Gosub 200:
ADDx B/3
NEXT k
Del 5
End !--------

100:
body -1
model solid
resol 36
!SLA - 003
pen 89
body -1

Return

200:
body -1
model solid
resol 36
!SLA - 003
pen 89
body -1

Rozt 90
cprism. "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
11, A-zzyxz,
-0.0001021572382782, -0.01096846307864,
15,
0.01559286643682, -0.0109684630786322,
0.01559286643679, -0.0009684630786322,
0.02744117250182, -0.0009684630786322,
0.02744117250182, 0.04031536921363,
0.01559286643679, 0.04031536921363,
0.01559286643679, 0.04031536921363,
-0.0001021572382782, 0.04031536921363,
-0.01607233100703, 0.04031536921363,
-0.01607233100703, 0.0009684630786286,
-0.0001021572382782, -0.01096846307864,

ADDx A/2
ADDy fdep/2
ADDx B-fwid
Rotx 90
POLY_ 4,
-A/2, 0,7,
-A/2,B-A/2,5,
A/2,B-A/2,1007,
A/2, 0,7
ADDx fdep/2
MATERIAL "Glass-clear"
POLY_ 4,
-A/2, 0,7,
-A/2,B-A/2,5,
A/2,B-A/2,1007,
A/2, 0,7
ADDx fdep/2
MATERIAL "Paint-02"
PRISM_ 5+5,fdep,
Figure 61 Semi-circular sash window

! Rotated glazing bars

Rotx x
Roty y
Rotz z
Del 0

FOR k=1 TO 8
Gosub 100:
ADDx .07
Roty 22.5
NEXT k
Del 2

End !

body -1
model solid
resol 36
!!SLA - 003
pen 89
body -1

100:
material "Paint-02"
block .03, .03, .75

Return
**Glazed fanlight**

Mulx A/1
Muly B/1
Mulz zzyzx/1

body -1
model solid
resol 36
!!FU - 054
pen 4
body -1
add 0.00194701986755, 0.06, 0
call "Fan light frame",
PARAMETERS A = 1, B = 1, ZZYZX = 0.075,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 0
ac_toplevel = 0
del 1
body -1
!!FU - 055
body -1
add 0.7988582621576, 0.001830265952226, 0
call "Fan light Glazing bars",
PARAMETERS x = 0, y = 0, z = -90,
A = 1, B = 1, ZZYZX = 0.075,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1, ac_toplevel = 0
del 1
body -1
addz -0.05
addxy 0.3
Rotx 90
pen 89
cprism_ "Glass-lamp", "Glass-lamp", "Glass-lamp",
34, 0.005,
0.003371063542482, 0.0326838906861, 15,
0.983710635425, 0.0326838906861, 13,
1.96371063542, 0.0326838906861, 15,
1.9606602204, 0.08238386570958, 79,
1.945209631839, 0.18072252857188, 79,
1.919889476351, 0.2769900356643, 79,
1.884959374364, 0.3702172763871, 79,
1.840777756805, 0.4594234067779, 79,
1.787797986045, 0.5437020692235, 79,
1.72653706496, 0.6221884506, 79,
1.65770326473, 0.6940771744254, 79,
1.581923262063, 0.756305651124, 79,
1.50001303868, 0.815162175178, 79,
1.412778020295, 0.8631637941158, 79,
1.321148440266, 0.9020709800466, 79,
1.226052807265, 0.9315083439226, 79,
1.128466931173, 0.951743896254, 79,
1.029392175133, 0.9608667458346, 79,
0.9298451802117, 0.9604861408966, 79,
0.8308474332854, 0.9500364982447, 79,
0.73341785202029, 0.9296250274235, 79,
0.6385470267811, 0.899461183745, 79,
0.547217629598, 0.8598544890634, 79,
0.460363756857, 0.811213616626, 79,
0.3788766468245, 0.7540309458543, 79,
0.3035924675193, 0.6888999900823, 79,
0.2352837364966, 0.616486826089, 79,
0.1746513937734, 0.5375345109277, 79,
0.1223170692245, 0.4528532021915, 79,
0.0781939832833, 0.3633118447001, 79,

Figure 64 Glazed Fanlight
Figure 65 Composite Window Opening

Figure 66 Composite Sash Window and Opening
Roofs
! Rafter

wd_colar = 10
ang = 30 !!!pitch angle
th = .075 !rafters
dp = .2 !colars or ceiling joist
centre = 1 !joist centres
n = 10 !!! number of joist
anghip = 45
!!

Material "Paint-02"
Rotx 180

Roty ang
Block .5*wd_colar/COS (ang), th, dp
del 1

Figure 67 Rafter

!Half single truss

wd_colar = 10
ang = 30 !!!pitch angle
th = .075 !rafters
dp = .2 !colars or ceiling joist
centre = 1 !joist centres
n = 10 !!! number of joist
anghip = 45
!!

Rotx 180
100:
Material "Paint-02"
Block .5*wd_colar/COS (ang), th, dp

Roty ang
Block .5*wd_colar/COS (ang), th, dp
del 1
Addx wd_colar/2
Addz -TAN (ang)*.5*wd_colar + dp
Block th, th, TAN (ang)*.5*wd_colar
Del 2
Addx wd_colar/4
addz -TAN (ang)*.25*wd_colar
Block th, th, TAN (ang)*.25*wd_colar
Del 2

Return

Figure 68 Half Truss

!Half Double Cut Roof

wd_colar = 10
ang = 30 !!!pitch angle
th = .075 !rafters
dp = .2 !colars or ceiling joist
centre = 1 !joist centres
n = 10 !!! number of joist
anghip = 45
!!

Rotx 180
FOR k=1 TO n
Gosub 100:
Next k
Del 4
End !

100:
Material "Paint-02"
Block .5*wd_colar, th, dp

Roty ang
Block .5*wd_colar/COS (ang), th, dp
del 1
Addx wd_colar/2
Addz -TAN (ang)*.5*wd_colar + dp
Block th, dp/2, TAN (ang)*.5*wd_colar
Rotx -90
addy -dp
Block th, 2*dp, centre
Del 4
Addz dp
Block dp, centre, dp
Del 1
Addx wd_colar/4
addz -TAN (ang)*.25*wd_colar
Block th, th, TAN (ang)*.25*wd_colar
Del 2

Return
Figure 69 Arrangements of Half Trusses

**Double cut roof**

body -1
model solid
resol 36
!!FU -014
pen 4
body -1

call "Fhalf Double Cut Roof",
PARAMETERS A = 1, B = 1, ZZYX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
body -1
!!FU -014
body -1
add 10,0, 0
mulx -.2

call "Fhalf Double Cut Roof",
PARAMETERS A = 1, B = 1, ZZYX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del 2
body -1

Figure 70 Arrangement for Double Cut Roof

! Back Hipped section

wd_colar = 5
ang = 30 t!pitch angle
th = .075 trafters
dp = .2 t!cols or ceiling joist
centre = 1 t!joist centres
n = 40 t!! number of joist
R=8

anghip = 45

Rotx x
Roty ang
Rotz z
!

Gosub 100:
gosub 300:
Addy .5*wd_colar* .75
Addx .5*wd_colar* .73
Mulx .27
Gosub 200
Del 3
Addy .5*wd_colar* .5
Addx .5*wd_colar* .48
Mulx .53
Gosub 200
Del 3
Addy .5*wd_colar* .25
Addx .5*wd_colar* .22
Mulx .78
Gosub 200
Del 3
Addy .5*wd_colar* .25+th
Addx .5*wd_colar* .25
Mulx .75
Gosub 200
Del 3
Addy .5*wd_colar* .5+th
Addx .5*wd_colar* .5
Mulx .5
Gosub 200
Del 3
Addy .5*wd_colar* .75+th
Addx .5*wd_colar* .75
Mulx .25
Gosub 200
Del 3
100:
Material "Paint-02"
Block .5*wd_colar/tan (anghip), th, dp
Rotz 45
Block .5*wd_colar/COS(45) +th, th, dp
del 1
Return

200:
Rotz -90
Block th, .5*wd_colar/TAN (anghip) +th, dp
Del 1
Return

300:
Rotz -45
Block .5*wd_colar/COS(45) +th, th, dp
del 1
return

Figure 72 filer rafter or Joist

! Tile battens

wd_colar = 10
ang = 30 !!!pitch angle
th = .075 !!!rafters
dp = .2 !!!colars or ceiling joist
centre = .25 !!!joist centres
n = 40 !!!!!! number of joist
anghip = 45
Rotx X
Roty y
Rotz z

Roty ang
Gosub 100:
End 1

100:
Material "Paint-02"
FOR k=1 TO TAN (ang)*.5*wd_colar/centre
Block th/2, n*centre, dp/4
ADDX centre
NEXT k
DEL 4
Return

Figure 73 Tile battens

!Filer joist or rafter

wd_colar = 5
th = .075 !!!rafters
dp = .175 !!!colars or ceiling joist
centre = 1 !!!joist centres
n = 40 !!!!!! number of joist
Roty y
Rotz z

A = .075
B = .200

Material "Paint-02"
SLAB 5, dp,
0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0,
A, 0, 0,
A, B, B*SIN(ang),
0, B, B*SIN(ang),
0, 0, 0

Figure 71 Back Hip Section
Roof covering hipped

wd_colar = 5
ang = 30 !!!pitch angle
th = .075 !rafters
dp = .2 !colars or ceiling joist

d = 2 !!!distance to hip verge
A1 = 2 !!Colar width
B1 = .5*wd_colar/COS (ang) !! Rafter length
TAN (ang)*.5*wd_colar

mass "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint 02", 6, 0, 112, -1,
0, 0, Z1, 15,
A1, 0, TAN (ang)*.5*wd_colar, 15,
A1, B1/d, TAN (ang)*.5*wd_colar, 15,
A1, B1, Z4, 15,
0, B1, Z5, 15,
0, 0, Z1, -1

Figure 74 Roof Covering Hipped

Roof covering pitched

wd_colar = 5
ang = 30 !!!pitch angle
th = .075 !rafters
dp = .2 !colars or ceiling joist

d = 2
A1 = .5*wd_colar/COS (ang)
B1 = .5*wd_colar/COS (ang)
TAN (ang)*.5*wd_colar

mass "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint 02", 5, 0, 112, -1,
0, 0, TAN (ang)*.5*wd_colar, 15,
A1, 0, Z2, 15,
A1, B1, Z4, 15,
0, B1, Z5, 15,
0, 0, Z1, -1

Figure 76 Hipped Roof Covering

Roof covering hipped Square

wd_colar = 5
ang = 30 !!!pitch angle
th = .075 !rafters
dp = .2 !colars or ceiling joist

d = 2
A1 = .5*wd_colar/COS (ang)
B1 = .5*wd_colar/COS (ang)
TAN (ang)*.5*wd_colar

mass "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint 02", 6, 0, 112, -1,
0, 0, Z1, 15,
A1, 0, TAN (ang)*.5*wd_colar, 15,
A1, B1/d, TAN (ang)*.5*wd_colar, 15,
A1, B1, TAN (ang)*.5*wd_colar, 15,
0, B1, Z5, 15,
0, 0, Z1, -1

Figure 75 Roof Cover Pitched

! Roof covering pitched square

wd_colar = 5
ang = 30 !!!pitch angle
th = .075 !rafters
dp = .2 !colars or ceiling joist

d = 2
A1 = .5*wd_colar/COS (ang)
B1 = .5*wd_colar/COS (ang)
Figure 77 Pitched Roof Covering

!Roof covering valley

\[ \text{wd\_colar} = 5 \]
\[ \text{ang} = 30 \text{ pitch angle} \]
\[ \text{th} = .075 \text{ rafters} \]
\[ \text{dp} = .2 \text{ colars or ceiling joist} \]

\[ \text{d} = 2 \]
\[ \text{A1} = 2 \]
\[ \text{B1} = .5 \text{wd\_colar}/\text{COS (ang)} \]
\[ \text{TAN(\text{ang})*5*wd\_colar} \]

mass "Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint 02",
\[ 6, 0, 112, -1, \]
\[ 0, 0, Z1, 15, \]
\[ A1, 0, -\text{TAN(\text{ang})*5*wd\_colar}, 15, \]
\[ A1, B1, -\text{TAN(\text{ang})*5*wd\_colar}, 15, \]
\[ 0, B1, Z5, 15, \]
\[ 0, 0, Z1, -1 \]

Figure 78 Roof Covering Valley
! Composite roof and covering

body -1
model solid
resol 36
!!FU -014
pen 4
body -1
call "Fhalf Double Cut Roof",
PARAMETERS A = 1, B = 1, ZZYZX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsln3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
body -1
!!FU -014
body -1
add 5.077010118954, 0.0002717006209801, 0
mulx -1
call "Fhalf Double Cut Roof",
PARAMETERS A = 1, B = 1, ZZYZX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsln3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del 2
body -1
!!FU -015
body -1
add 2.583971238661, -0.03780093680861, 0.125
rotz 90
call "F Back Hipped section",
PARAMETERS x = 0, y = 0, z = 0,
A = 1, B = 1, ZZYZX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsln3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1, ac_toplevel = 0
del 2
body -1
!!FU -018
body -1
add 2.583971238661, -0.03780093680861, 0.1
call "Roof meshF Hipped",
PARAMETERS A = 2, B = 1, ZZYZX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsln3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del 1
body -1
!!FU -014
body -1
add 2.583971238661, -0.03780093680861, 0.1
mulx -1
call "Roof meshF Hipped",
PARAMETERS A = 2, B = 1, ZZYZX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsln3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del 2
body -1
!!FU -020
body -1
add -0.3027801072868, -2.924552282757, 0.1
call "Roof meshF Pitched Square",
PARAMETERS A = 2, B = 1, ZZYZX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsln3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del 1
body -1
!!FU -020
body -1
add 5.470722584609, -2.924552282757, 0.1
mulx -1
call "Roof meshF Pitched Square",
PARAMETERS A = 2, B = 1, ZZYZX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsln3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del 2
body -1

A78
Figure 79 Composite Roof and Covering
Roof Domes
Material "Paint-02"
FOR k=1 to 8
Gosub 100;
Addy 0
Addx 2
ROTx 45
NEXT k
Del 4
END !----------------------------------

100:  
body -1
model solid
resol 36
!!FU - 021
pen 4
body -1
call "Column Classic",
PARAMETERS A = 0.4064, B = 0.4064, CS = "Ionic", CH = 0.3048
body -1

Return

Figure 80 Circular Column Arrangements
**Figure 81 Dome Base**
! Dome

A1 = 1
r = 3
th = 5
resol 36
revolvedshellangular "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
"Paint-02", "Paint-02", "Paint-02",
"Surf-Stucco White", "Surf-Stucco White",
4, 0, th, 0, 0, 1, 360, 1, 36,

! -- transformation matrix -----------------------------------------------
0, r, 0, 0,
0, 0, r, 0,
r, 0, 0, 0,

! -- profile polyline ------------------------------------------------------
A1, 0, 2,
0, 0, 900,
0, 90, 4002,
0, A1, 2

Figure 82 Dome
"Roof Dome"

body -1
model solid
resol 36
!!FU -024
pen 4
body -1
add -6.194370384252, -5.853638897139, 3
call "Dome base",
PARAMETERS A = 12, B = 12, ZZYZX = 20,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del -1
body -1
!!FU -022
material "Paint-02"
body -1
add -1.033373907591, -2.417296123567, 0.43
call "Rotated columns under dome",
PARAMETERS A = 1, B = 1, ZZYZX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del -1
body -1
!!FU -024
material ""
body -1
add -6.194370384252, -5.853638897139, 3.4
call "Dome base",
PARAMETERS A = 12, B = 12, ZZYZX = 20,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del -1
body -1
!!FU -024
body -1
add -6.194370384252, -5.853638897139, 0
call "Dome base",
PARAMETERS A = 12, B = 12, ZZYZX = 20,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del -1
body -1
!!FU -022
body -1
add -6.194370384252, -5.853638897139, 0
call "Dome base",
PARAMETERS A = 12, B = 12, ZZYZX = 20,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del -1
body -1
!!FU -025
body -1
add 0, 0, 3.4
call "dome",
PARAMETERS A = 1, B = 1, ZZYZX = 1,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0
del -1
body -1

Figure 83 Roof Dome and Collimation
! Attic balusters

Roty -30
Material "Paint-02"
Addz -2
Addy -05
Addx -2
block 2.35, .3, .2
Addz .86
block 2.35, .3, .1
del 4
FOR k=1 TO 4
Gosub 100:
ADDx .s
NEXT k
Gosub 100:
DEL 5

End !

100:

body -1
model solid
toler .0001
!!FU -026
pen 4
body -1
call "Baluster",
PARAMETERS A = 0.1783852725305, B = 0.1783852725305, ZZYXZ = 0.9144,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1, ac_toplevel = 0, Derived_from_AutoCad = "109.0",
TR3D_1_1 = 1, TR3D_1_2 = 0, TR3D_1_3 = 0,
TR3D_2_1 = 0, TR3D_2_2 = 1, TR3D_2_3 = 0,
TR3D_3_1 = 0, TR3D_3_2 = 0, TR3D_3_3 = 1
del 0
body -1
Return
!

Figure 84 Attic Balusters
Stairs
!!! Staircase

riser = .2
going = .25
numrisr = 10
width = 1
LET width=A !make it stretchy
GOSUB 100: Stair parametric
Gosub 200:
END !

100:Staircase
Material "Paint-02"
ADDx width/2
ROTy -90
PUT 0,0
PUT 0,going
PUT (numrisr-1)*riser,
numrisr*going
FOR N=numrisr to 1 step -1
PUT N*riser, N*going
PUT N*riser, (N-1)*going-rak
RETURN !---------------

200:Right H'rail - CYLIND
hgoing =numrisr*going
hriser =numrisr*riser
hrailen =SQR(hgoing^2+hriser^2)
hrailang =ATN(hriser/hgoing)
ADDx -width/2+hrdiam/2
ADDz 0
ROTx -90+hrailang
MATERIAL hrmatl
RESOL 12
Rotx 90
Material "Paint-02"
Block .05,hrailen,.3
Addx width
Block .05,hrailen,.25
DEL 5

Figure 85 Staircase
!!!! Staircase handrail and balusters

Roty -30
Material "Paint-02"
Addz - .05
Addy - .05
Addx - .2
block 2.35, .15, .05
Addz .7
block 2.35, .15, .05
del 4
FOR k=1 TO 10
Gosub 100:
ADDX .2
NEXT k
mulx 3
Muly 3
Gosub 100:
del 2
DEL 5
End !

100:
Mulx .25
Muly .25
body -1
model solid
toler .0001
!!FU - 026
pen 4
body -1
call "Baluster",
PARAMETERS A = 0.1783852725305, B = 0.1783852725305, ZYYZX = 0.9144,
AC_show2DHotspotsIn3D = 1, ac_bottomlevel = 1,
ac_toplevel = 0, Derived_from_AutoCad = "109.0",
TR3D_1_1 = 1, TR3D_1_2 = 0,
TR3D_1_3 = 0, TR3D_2_1 = 0, TR3D_2_2 = 1,
TR3D_2_3 = 0, TR3D_3_1 = 0, TR3D_3_2 = 0,
TR3D_3_3 = 1
del 2
body -1
Return
!

Figure 86 Staircase Balusters and Handrail
Appendix B: List of publications: Maurice Murphy
Appendix C: End user questionnaire
Articles or Publications in Refereed Journals.


Submitted under Review


Refereed Conference papers given


Posters, abstracts, seminar chair


15. Eastern Analytical Symposium (EAS), Geomatics for Heritage Conservation II (Chaired by Maurice Murphy, Dublin Institute of Technology), November 11-16, 2006, Somerset, New Jersey
Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM) is defined as the mapping of parametric objects (based on historical data) onto point cloud or image based surveys of historic buildings; this will accelerate the reverse engineering process creating also an opportunity to develop detail behind the object’s surface concerning its methods of construction and material makeup. Objects within HBIM can contain a vast number of parameters ranging from geometry and texture to conservation analysis. The HBIM can automatically create cut sections, details and schedules in addition to the orthographic projections and 3D models (wire frame or textured).

Ranking Complexity of building historic model using 3D CAD Rate the complexity from 1 (very simple) to 5 (very complex) your experience in using 3D CAD to model part of the historic facade

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>very simple</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>very complex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ranking Complexity of building historic model in HBIM Rate the complexity from 1 (very simple) to 5 (very complex) your experience in using 3D CAD to model part of the historic facade

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>very simple</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>very complex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Which of the platforms took longer to learn?

Time taken to learn to use 3D CAD in comparison to HBIM If your answer is 3D CAD, how much longer did it take to learn?

- same time
- twice as long
- three times as long
- four times as long
Time taken to learn to use HBIM in comparison to 3D CAD. If your answer is HBIM, how much longer did it take to learn?

- same time
- twice as long
- three times as long
- four times as long
- five times as long
- Other: 

Time taken to plot the 3D model in 3D CAD. How long approximately did it take you to plot the 3D model in 3D CAD?

Time taken to plot 3D in HBIM. How long approximately did it take you to plot the 3D model in HBIM?
Efficiency of HBIM Plotting Stages

The following questions are intended to measure the efficiency of the steps involved in plotting the model from the survey data.

Step 1 Importing Survey Data Choose which format survey data should be in from the following list?
- Ortho - Image

Step 2 Checking accuracy of Survey Data Should control measurements be embedded in any of the following survey data?
- Ortho - Image

Library of objects Were the parameters listed in the objects available in the library suitable for plotting the historic facade?

- Yes
- No

Library of objects - how can the object's parameters be improved?

- Add parameters for irregular shapes in objects
- Add options to revolve the objects
- Include more realistic textures
- Allow for scaling of objects
- Other:

Calculating parameters and sizing objects from which of the following should the object's parameters be calculated form?
Mapping objects onto survey data. Should the objects be mapped directly onto the following?

- Ortho-image
- Vectors
- Data sheets
- Image and vector
- Image, vector and data sheet
- Vector and data sheet
- Other: [ ]
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Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM)

Automatic Production of Engineering Drawings and Schedules

HBIM can automatically create cut sections, details and schedules in addition to the orthographic projections and 3D models (wire frame or textured).

3D CAD; List of Documents, Drawings and Schedules Identify from the following list Documents, Drawings and Schedules that be automatically produced from 3D CAD models?

- Plans
- Elevations
- Sections
- 3D wire frame
- 3D textured
- 3D sections and cuts
- Details
- Schedules
- Bills of Quantities
- Other:

HBIM; List of Documents, Drawings and Schedules Identify from the following list Documents, Drawings and Schedules that be automatically produced from HBIM?

- Plans
- Elevations
- Sections
- 3D wire frame
- 3D textured
- 3D sections and cuts
• Details
• Schedules
• Bills of Quantities
• Other:

Accuracy of documentation in HBIM Is HBIM more accurate than 3D CAD in producing documentation?

• Yes
• No

Accuracy of documentation in HBIM Identify from the following list where errors may occur in producing HBIM documentation?

• Errors in original survey data
• Errors in library objects
• Errors in plotting objects
• Scaling drawings
• Compiling and automating of documents in HBIM
• Other: [___]